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PREFACF.

While a large number of books have been written

on the game of Bridge, none of them is complete in

itself, each having been apparently written with a

view to advance some particular theory of the game,

or to introduce some scheme of play which the author

has found to suit his own case, or to win in the circle

in which he moves.

A convention which one writer advocates, another

condemns. A rule which one author considers good

enough for all purposes, another finds defective in

many instances, and so on. In order to become thor-

oughly familiar with all the various styles of play

which one is likely to encounter at the bridge table,

it would be necessary to purchase and read at least

half a dozen books on the subject, and even then,

many things would be found that were not clear,

others that were skimmed over, and many that were

not touched upon at all.

A writer on Bridge, in his anxiety to defend his

own pet theory, usually devotes so much space to
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it that he entirely omits many points which it is

important for every bridge player to know, and

almost every author falls into the error of taking

it for granted that the reader knows certain techni-

cal terms and details which, in fact, he does not

know.

The present work is an attempt to remedy these

defects, and to gather into one volume not only every-

thing that the purchaser of a text-book wants to learn,

but everything connected with the game, whether it

is particularly valuable or not. A player may not be-

lieve in defensive spade makes, but he should know

that there are such things, and what he must expect

from a partner or adversary who adopts that theory.

He may not believe in the discard from strength, but

he should be familiar with the arguments for and

against it, and know how to play his hand when op-

posed to it. A text-book on bridge, to be complete,

should be such that its owner can find within its

pages a full explanation of anything connected with

the game.

In the following pages, every theory of play is

illustrated by a hand which is played completely

through, so that the tactics of one side may be seen

opposed by the tactics of the other side, the proper

defence to each attack being shown.
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These illustrations are not tucked away in an ap-

pendix at tlie end of the booit, but are set in immediate

proximity to the paragraphs which they illustrate, just

as the pictures in a novel would be placed.

The method of presenting the subject is oUch that

the reader may either take it seriously, as a text-book,

and study it as he would any other science, or he

may use it simply as a book of reference to refresh

his memory or to improve his knowledge on some par-

ticular point. The reader is put in possession of all

the mechanical elements of the game: all that part

of it which can be played by rule, without the exercise

of any wonderful powers of inference or cunning. A
mechanically sound game will always win against un-

trained brilliancy in the long run. If one knows the

makes and the leads; knows what cards to play second

hand in order to protect one's self and get the most
out of the adverse suit^ ; knows how to pick out the

best suit to play for and how to manage it: knows
when to lead trumps and how to lead them, and when
to leave them alone, one is far on the road to being

a finished bridge player.

The deeper tactics of the game, its finer strategy,

and the variations which are necessary against players

of different calibre, are not things that can be taught

by a book. They are for the personal teacher, who
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can watch his pupil's progress, and set him tasks that

are within his powers.

The method of presenting the subject is that which

has been found the most successful in personal teach-

ing, and the author trusts it will be found equally

valuable as a text-book, being based i.-i the true peda-

gogical principle : few rules bui nriiinv examples.

New York, October, 1905.
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IIISIOI^K Al.

Of the origin of bridge very little seems to be ac-

curately known, but it would seem to be a combination
or outgrowth of various other games, notably geral-

asch, Siberia, and preference. A game very like

bridge has long been popular in Holland, and all the
elements of it ;ire to be traced in many of the older
games of cards.

The name is supposed to be derived from the word
" biritch." and that is popularly believed to be n Rus-
sian word, but there is no such word in the ilussian

language; at least none that has any meaning, such
as the Russian name " vint," for a game very much
like bridge; vint meaning a screw, and referring to

the process of screwing the players up to higher bids.

Bridge is generally credited to the East, and is

said to have long been popular in Constantinople,

Smyrna, and South-eastern Europe. Persia gave us
the game of poker, why should nof Turkey give us
bridge ?

The exact dates at which the game was first played
in the various English-speaking countries in which it is

now so popular are rather difficult to ascertain. V/e

3
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have a number of disconnected facts which throw some

light upon the subject, but nothing definite except the

dates of its introduction to some of the more promi-

nent card-playing clubs.

The most authentic record we have of the first ap-

pearance of the game in America is the fact that its

principles were explained to some members of the New
York Whist Club by Mr. Henry I. Barbey in the

spring of 1893, and that it soon became so popular

with some of the members that they wished to play

it to the exclusion of whist. To this the other

members do not seem to have been willing to agree,

insisting that whist should be the only game in the

club.

To carry their point, about thirty members of the

club resigned in the latter part of 1893, and secured

rooms over Brown's Chop House in 28th Street,

which had previously been occupied by the Manhattan

Whist Club. These quarters not being sufficiently

commodious for the rapidly increasing number of

those who liked the new game, they moved to 28

West 30th Street, which was really a part of the

Gilsey House. In March, 1894, they formed The

Whist Club of New York, now generally known as

The Whist Club. From the Gilsey House they

moved to 1 1 West 36th Street, occupying the entire

house.

Under the able management of a particularly effi-
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cient board of directors, their prosperity continued to
increase until they were able to purchase the house
next door, 13 West 36th Street, the club's present
home. Under the direction of Mr. Clarence A.
Henriques, the club's secretary, the new building was
completely refitted with especial reference to its pur-
pose, with the result that it can boast of the finest
card-room in the world, perfectly lighted and ven-
tilated, and fitted up with every convenience imag-
inable.

It was in this club, while still at 11 West 36th
Street, that the first game of duplicate bridge was
ever played. The members were divided in opinion
as to its attractions, the chief fault being that the
tournament was conducted too much on the lines of
the old duplicate whist matches, which gave the score
for honours too much prominence.

It is worthy of note that although bridge was the
most popular game in this club from the time it split
oflf from the New York Whist Club in 1893, it was
two years after the removal of the club to 1 1 West
36th Street before bridge was officially recognised by
an alteration in the by-laws, and it was not until

1897 that the clu»- printed its first official code of
laws for the game, with a few hints for play at the
end. These laws have since been several times re-
vised, the last edition being issued this year, 1905, and
they are now generally accepted as the standard in
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the United States. By kind permission of the club,

the code is given in full in this work.

Bridge seems to. have found its way into England

at a much earlier date, which is quite natural, owing

to the large number of card-players from the East

who visit London every year. The Encyclopaedia

Britannica states that bridge was first played in Eng-

land about 1880, but the circumstances are not given.

The rules of the game were printed and published

in London in 1886, under the title of " Biritch, or

Russian Whist." The game was undoubtedly pretty

well known in 1892, but apparently did not find its

way into the Portland Club until 1894, fourteen

years after its introduction into England. Even then

the members seem to have discovered it by accident,

one of their number forgetting to turn up the trump

at whist, and explaining the irregularity by saying he

thought he was playing bridge. Upon being asked

what bridge was, we are told that he expressed some

astonishment at the ignorance of his fellow members,

the Portland being then the leading card club in

London.

The first duplicate game of bridge ever played in

England was a private tournament held at The

Priory, in Warwick, on April 15, 1904, in which

thirty couples took part, the highest score being made

by two Americans, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Garland.

There is probably no better evidence of the popu-
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larity of bridge than the extent of the literature of

the game. Since the rules were first published in

London in 1886, no fewer than fifty-six standard

works on the game have appeared, while thirteen

magazine articles have been devoted to more or less

accurate descriptions of the game, besides regularly

contributed articles by recognised authorities explain-

ir
,
its principles and discussing its tactics.
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1. The rubber is the best of three games. If the

first 'wo games be won by the same partners, l. e

third game is not played.

St

2. A game consists of thirty points obtained by

tricks alone, exclusive of any points counted for

honours, chicane or slam.

3. Every deal is played out, and any points in

excess of thirty points necessary for the game are

counted.

4. Each trick above six counts two points when

spades are trumps, four points when clubs are trumps,

six points when diamonds are trumps, eight points

when hearts are trumps, and twelve points when there

are no trumps.

5. Honours are ace, king, queen, knave, and ten of

the trump suit; or the aces when no trump is de-

clared.
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6. Honours are credited to the original holder and
are valued as follows:

Declaration.

Each Trick above Six

U3

D
O
z
o
B

Honours.

(All in one hand)

(4 in one hand).

(All in one hand)
Chicane

Rubber 100, Grand Slam 40, Little Slam 20.

7- If a player and his partner make thirteen tricks,

independently of any tricks gained by the revoke
penalty, they score slam and add forty points to the
honour count.

8. Little slam is twelve tricks similarly made, and
adds twenty points to the honour count.

9. Chicane (one hand void of trumps) is equal in

value to simple honours, le., if partner of player
having chicane score honours he adds the value of three

honours to his score, while, if the adversaries score

honours, it deducts an equal value from theirs.*

10. The value of honours, slam, little slam or

* Double chicane (both hand, void of tninps) is equal in value to four
honounr, and the value thereof mu« be deducted fro,., the total honour
score of tlie adversaries.
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chicane is in no wise afiected by doubling or re-

doubling.

11. At the conclusion of a rubber the scores for

tricks and honours (including chicane and slam) ob-

tained by each side are added, and one hundred

points are added to the score of the winners of the rub-

ber. The difference between the completed scores is

the number of points won or lost by the winners of

the rubber.

12. If an erroneous score affecting honours, chicane

or slam be proved, such mistake may be corrected at

any time before the score of the rubber has been made

up and agreed upon.

13. If an erroneous score affecting tricks be proved,

such mistake must be corrected prior to the conclusion

of the game in which it has occurred, and such game

shall not be considered as concluded until the fol-

lowing deal has been completed and the trump de-

clared, unle?' it be that the game is the last one of

the rubber—then the score is subject to inquiry until

an agreement between the sides (as to the value of

the rubber) shall have been reached.

("uUing

14. The ace is the lowest card.

15. In all cases every player must cut from the

same pack.
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1 6. Should a player expose more than one card, he

must cut again.

17- If there are more than four candidates, the

players are selected by cutting, those first in the room
having the preference. The four who cut the lowest
cards play first.

1 8. After the table is formed, the players cut to

decide on partners; the two lowest playing against the

two highest. The lowest is the dealer, who has choice

of cards and seats, and who, having once made his

selection, must abide by it.

19. Should the two players who cut lowest secure

cards of equal value, they shall recut to determine

which of the two shall deal, and the lower on the

recut deals.

20. Should three players cut cards of equal value,

they cut again
; if the fourth card be the highest, the

two lowest of the new cut are partners and the lower
of the two the dealer ; if, however, the fourth card be

the lowest, the two highest on the recut are partners

and th<; original lowest the dealer.

21. Six players constitute a full t^ble, and no player

shall have a right to cut into a game which is com-
plete.

22. When there are more than six candidates, the
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right to succeed any player who may retire is

acquired by announcing the desire to do so, and such

announcement shall constitute a prior right to the

first vacancy.

23. If ,it the end of a rubber admission be claimed

by one or two candidates, the player or players having

played a greater number of consecutive rubbers shall

withdraw; but when all have played the same number,

they must cut to decide upon the outgoers; the

highest are out.

flights iif I !i!iv

24. A candidate desiring to enter a table must de-

clare such wish before any player at the table cuts a

card, either for the purpose of commencing a fresh

rubber or of cutting out.

25. In the formation of new tables, those candi-

dates who have neither belonged to nor played at any

other table have the prior right of entry. Those who
have already played decide their right of admission

by cutting.

26. A player who cuts into one table while belong-

ing to another shall forfeit his prior right of re-entry

into the latter, unless by doing so he enables three

candidates to form a fresh table. In this event he may
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signify his intention of murninij to his original table,
and his place at the new one can be filled.

27. Should any player quit the table during the
progress of a rubber, he may, with the consent of
the other three players, appoint a substitute during his
absent*; but such appointment shall become void with
the conclusion of the rubber, and shall not in any
way affect the substitute's rights.

28. If any one break up a table, the remaining
players have a prior right to play at other tables.

SIllliniriLr

29. The pack must neither be shuffled below the
table nor so the face of any card be seen.

30. The dealer's partner must collect the cards for
the ensuing deal, and he has the first right to shuffle
the cards. Each player has the right to shuffle subse-
quently. The dealer has the right to shuffle last, but
should a card or cards be seen during his shuffling,
or while g,ving the pack to be cut, he must reshuffle.

31. Each player, after shuffling, must place the cards
properly collected and face downward to the left of
the player next to deal.

Th.

32. Each player deals

dealing goes to the left.

in his turn; the order of
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33. The player on the dealer's right cuts the pack,

and, in dividing it, must not leave fewer than four

cards in either packet; if in cutting or in replacing

one of the two packets a card be exposed, or if there

be any confusion of the cards, or a doubt as to the

exact place in which the pack was divided, there must

be a fresh cut.

34. When the player whose duty it is to cut has

once separated the pack, he can neither reshuffle nor

recut the cards.

35. Should the dealer siiuHle the cards, after the

pack is cut, the pack must be cut again.

36. The fifty-two cards shall be dealt face down-

ward. The deal is not completed until the last card

has been dealt face downward.

37. There is No Misdeal.

\ IX:

38. There must be a new deal

—

a If the cards be not dealt into four packets, one

at a time, and in regular rotation, beginning

at the dealer's left.

b If, during a deal, or during the play of a hand,

the pack be proved incorrect or imperfect.

c If any cards be faced in the pack.

d If any player have dealt to him a greater num-

ber of cards than thirteen.

e If the dealer deal two cards at once and then

deal a third before correcting the error.
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/ If the dealer omit to have the pack cut and the

adversaries call attention to the fact prior to

the conclusion of the deal and before loolcing

at their cards.

g Should the last card not come in its regular
order to the dealer.

39. There may be a new deal

—

a If the dealer or his partner expose a card.

Either adversary may claim a new deal.

b If either adversary expose a card. The dealer

may claim a new deal.

c If, before fifty-one are dealt, the dealer should
look at any card. His adversaries have the

right to see ;t, and either may exact a new
deal.

d If, in dealing, one of the last cards be exposed
by the dealer or his partner, and the deal is

completed before there is reasonable time for

either adversary to decide as to a new deal.

But in all other cases such penalties must be

claimed prior to the conclusion of the deal.

40. The claim for a new deal by reason of a card

exposed during the deal may not be made by a

player who has looked at any of his cards. If a

new deal does not take place, the card exposed during

the deal caimot be called.

41. Should three players have their right number

of card's, the fourth have less than thirteen and not

discovi.. such deficiency until he has played any of his
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cirds, the deal stands good; should he have played,

he, not being dummy, is answerable for any revoke he

may have made as if the missing card or cards had

been in his hand. He may search the other pack for

it or them.

42. If, during the play of a hand, a pack be proven

incorrect or imperfect, such proof renders only the

current deal void, and does not affect any prior score,

The dealer must deal again (Law \8b).

43. Any one dealing out of tu..i or with the ad-

versaries' cards must be corrected before the play of

the first card, otherwise the deal stands good.

44. A player can neither cut, shuflfe, ror deal for

his partner without the permission of his opponents.

I )t I l.lllii;' I lUllili!,

45. The trump is declared. No card is turned.

a The dealer may either make the trump or pass

the declaration to his partner.

b If the declaration be passed to partner, he must

declare the trump.

46. Should the dealer's partner make the trump

without receiving permission from the dealer, either

adversary may demand,

1st. That the trump shall stand, or

2d. That there shall be a new deal

;

provided, that no declaration as to doubling has been
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made. Should the dealer's partner pass the declaration

to the dealer it shall be the richt of either adversary

to claim a new deal or to compel the offendinu

player to declare the trump; provided, that no declara-

tion as to doubling has been made.

47. The adversaries of the dealer must not consult

as to which of the penalties under the foregoinn law
shall be exacted.

48. If either of the dealer's adversaries make a

declaration, the dealer may, after looking at his hand,

either claim a new deal or proceed as if no declaration

had been made.

49- A declaration once made cannot be altered.

'),.:,!

50. The eflEect of doubling, redoubling, and so on,

is that the value of each trick above six is doubled,

quadrupled, and so on.

51. After the trump declaration has been made by

the dealer or his partner, their adversaries have the

right to double. The eldest hand has the first right.

If he does not wish to double, he may ask his partner,

" May I lead ? " His partner must answer, " Yes
"

or " I double."

52. If either of their adversaries elect to double,

the dealer and his partner have the right to redouble.

The player who has declared the trump shall have
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the first right. He may say, " I redouble ' or " Sat-

isfied." Should he say the latter, his partner may re-

double.

53. If the dealer or his partner elect to redouble,

their adversaries shall have the right to again double.

The original doubler has the first right.

54. If the right-hand adversary of the dealer double

before his partner has asked "May I lead?" the

maker of the trump shall have the right to say

whether or not the double shall stand. If he decide

that the double shall stand, the process of redoubling

may continue as described in paragraphs 52, 53, 55.

55. Whenever the value of each trick above six

exceeds one hundred points there shall be no further

doubling in that hand, if any player objects; the

first right to continue t'^e redoubling on behalf of a

partnership belonging to that player who has la.<;t re-

doubled. Should he, however, express himself satis-

fied, the right to continue the redoubling passes to

his partner. Should any player redouble out of turn,

the adversary who last doubled shall decide whether or

not such double shall stand. If it is decided that the

redoubling shall stand, the process of redoubling may

continue as described in this and foregoing laws

(52 and 53). If any double or redouble nut of turn

be not accepted there shall be no further doubling in

that hand. Any consultation between partners as to

doubling or redoubling will entitle the maker of the
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trump or eit. 't adversar
, without consultation, to a

new dea[.

56. If the eldest hand lead before the doubling be

completed, his partner may redouble only with the

consent of the adversary who last doubled; but such

lead shall not affect the right of either adversary to

double.

57. When the question, "May I lead?" has been

answered in the affirmative, or when the player who
has the last right to continue the doubling expresses

himself satisfied, the play shall begin.

58. If the eldest hand lead without asking permis-

sion, his partner may only double if the maker of the

trump consent. If the right-hand adversary of the

dealer say, "May I play?" out of turn, the eldest

hand does not thereby lose the right to double.

59. If the right-hand adversary of the dealer lead

out of turn, the maker of the trump may call a suit

from the eldest hand, who may only double if the

maker of the trump consent. In this case no penalty

can be exacted after the dummy hand or any part of

it is on the table, since he (dummy) has accepted the

situation.

60. A declaration, as to doubling or redoubling,

once made cannot be altered.
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61. As soon as the eldest hand has led, the dealer's

partner shall place his cards face upward on the

table, and the duty of playing the cards from that

hand shall devolve upon the dealer, unassisted by his

partner.

62. After exposing his cards, the dealer's partner

has no part whatever in the game, except that he has

the right to ask the dealer if he has none of the suit

to which he may have renounced. Until the trump

is declared and the dealer's partner's hand is exposed

on the table, he has all the rights of a player and

may call attention to any irregularity of, or to demand,

equally with the dealer, any penalty from, the adver-

saries.

63. If he should call attention to any other incident

of the play, in consequence of which any penalty

might be exacted, the fact of his so doing precludes

the dealer exacting such penalty. He has the right,

however, to correct an erroneous score, and he may,

at any time during the play, correct the claim of

either adversary to a penalty to which the latter is

not entitled. He may also call his partner's attention

to the fact that the trick has not been completed.

64. If the dealer's partner, by touching a card or

otherwise, suggest the play of a card from dummy,

either of the adversaries may, but without consulta-
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tion, call on the dealer to play or not to play the card

suggested.

65. Dummy is not liable to the penalty for a re-

voke; and if he should revoke and the error be not

discovered until the trick is turned and quitted, the

trick stands good.

66. When the dealer draws a card from his own
hand, such card is not considered as played until

actually quitted, but should he name or touch a card

from the dummy hand, such card is considered as

played, unless the dealer in touching the card or cards

says, " I arrange," or words to that effect.

C:ai.ls K\|«.,r,i i?,.|.,rc i'lay

67. If, after the deal has been completed, and be-

fore the trump declaration has been made, either tht

dealer or his partner expose a card from his hand,

either adversary may, without consulting v/ith his

partner, claim a new deal.

68. If, after the deal has been completed, and be-

fore a card is led, any player shall expose a card, his

partner shall forfeit any right to double or redouble

which he otherwise would have been entitled to exer-

cise; and in case of a card being so exposed by the

leader's partner, the dealer may either call the card

or require the leader not to lead the suit of the ex-

posed card.
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69. All cards exposed by the dealer's adversaries

are liable to be called, and such cards must be left

face upward on the table.

70. The following are exposed cards:

Two or more cards played at once.

Any card dropped with its face upward, or in

any way exposed on the table, even though
snatched up so quickly that no one can name
it.

Every card so held by a player that any

portion of its face may be seen by his part-

ner.

1st.

2d.

3d.

71. A card dropped on the floor or elsewhere be-

low the table is not an exposed card.

72. If two or more cards be played at once by

either of the dealer's adversaries, the dealer shall have

the right to call which one he pleases to the current

trick, and the other card or cards shall remain face up-

ward on the table and may be demanded at any time.

73. If, without waiting for his partner to play,

either of the dealer's adversaries should play on the

table the best card, or lead one which is a winning

card, as against the dealer and dummy, or should

continue (without waiting for his partner to play) to

lead several such cards, the dealer may demand that

the partner of the player in fault, win, if he can, the
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first, or any other of these tricks, and the other cards
thus improperly played are exposed cards.

74- If either or both of the dealer's adversaries
throw his or their cards on the table face upward, such
cards are exposed and are liable to be called; but if

either adversary retain his hand he cannot be forced
to abandon it. Cards exposed by the dealer are not
liable to be called. If the dealer should say, "

I have
the resi," or any other words indicating that the
remaining tricks are his, he may be required to place
his cards face upward on the table. The adversaries
of the dealer are not liable to have any of their cards
called should they expose them, believing the dealer's

claim to be true, should it subsequently prove false.

75. If a player who has rendered himself liable to

have the highest or lowest of a suit called (Laws 82,

91, and 100) fail to play as directed, or if, when called

on to lead one suit, leads another, having in his hand
one or more cards of the suit demanded (Law 76),
or if called upon to win or lose a trick, fail to do so

when he can (Laws 73, 82, and 100), he is liable to

the penalty for revoke, unless such play be corrected

before the trick is turned and quitted.

1. Oul
I urn

76. If either of the dealer's adversaries lead out of
turn, the dea! .- may either call the card erroneously
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led, or may call a suit when it is next the turn of

either adversary to lead.

77.. If the dealer lead out of turn, either from his

own hand or from dummy, he incurs no penalty; but

he may not rectify the error after the second hand

has played.

78. If any player lead out of turn and the other

three follow him, the trick is complete and the error

cannot be rectified ; but if only the second, or second

and third play to the false lead, their cards may be

taken back ; there is no penalty against any one except

the original offender, who, if he be one of the dealer's

adversaries, may be penalised as provided in Law 76.

79. In no case can a player be compelled to play

a card which would oblige him to revoke.

80. The call of an exposed card may be repeated

at every trick until such card has been played.

81. If a player called on to lead a suit have none

of it, the penalty is paid.

.
'1.:

I
'Is

Cards flayed in l.rror

82. Should the fourth hand (not being dummy or

dealer) play before the second has played to the trick,

the latter may be called upon to play his highest or

lowest card of the suit played, or to win or lose the

trick.

83. If any one, not being dummy, omit playing to
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a former trick, and such error be not corrected until
he has pla)ed to the next, the adversaries may claim
a new deal; should they decide that the deal stands
good, the surplus card at the end of the hand is con-
sidered to have been played to the imperfect trick, but
does not constitute a revoke therein.

84. If any one (except dummy) play two cards to
the stme trick, and the mistake be not corrected, he is

answerable for any consequent revokes he may have
made. If during the play of the hand the error be
detected, the tricks may be counted face dovvnward, in
order to ascertain whether there be among them a
card too many; should this be the case, the trick which
contains a surplus card may be examined and the card
restored to its original holder, who (not being dummy)
shall be liable for any revoke he may meanwhile have
made.

Til- Kr^nlr

85. Should a player (other than dummv) holding
one or more cards of the suit led, play a card of a
d.fiEerent suit, he revokes. The penalty for a revoke
takes precedence of all other counts.

86. Three tricks taken from the revoking player
and added to those of the adversaries shall be the
penalty for a revoke.

87. The penalty is applicable only to the score of
the game in which it occurs.
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88. Under no circumstances can the revoking side

score game, slam or little slam that hand. Whatever
their previous score may have been, the side revoking

cannot attain a higher score toward game than twenty-

eight.

89. A revoke is established if the trick in which
it occurs be turned and quitted, i.e., the hand re-

moved from the trick after it has been gathered

and placed face downward on the table; or if either

the revoking player or his partner, whether in his

right turn or otherwise, lead or play to the follow-

ing trick.

90. A player may ask his partner if he has no card

of the suit which he has renounced ; should the ques-

tion be asked before the trick is turned and quitted,

subsequent turning and quitting does not establish a

revoke, and the error may be corrected unless the

question be answered in the negative, or unless the re-

voking player or his partner has led or played to the

following trick.

91. If a player correct his mistake in time to save a

revoke, any player or players who have followed him
may withdraw their cards and substitute others, and
the cards so withdrawn are not exposed cards. If the

player in fault be one of the dealer's adversaries, the

card played in error is an exposed card, and the dealer

can call it whenever he pleases ; or he may reijuire the

offender to play his highest or lowest card of the suit
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to the trick in which he has renounced; but this
penalty cannot be exacted from the dealer.

92. At the end of a hand the claimants of a revoke
may search all the tricks. If the cards have been
m.xed the claim may be urged and proved if possible-
but no proof is necessary, and the revoke is established
t. after ,t has been claimed, the accused player or his
partner mix the cards before they have been sufficiently
exammed by the adversaries.

93. A revoke must be claimed before the cards have
been cut for the following deal.

94. Should the players on both sides subject them-
selves to the revoke penalty neither can win the game
by that hand.

95. The revoke penalty may be claimed for as many
revokes as occur during a hand; but in no event can
more than thirteen tricks be scored in any one hand,
(bee Law 7.)

CicrM-ral Riilfs

96. There should not be any consultation between
partners as to the enforcement of penalties. If they
do so consult, the penalty is paid.

97- Once a trick is complete, turned, and quitted It
must not be looked at (except under Law 84) until
the end of the hand.

98. Any player during the play of a trick, or after
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the four cards are played and before they are touched
for the purpose of gathering them touether, may de-
mand that the cards be placed before their respective

players.

99- If either of the dealer's adversaries, prior to

his partner's playing, should call attention to the
trick, either by saying it is his, or, without being re-

quested so to do, by naming his card or drawing it

toward him, the dealer may require that opponent's
partner ; . r,lay his highest or lowest card of the suit

led, or to win or lose the trick.

lOO. Should either of the dealer's adversaries, dur-
ing the play of a hand, make any unauthorised refer-

ence to any incident of the play, or should he call

his partner's attention to the fact that he is about
to play or lead out of turn, the dealer may call a suit

from the adversary whose turn it is next to lead.

loi. In all cases where a penalty has been in-

curred, tlie offender is bound to give reasonable time
for the decision of his adversaries; but if a wrong
penalty be demanded none can be enforced.

102. Where the dealer or his partner has incurred
a penalty, one of his adversaries may say, " Partner,

will you exact the penalty or shall I ? " but whether
this is said or not, if either adversary name the penalty,

his decision is final.
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NcU (.'.Mils

hJ°';h^"'T ' "''' ^ '""'"''"• "" P'^y" 'hall
hav. the nght to call for one new pack. If fresh
cards are demanded, two packs must be furnished and
paid for by the player who has demanded them If
they are furnished during a rubber, the adversaries
shall have their choice of the new cards. If it is the
beginning of a new rubber, the dealer, whether he
or one of his adversaries be the party calling for thenew cards shall have the choice. New cards must
be called for before the pack be cut for a new deal

'04. A card or cards torn or marked must be re-
placed by agreement or new cards furnished.

Bystanders

105. While a bystander, by agreement among the
players, may decide any question, yet he must on
no account say anything unless appealed to; and if he
make any remark which calls attention to an over-
s.gnt affecting the score, or to the exaction of a
penalty, he .s liable to be called on by the players to
pay .--e stakes on that rubber.
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For the bcginniT, unfamiliar even with the oriiinary

procedure of the game, this chapter may be useful.

Those who arc already conversant with the methods

of play may pass it over.

Bridge is played with a full pack of fifty-two cards,

which rank from the A, K, Q, down to the deuce.

In cutting, the ace is the lowest card. Two parks

are generally used. During the deal the still pack

is shuffled by the player sitting opposite the dealer and
placed on the left of the person whose turn it will

be to deal next.

The scores are kept on a sheet of paper, or pads

specially printed for the purpose, no satisfactory

mechanical bridge marker having yet been invented.

Each player may keep his own score, or it may be

agreed that one person shall keep it for the table.

Bridge is played by four persons, and if there are

more than four candidates for play, the selection

must be made by cutting, the four lowest having the

privilege. Partnerships are then decided by cutting,

the two lowest pairing against the two highest, the

lowest cut of all having the choice of seats and cards

and the p'-Vilege of the first deal of the rubber. The
30
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usual method of cutting is to spread the pack face
downward on the table and draw cards from it.

If two players cu,. cards of equal value and these
two cards are the highest, it does not iiiatter; hut if

they are the two lowest, they must cut .<zvin to decide
the tie for the first deal. If the ties are intermediate
cards, they must cut again to decide which shall play
with the original low, but the original low always
retains his right to the first deal. When three players
cut cards of equal value, they must cut again. If the
fourth was higher than the ties, the two lowest of
the new cut are partners, and the lower of them deals.

If the fourth card was lower than the tics, it holds
the deal, and the two highest of the new cut are
""""•ners.

i itners sit opposite each other, and their positions

at the table are known respectively as dealer and
dummy, eldest hand and pone.

Dummy

Eldest Hand Pone

For convenience in indicating the position of the
various players in illustrative hands and diagrams, the
eldest hand and his partner are known by the first

two letters of the alphabet, while the dealer and his
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partner are known by the last two; so that Z is al-

ways the dealer and A always leads for the first trick.

The eldest hand and his partner are frequently spoken

of as " the adversaries."

After the players have taken their seats, the dealer

shuffles the cards and presents them to the pone to be

cut. He then distributes them one at a time, face down
and in rotation from left to right, until each player

has thirteen.

No trump is turned.

All irregularities in the matter of cutting, shuffling,

and dealing will be found fully dealt with in the laws

of the same.

The dealer has the privilege, after examining his

cards, of announcing any suit he pleases for the trump,

or to play without a trump. He usually says, " I make
it hearts," or, " This is a no-trumper." There being

a great difference in the value of the declarations that

the dealer may make, he has the privilege, if his

cards are not good enough to justify him in making

a declaration that will profitably advance his score,

of passing the make over to his partner by saying,

" I leave it to you, partner." The dealer having once

declined to make it, his partner must make the selec-

tion. AH such announcements by the dealer or his

partner must be made without any consultation be-

tween them.

After the trump has once been legitimately an-
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nounced by the dealer's side, the adversaries cannot
change it no matter what cards they hold, but they
may increase the value of the points to be played for
by " doubling."

As soon as the declaration has been made, the eldest
hand looks at his cards to see how they suit him. If
he thinks that he is strong enough, with average as-

sistance from his partner, to make the odd trick, even
after the dealer has selected the trump to suit his

own hand, he can double the value of the trick points,

although he cannot change the trump. The usual ex-
pression is, " I double," or "

I go over," or "
I make

hearts worth sixteen." The refinements of doubling
will be found fully explained in a later chapter de-
voted to the subject.

If the eldest hand dofj not wish to double, he must
say to his partner, " Shall I play? " This means, " Do
you want to double, or shall I lead ? " In answer to
this the pone must either double himself, if he feels

strong enough to do so, or he must siy, "
If you

please." Beginners should accustom themselves to this

conversation of the game as quickly as possible, so
as not to delay matters at the table, and they should
be especially careful never to play without first asking
the partner's permission to do so.

After the eldest hand has asked, "Shall I play?"
and has been answered in the affirmative, or after the
doubling, if any, is finished, may any card
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he pleases for the first trick. As soon as this card is

on the table the dealer's partner must lay his thirteen

cards face upward in front of him, sorted into suits,

the trumps to the right. From then on the dealer

must play the exposed hand and his own, his partner

becoming a dummy who is not allowed to take any

part in the play, nor to offer any suggestions nor make

any remarks, further than to ask his partner if he

has none of a suit to which he renounced. This he

should always be most careful to do ;
" No spades,

partner? " being the usual formula. The dummy may

also protest against the adversaries claiming a penalty

to which they are not entitled, and may call attention

to a trick which is not complete.

Each player must follow suit if he can. The high-

est card played, if of the suit led, wins the trick;

trumps win all other suits, and the winner of one

trick leads for the next one, and so on, until all thir-

teen tricks are taken.

The dealer gathers the tricks for his side, keeping

them separate, so as to be readily counted. Either

adversary may gather for his side, but one of them

must gather all the tricks on the same side of the

table. After one side has taken six tricks, they are

bunched together and form what is known as the

" book." These first six tricks won by the same

partners do not count, but every trick over the book

counts toward game, and these tricks over the book
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must be kept separate so as to be easily seen and
counted.

The game is thirty points. These points are made
by attaching a certain value to each trick over the
book, according to the suit which has been announced
as the trump.

When Spades are trumps 2 points

When Clubs are trumps 4 points

When Diamonds are trumps ... 6 points

When Hearts are trumps 8 points

When there are No Trumps ...12 points

The number of tricks taken over the book are
spoken of as so many " by cards." For example : if the

dealer and his partner won eight tricks in hearts,

they would be " two by cards," worth si.xteen points.

Ten tricks in no trumps would be four by cards, worth
forty-eight points.

As soon as either side reaches or passes thirty

pomts it is a game. No matter how much more than
thirty they may make, it is all put down, but it is

only one game of the rubber. Suppose the dealer's

side already had twenty points scored and made six

by cards at no trump, they would add seventy-two to

their score, making it ninety-two altogether, but it

would count only as one game.

As soon as either side wins two games, that ends
the rubber, and the cards are cut again for partners
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and deal. The side winning the rubber adds one hun-

dred points bonus to its score.

The object of the dealer's side is to make such a

selection of a trump suit, or no trump, as will ma-

terially advance their score for game. But in addition

to the points made by tricics, which are the only ones

that count toward game, there are additional scores

for honours, and for winning twelve or thirteen

tricks, and also for the misfortune of not having a

trump Hcalt to you. The honours are the A, K, Q, J,

10 of the trump suit, and the four aces when there

are no trumps.

The following table shows the value of the honours,

etc.:

I .ifili' .'I i lonour \',iliips

If the trump suit is 4 « «

3 honours count 4 8 12 i6

4 honours count 8 16 24 32

5 honours count 10 20 30 40
4 in one hand count 16 32 48 64
4 in one hand, 5th in partner's. ... 18 36 54 72
5 in one hand 20 40 60 80

When there are no trumps:

3 aces between partners count 30

4 aces between partners count 40

4 aces in one hand count 1 00
Chicane counts the same as 3 honours.

Little Slam counts 20
Grand Slam counts 40
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This table is not so difficult to remember as it ap-

pears. There being five honours in the trump suit,

one side must always have a majority. When this is

simply the odd honour, three of the five, it is called
" simple honours," and simple honours in trumps are

always worth as much as two tricks in the trump
suit. For instance, simple honours in hearts are worth
sixteen points, which is the same as two tricks in

hearts.

Four honours held by the same partners are worth
as much as four tricks.

Five honours are worth as much as five tricks.

Four or five honours in one hand are worth twice
as much as when they are held between partners, four

honours in diamonds being worth forty-eight. Four
honours in one hand and the fifth in the partner's

are worth as much as nine tricks.

In addition to these scores for honours, there are
other scores which are put in the honour column
because they do not count toward winning the games.
If one side wins all thirteen tricks, it is called a
"grand slam," and adds forty points to the honour
score. If one side wins twelve out of the thirteen

tricks, it is a " little slam," and adds twenty points.

If a trump suit is declared, and any player has none
of the suit dealt to him, he is " chicane," and scores

the same as simple honours for his side. Suppose the
dealer and his partner have four honours in hearts,
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A having the other honour and B having no trump
at all. The dealer scores thirty-two for honours,

and B scores sixteen for chicane. When two players

are void of trumps, they each scoie for chicane.

These honour scores do nothing to advance the

game, but they must be taken into consideration in

declaring, because they materially affect the ultimate

value of the rubber. In order to keep the two scores,

for tricks and for honours, separate, properly ruled

score sheets are used, in which special places are pro-

vided for trick and honour scores.

Two forms are in common use. In one, the honours

are scored in the same vertical column as the tricks,

but "above the line," as in diagram "A." In the

other, the honours are scored in a separate column,

as in diagram " B." It will be seen that in " A "

the trick scores are entered immediately below the

medial line and the honour scores immediately above

it, so that one score is written upward and the other

downward. In " B," the scoring begins at the top

of the page and follows downward in regular order,

giving a full line across the page for each deal.

Some players prefer the " B " style, because it is

an easy matter to check the scores for each successive

deal in case of any disagreement. Others prefer " A,"

because it is so much easier to add up the results at

the end and takes up less room.

The following are the scores recorded on the dia-
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grams, both being the same, but entered in different
ways:

WE dealt, declared hearts and made two by cards
and simple honours; usually expressed as "Sixteen
each way."

THEY dealt, made it no trump, won three by
cards and scored thirty fo.- holding three aces between
them. This won the first game, under which a line
is drawn to mark it.

WE dealt, made it spades, and won the odd trick,
but the adversaries scored for four honours.
THEY dealt, called hearts, and lost the odd ^rick,

but scored simple honours.

WE dealt, called diamonds, won four by cards and
had four honours in one hand. Under this a line is

drawn to show that the second game of the rubber
is finished.

THEY dealt, made fou; by cards and four honours
in hearts, winning the deciding game of the rubber.
The trick and honour scores are now added up

a hundred points are added to the score of the win-
ning side, and the lower score is then deducted from
the higher, the difference being the value of the rub-
ber; in this case, 140 points.

Bridge is usually played for so much a point or so
much a hundred, fractions of certain amounts being
thrown off to make even money. Suppose the game
's 2i cents a point, or 10.. a hundred. A rubber of
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1 60 points would be worth ^^4, and one of 200 would
be worth $5. But any rubber of 140 or more, up
to 178, would also be worth $4, and any rubber from
180 to 218 would be worth $5, unless it were agreed

to settle down to half-dollars.

Each player pays his right-hanil adversary, so that

if a rubber is worth $5 it really costs the partners

$5 each, or $10 in all. Sometimes a player who does

not wish to play as high as the others will find his

Diagram •< A '
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partner willinK to take on the difference. When this

is done, the partner wins from or loses to both his ad-

versaries. Suppose A plays for i cent a point, B
taking the extra i^. The rubber is $5. Then A
wins $3 from the player on his left, while B wins
the remaining $2 from that player, and $5 from his

partner, or $7 altogether.
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After the cards are shuffled and dealt, ft becomes

the dealer's duty to select a trump suit, to play with-
out a trump, or to pass the make to his partner. This
is the starting-point of every hand, and upon the
dealer's decision the result always depends. It is for
him to select the battleground, and upon his ability

to choose the one best suited to the resources at his

command, the issue of the struggle chiefly depends.

Bad play may lose a few tricks and points, and oc-

casionally just miss winning a rubber; but bad judg-
ment on the dealer's part before the play ' ^ins will

lose more than anything else. Nothing i'. j import-
ant as the makes.

The first difficulty that the beginner experiences

at the bridge table is in estimating the value of the

various hands, so as to pick out the declaration that

will give him the best result in points. His object

being to take advantage of his position, because the

dealer un> ubtedly has a great advantage, and to ad-

vance his score as far as possible, he naturally wishes

to select a declaration which will win the game on
the hand, if it is in the cards. It is a good general

principle that the dealer should not make a declara-

tion that cannot possibly win the game.

4»
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This limits him to three calls, when he has noth-
ng scored and wants thirty points to win the game
no trumps, or one of the red suits. If his cards are
not strong enough for any of these he should leave

I
>t to h.s partner, and give him a chance to make a
declaration tha. may win the game. If his partner
^ not strong enough either, it will be time enough
to consider how to lose as little as possible on bad
cards or how to win something with spades or clubs.

If the dealer's score is sufficiently advanced to go
out with a black suit and he is strong enough to be
reasonably sure of the game, he can declare clubs
or spades without hesitation. The great thing is to
vvm the game, because of its importance in deciding
the rubber and the 100 points that go with it. When
the dealer is 26 up, he does not want a no trumper
or a heart to put him out.

The difficulties of the position in declaring arise
from its complications. There is so often a choice
between two declarations, and then there is the neces-
sity of considering the score, and there is also the
alternative of passing. It will be found that per-
sons who are continually passing the make, shifting
.ts responsibilities to the shoulders of the dummy, arc
seldom successful players.

Nothing will simplify the problem of the declara-
tion so much as getting firmly fixed in the memory
certain standard hands, the value of which can be
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depended on. They may not turn out well every
time, and it will sometimes happen that other declara-
tions would have done better, but in the long run
the odds are distinctly in favor of certain declarations
with certain classes of hands, and it will be found that
any other declaration, if persisted in, will lose a large
number of points.

The first thing for a person to do, then, if he
wishes to become an expert in the most important
part of the game, the declarations, is to get a clear
conception of certain kinds of hands, so that any given
hand shall be immediately recognised as belonging
to a particular class and calling for a particular
declaration.

Hands naturally fall Into two great classes: those
•on which the dealer should declare, and those on
which he should pass, and the distinction between
these two great classes must first demand our atten-
tion.

All through the following pages there are a great
many il'ustratlons, the value of which will not be
appreciated unkss the reac-er will take the trouble to
sort out the actual cards and lay them upon the table
in front of him or hold them in his hand, so that
the eye may become thoroughly familiar with the
various combinations. If the eye is properly trained,
It acquires a sort of unconscious memory, which will'
relieve you from the necessity of keeping the table
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waiting while you try to recollect what it «„, .,.«
the book said rhout this or that kind of hand. You
cannot take a tcxt.b.H,k to the table with you. but
.f the eye ha, been trained to recognise certain con,-
bmat.on, of cards previously laid on the table and
carefully studied, it will instantly recognise the same
comb,nafons m actual play. Nothing is more import-
ant m any knowledge that is worth having than to
train the same faculties in acquiring it that will be
used m applying it.

As there are four suits in the pack and each suit
contams five high cards, usually spoken of as honours,
these twenty honours must be distributed among the
four players each deal. The average share of each
player would be five: an ace. king, queen, jack, ten
aprece. Any hand which contained one of each of
the five honours, in various suits, would be an average
nand. One containing more than it. share would be
above the average, and any hand containing less
would be below.

Compare these two hands:

Hand i. „
Hand 2,

» AQ6 4
K J 7
Q J lO

982

A 8 6 3
K 9 7
Q4 2
J 7 S

The first is clearly a queen and ja.k above the
average, while the second is a ten below it.
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But it is obvious that, bar trumping, certain com-
binations of cards may be equal in strength or value

to certain single cards, so far as trick-making is con-

cerned. For instance, both king and queen of one
suit are certainly as good as the ace of another suit,

and queen, jack, ten of a suit are as good as king

and queen. If the suit is persistently led, any of these

combinations must become good for a trick, and for

the purpose of stopping or protecting a suit, the Q,
J, lo is as good as the K, Q, and the K, Q is as

good as the A.

Therefore, in reckoning up the average value of

any hand, certain combinations of minor honours may
be reckoned as equal to higher honours.

This being so, compare these two hands:

Hand 3. Hand 4.

• KQS »QJIO
*K742 *K64.
« Q J 10

« J 108
« Q8 5

J 7 3

If we take the K, Q of hearts in the first to be

equal to an A, the hand is clearly J, 10 above the

average. If we take the Q, J, 10 in the second one

to be equal to an A, the hand is clearly a 10 below
the average.

Now, if the K, Q of one suit is as good as the A,
two aces must be as good as A, K, Q ; and if Q, J, 10

is as good as K, Q, three aces must be as good as A,
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K. Q, Q, J, 10; that is, a Q above the average.
These being so, compare these two hands:

"""I 5- H.nd6.

" ^B 3 *KQ8e*A64 QJIO
Q J 102

« 8 5 3
« 7 5 2
« J 7 4

In the first, as either of the aces must be equal
to K, Q, the hand must be a Q above the average. In
the secnd, as the Q, J, 10 equal an ace only, the hand
must be a 10 bel w the average.

Now compare these hands:

Hand 7.

• A 8 6
« A 7 6
• A 43 2
• 976

Hands.

• A8 4
* KQ3
Q J t0 5
862

Both are practically equal in trick-taking value, and
both will be found to be a Q above the average.

If the reader wishes to devote the time to it, noth-
ing will so forcibly impress this on the memory as the
following simple exercise. Take an ordinary pack
of cards, shuffle them thoroughly, and count them off
into packets of thirteen each. Take these packets
one at a time, and after sorting it into suits, ask
yourself whether the hand is above or below the
average in the matter of the honours held. Pay no
attention to anything else until you are satisfied that
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you know a hand which is above or below the average
the moment you see it.

Having mastered this thoroughly, you will be pre-
pared to put in practice the following rules:

Hands above the average strength are those on
which the dealer should declare.

Hands below the average strength are those on
which he should pass.

What he should declare, and why, will be dealt
with in the chapter on the declarations.

In estimating the average val ; of a hand it will
often happen that certain single honours will have
to be reckoned as worth a little more than other in-
ferior honours that are not present. For instance, a
hand may have two kings but no Q or J. As a rule,
the more cards there are in a suit the more valuable'
the honours become, because they are better guarded,
and leave more latitude for play. The K, J, and two
small cards of a suit are worth quite as much as K, Q
alone, and the K, lo with two small cards are worth
quite as much as K, J and only one small card.
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There ,s another element which enters into the

too frequently ost sight of, and that is its position.The dealers advantage in playing two hands com-
bined ,s worth a great deal more than the beginner
has any idea of.

It is remarkable that out of a dozen of the leading
enters on bridge, only two take into serious consid
eratmn the advantage that the dealer has in the play
even w.th perfectly equal cards. One of these two
says that the dealer should win the odd trick seven

tttTn 1 '>" ""' ''''"'' '''"' The other says
hat the dealers advantage is 50 per cent., but later on
he modifies th.s by asserting that he should win the
odd tr,ck thirteen times out of twenty if all the hands
dealt were forced no-trumpers. Neither of these
writers offers any examples or statistics to prove his
point, and the figures are evidently approximations.

if the reader will examine carefully the distribu-
tion of the cards in Illustrative Hand No. i. he will
see that each player holds exactly an average handdown to the deuce, and that the combinations of the'
suits m each hand and between the partners is also

49
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exactly equal. Yet the dealer, simply from his knowl-
edge of the position and his ability to take advantage
of it, wins nine tricks to the adversaries' four. It

is true that B could have saved the game by playing

the ace of spades at trick 7, but that is the only

trick A-B could have saved, and the dealer would
still have won eight tricks to their five with ab-

solutely equal rards.

In all these illustrative hands, Z is the dealer and
Y is his dummy partner. A leads for the first trick

and B is his partner. The underlined card wins the

trick, and the card under it is the next one led.

It is not in every hand that the distribution of the

cards is such as to allow the dealer to gain any great

advantage from it, but experience has shown that in

the long run the dealer's play is worth as much as

a queen above the average in his hand, so that if he

has a queen above the average in his actual cards, he

may reckon that he is two queens above the average in

hand and play combined. Some good players estimate

this to be worth two by cards when they declare on a

hand which is a queen above the average in the ca'ds

held.

A good player, knowing the possibilities of the com-
bination of his own hand with the dummy's, will sel-

dom or never lose tiicks that he might have made
when he is the dealer. But the very best of players,

when opposed to the dealer, will throw away hun-



niii-tnilivc Hand No. |

Showing the advantage of the dealer in playing a
no-trumper. Z dealt. A leads.

"10 9 3
« A J e 2
Q8 4

K7 5
» K7 5

Q 8 4Y 1
* Q8 4 A « K 7 .<;

A J e 2 A Bl : -
• lOS 3

« I09 3 z
J A J 6 2

1» A J 6 :3

« log 3
K7 5

« Q8 4

TRICK A Y B Z

I 2 4 9 * K
!i * 4 « 2 « K 4 9
3 A 8 « lO 5 *
4 6 Q 3 7
.5 • K •lO 4 • 2

J 5 « « 5 * 3
T IO« 7 « 2 « Q «
8 « 8 4 J * 7 * lO

* Q « A 6 « 4 410 » 5 « 6 J « 8 «1 • 7 • • 8 • 6
I« 3 « • 3 • Q • A" 9 « K « ! A « » J

The dealer wins the game.
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dreds of tricks every year, simply from want of

knowledge of the actual possibilities of the cards in

their partner's hand.

If the play in Illustrative Hand No. i is examined,

it will be seen that A has the advantage of the first

lead and gets his suit cleared first, but the dealer has

the advantage of knowing the position and seeing the

possibilities, of a successful finesse in two different

suits. By the time A has made his suit, Z has two
suits cleared for action. At trick 7, A and B prac-

tically start the hand over again, while with Z the

game is finished and he knows just what is coming.



'nir: di-alkrs ui ci.aratk^ns

Declarations are of two kinds, original and passed.The first are made by the dealer himself, the second
by his partner, the dummy.

Original declarations include the possibility of pass-
.ng the make to dummy, which is in itself a sort of
declarafon. In declaring, three things must be keptm view: *^

The strength of the hand in any particular suit, or
the d,stnbut.on of the strength among several suits.
The honours massed in one suit, especially the red

su.ts, wh.ch might be selected for the trump, or the
aces in a nand which might be a no-trumper.
The score, and the number of points necessary towin the game or to advance it to a favourable stage

N„-l ''iiiii|«'rs

The most desirable declaration for the dealer be-
cause the tricks in it are more valuable and it ;akes
ess of them to win the game, is a no-trumper. Un-
ess the honours in some one suit are very valuable astrumps, a no-trumper will pay better than anything

S3
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SI'

else. For this reason no opportunity of calling no

trumps should be missed.

Having thoroughly learned to recognise the differ-

ence between the two great classes of hands, those

above and those below the average, let us turn our

attention exclusively to one of those classes, the hands

above the average, and see what we can learn about

the smaller 'classes of hands which are included in this

larger class.

Compare these two hands:

Hand 9, Hand 10.

« A KQ J • Q J I03
« 6 42 4 A7 S
Q8 5 * g 6 3
10 7 3 « KQ4

These are both a queen above the average, and they

are therefore equal in that respect, but there is a

great difference between them in the distribution of

their strength. In the first i' is all in one suit ; in the

second it is scattered among three different suits.

Compare these two hands:

Hand 11. Hand i».

•753
,

^ AeZ
«AKQ5 4K753
K J 10 t KI04
973 *QJO

Both these are a king above the average, but in

one the strength is concentrated in two suits; in the

other it is spread over all four.
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It will be seen that in the hands in which the
strength is distributed among three suits, it is prob-
ably sufficient to prevent the adversaries from win-
nmg every trick in any of those, suits, should they be-
en by leading them. In other words, these three
suits are protected " or " guarded."
Many writers go to great lengths in giving ex-

amples of what they consider protected suits, but they
are very far from agreeing on the subject. For all
practical purposes it may be stated that a protected
su.t is one in which you can probably stop the ad-
versaries from winning every trick; it is a suit in
which they cannot run off five or six tricks without
lettmg you into the lead at least once. Experience is
the best teacher as to what these suits are.

If the reader will go back over the hands already
g.ven, .t will be seen that with the exception of Nos.
9 and II every hand which is above the average is

protected in three suits. Even the club suit in No. 3,
four to the king, is considered as very well guarded,'
experience having proved it so.

If the reader will take a pack of cards, shuffle them
and count out hands of thirteen each as before, it will'
be found excellent practice to throw aside all hands
"hich are recognised as below the average, but to
pick out from those which are above the average all
the hands in which the strength is so distributed as
to protect three suits.
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Study these hands carefully so that you will know
them any time you see them, because any hand which

is at least a king or queen above the average, in which

the strength is sufficiently distributed to protect three

suits, is a no-trumper.

It is not necessary to call attention to any trifling

exceptions to this rule. They will come later, when
we consider ^he honour scores.

SpcclliatiM' Nn- 1 tunipcT's

There are certain hands, in which there is not the

necessary protection in three suits, but which are still

so much above the average that it is a fair risk to

speculate on their turning out better as no-trumpers

than anything else. Such hands are those which con-

tain five or more certain tricks, provided they ever

get into the lead.

If the strength of such hands is massed in a red

suit, they are, of course, better trump declarations, but

when the strength is in the black suits it seems a pity

to waste five or six tricks at two or four points each

which might just as well have been worth twelve.

Compare these hands:

Hand 13.

« 6 4 2
« A K3
« 8 7 S
4 A KQ2

Hand 14.

V A 5
* 743
* 6 2
* A KQ J 8 2
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In either of thes., if the dealer or the dummy once
gets the lead, the odd trick is almost a certainty, and
very l.kely the game may be won. It is true that
dummy may have a good heart call if the make is
passed; but if he is strong enough in the red suits
to call a red trump, he is strong enough to give you
just the assistance you want by protecting the suitsm wh,ch you are weak. If he can call diamonds, his
diamonds are not as useful as trumps as they would
be m supportmg a no-trumper in the dealer's hand
Wh,le .t .s tru.. that the adversaries may open one of
the weak suits and run it down, it is an even chance
that they open a suit that the dummy can stop, and
the odds are greatly against dummy's being hopelessly
weak m both the suits in which the dealer is weak.
From these considerations we arrive at the rule that

any hand which contains five or more certain tricks
although protected in only two suits, should declare
no trumps.

' 'l|' ("•iiihlHV
\'

rnmi •;>

Several methods of arriving at the value of a hand
which should be strong enough to declare no trumps
have been suggested, but none will be found so simple
and reliable as that already given.

One of these methods is to attach an arbitrary nu-
merical value to each of the court cards, calling the
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ace worth seven, the king five, the queen three, the

jack two, and the ten one. This gives the total

value of an average hand as eighteen, and if the hand

is a queen above the average, it must add up to

twenty-one. The rule is then given to call no

trumps on any hand that will count up to twenty-one.

This rule is, however, governed by several excep-

tions. For Instance, a singleton ace must be reckoned

as worth four only; a singleton king, two; an un-

guarded queen, one.

The rule is further complicated by having to make

a calculation for the number of guarded suits in which

the honours used to count up to twenty-one are found.

In this case the addition must be seven, and the twenty-

one count is abandoned in favour of the " certain

tricks " in the hand. With four certain tricks and

three suits guarded, the hand is worth seven. With

five sure tricks and two suits guarded, or with six

sure tricks in one suit, the hand is equally worth

seven, and should call no trumps. It is easy to find

many hands which fit one rule and not the other,

as, for instance, A, K, Q in one suit and K, J in an-

other, nothing in the other two, which counts twenty-

two by pip reckoning, but will not meet the seven

rule.

In some places, especially Australia, it is the rule

that the dealer should never pass the make to his

partner unless he has three tricks in his hand, these
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three trick* not being sufficiently distributed to call
no trumps. The object is t.i 1, t the partner know wliat
•strength he may expect, l.ut ir ,lr,\ , thr dealer to
declarations which wou!.' umcli l.cttt r Ix left to the
dummy.

'i.i.i,..-

The aces being valuable ro.intliir cards in the
honour column, the risk of , ullfni; n<, trumps a^d
finding the adversaries with a large honour score for
aces must be considered.

Compare these hands:

Hand 15.

V A 8 e
A J 42
A 7 5
983

Hand i«.

• KQ8
* K J 8 4
Q J 10
7 6 3

So far as trick-taking is concerned, these two
hands may be said to be of equal value, but No. 15 is

certain of scoring thirty above the line for honours,
whereas it is possible, although improbable, that the
adversaries will score forty, or even one hundred aces
against No. 16. For this reason a no-trumper should
always contain at least one ace, or it should be very
strong in every suit. To justify a no-trumper with-
out an ace, most of the authorities are agreed that
the hand should contain at least foij; kings and three
queens. Weaker hands than this frt-quently make the
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call, but it will usually be found, if the make goes

through successfully, that the dummy would have

called no trumps if it had been left to him.

It is often a nice question to decide between a

heart and a no-trumper, and the honours at no

trumps will usually turn the scale. Many players fall

into the error of calling risky no-trumpers on per-

fectly safe heart hands.

Compare these hands:

Hand 17.

• KQ 7 5 3
« K 06 4
« 9 5
« A 2

Hand il.

V A Q J 10 5 2

4 A 6 4
A 9
A7

Both are evidently no-trumpers, so far as trick-

taking goes, but in No. 17 there are weak spots which

suggest a heart call as much safer, especially if the

dealer has anything scored on the game. It takes

only one more trick to win the game at hearts than

at no trumps. In No. 18, the score for four aces in

one hand, one hundred points, is sufficient to outweigh

any strength in hearts, and it may be laid down as a

rule without exception that with four aces in his hand

a player should always declare no trumps.

A hand was published in a tournament in London

in which the dealer held seven hearts to four honours.

The hand also contained four aces, and the problem

was to give the proper make. Although the umpire
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decided in favour of the heart call, it was proved by

experiment that the no-trump declaration won an

average of fifty-four points a deal more than the heart

make.

Compare these hands:

Hand 19, Hand 10.

• A KQIO » AS 6
« A 6 * A 4 2
975 AQ J 10

« A J 4 2 9 5 3

In No. 19, the honour score in hearts is more valu-

able than the honour score at no trumps, therefore

such a hand should call hearts. In No. 20, the honour
score in diamonds, although worth eighteen more than

the honour score for the three aces at no trump, is

not sufficient to balance the higher value of the tricks

and the greater ease of winning the game without a

trump. A hand like No. 20 should always call no
trumps in preference to diamonds. With all five

honours in diamonds, the trump might be given the

preference, or when only six or twelve points were

needed to win the game.

With three aces, no trump should always be (ailed,

unless the hand contains six hearts to two honours, or

five hearts to three honours, one of which is the ace of

hearts.

The reader

tice by sorting

may give himself some excellent prac-

out from the pack three aces, and.
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after shuffling the rest of the cards, giving himself

hands of ten cards at a time. Taking these in the

hand with the three aces one can see if there is any

better call than no trumps. The same thing can be

done holding out two aces, and giving yourself eleven

cards from the pack. The experience thus gained will

give confidence.

i!

Till- I ni(M|) l)i'( l.n'.ilKMis

In considering the two great classes of hands which

are above the average, we have thrown out those in

which the strength was massed in one or two suits,

unless they were strong enough to be considered as

speculative no-trumpers.

We have laid down the principle that all hands

which are above the average should declare, and have

shown that those in which the strength is distributed

should call no trumps. Obviously the others, those in

which the strength is massed in one suit, should make

that suit the trump. If the strength is divided be-

tween two suits, the more valuable suit should be

selected, provided it has length as well as high cardr.

But there are certain considerations which enter

into trump declarations which are quite foreign to no-

trumpers. It is not so vital to have protection In

various suits, because the trumps will sfnp an\- suit In

which you are weak or short. A missing suit is
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sometimes an element of strength, because you can
ruff, it from the start and the adversaries cannot make
a single trick in it, no matter how strong they are.

Trumps are also very useful to support other suits,

and one good plain suit, supported by five or six

trumps, is a very powerful hand.

The moment you declare to play with a trump, the
honours in the various suits cease to be the only cards
of value, because the smallest card of the trump suit

will kill the biggest ace of a plain suit. It is there-

fore quite possible that a hand xvhich is below the
average uhich we have set down as essential for a

no-trumper may be much above the average in real

trick-taking strength if a certain suit is picked out
for the trump.

I his being so, we must adopt a different scale of

measurement for hands in which one particular suit

is long enough to be a good trump suit. Length in

trumps is often more important than high cards. The
more trumps you have, the more likely you are to

hnd the adversaries with few, and the more freely

you can trump their good cards. With only tour

trumps, you are likely to find an adversary with just

as man.\ as jourself ; therefore it is very important that

when your trumps are not numerous they should lie

very high cards, or be supported by strop/ outside

r,ts in p!a' good

trumper
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Compare these hands:

Hand 21.

* KQ 7 6 3
* J 8 4
t 6 3 2
* A 9

Hand 22.

• J 8 6 4
* Q9 3
A 7 5

* 9 8 2

They are both below the average; the first a lo

below, the other K and lo below. Neither would be

a good no-trumper, but if hearts were declared on

No. 21 it would be a very sound make, whereas

there is no good trump declaration on No. 22.

The beginner naturally feels the want of some

simple rule by which he may gauge his hand when

he is not quite sure whether it is a fair trump call or

not. The following simple method will be found use-

ful until such time as the player has gained sufficient

experience to do without it.

Count up the cards in the suit which you think of

making the trump; add the number of honours in

that suit, and then add the number of aces and kings

in the plain suits. These are usually called " outside
"

aces and kings. No card below a king is of any

counting value. If the total of this addition is eight

or more, it is usually a sound make.

Apply this rule to No. 21, taking hearts as the

proposed trump. There are five hearts, two honours

in hearts, and one outside are, a total of eight, there-

fore a fair heart make on the cards.
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Apply the same rule to No. 22. still taking hearts
the longest suit, for the trump. There arc four
hearts, one honour in hearts, and one outside ace; a
total of SIX only, therefore a ver>- poor heart call
On account of the importance of the number of

trumps, ,t is usually bad policy to declare with les,
than f^ve unless three of them are honours, or the out-
side cards are strong. Six trumps without an honour
among them are much stronger than three trumps
which are all honours.

But there is another important point in trump
declarations: the value of the tricks which are to be
won when a certain suit is named. There Is a great
difference between declaring for tricks which are
worth only two points each an.l those which are
'Aorth fight.

Compare these two hands:

Hand 23,

• KO S
• A K 8 6 3

J 4 2
« 10 8

Hand 24.

* 7 4
« KI03

6 2
A Q J 7 5 4

Neither ,s strong enough for no trumps, hut each
has a suit of five cards which might be ma.le the
trump. If the club is selected in No. 23, it can be
counted up to eight, while No. 24 can be counted
to ten if the spade suit is selected for the trump

But both ,>t these are black suits, and the dealer
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should liesitate to declare a black suit unless the score

is sufficiently advanced to make it reasonably sure that

he can win the pame.

This consideration is important. The dealer al-

ways has a chance to win the game, and he should not

wilfully throw away that chance while there is any

hope. It is impossible to win the game from zero with

a black suit, even if you make a grand slam. When
you are ahead in the score, or have an advantage that

you wish to keep, such as having won the first game,

you may be cautious and call a black suit. If you are

twenty-six or twenty-eight up, No. 24 would be a

very good spade call. With twenty-six, or even only

twenty-two up. No. 23 would be a very fair club

declaration.

i )uiiiniv's I'dsiihilliics

1^

VVe come now to another point, too often over-

looked. If you pass the make, what will dummy most

likely declare? The natuial answer to this is, that

the suit in which you are weak is most likelj his

strong suit. This consideration leads us to two diffi-r-

cnt courses, each of which seems to have something in

its favour. We can trust dummy to have what we

have not, and declare on our own cards, or we can

leave it tt dummy, and see if he has what we hope

he has. If we take the first course, it usually leads
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us to a speculative no-trumper; if we take the second
we must pass the make.

There arc five possible declarations, three of which
are better than the black suits, and if the make is
passed ,t is probable that dummy will call something
etter than a black trump. If he cannot, no harm is

<ione, because you would have called a black suit
vourself

;
but if you make it black originally, you shut

out any possibility of dummy's having a better calL
Compare these two hands:

Hand 25.

« KQ 8 6
* J 104.

A K 2
9 7 5

Hand 26.

« A K 8
753

* KQQ 5
* J 103

Neither ,s a Rood no-trumper, although both are a
king above the average, because the third suit is not
protected. Either can be counted up to eight with a
red trump, the first in hearts and the second in dia-
monds, and although neither of them is a verv desirable
make, because there are only, four trumps and two
honours m trumps, they are still very fair "

protective
"

rnakes, because if the make is passed it is improbable
that dummy can do as well. If he has a better call
than hearts on No. 25, it must be a no-trumper. and
the begmner should never forget that when dummy
lays <lown a no-trumper in answer to a heart call by
the dealer it is almost certainly a eame hand.
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In No. 26, the diamond call is not as good as the

heart call in No. 25 because of the difficulty of win-

ning the game in diamonds, unless the score is. ad-

vanced. But the careful player must always consider

what iL.iimy will probably declare if it is left to him.

If r) •; lealer passes with hands like Nos. 25 and 26

the Lhances are decidedly against dummy's having

anything better to declare.

When the sco.e is against the dealer and he is

afraid of losing the game on the next deal, or when

he has everything to gain and nothing to lose, he should

invariably refuse to call diamonds originally unless he

has six or seven of them, or holds four honours, or

sees from his own cards that it is improbable that

dummy has any better call. There is some fatality

about a diamond make which cannot fail to arrest the

attention of any observant player. While usually re-

garded as on the border line, and free!" called in

England, diamonds have come to be classed with the

black makes in America, and are resorted to only when

ahead on the score, or when the hand is very strong,

either in length or in honours.

Compare these two hands:

li

Hand 27.

• 6 4
• KQ7
t A Q6 3 2

• 9 7 5

Hand l8.

V 6 4
» 7 5 S .i

* A K J lO

* KQ8
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With diamonds for trumps, No. 27 can be counted
up to eight, which is not very strong. The hearts are
so weak that it is quite possible dummy may have a
strong heart call, or even a no-trumper. The weaker
the dealer is in a suit the more chance that dummy
may be strong in it. In Nos. 25 and 26, the dealer's
strengtl. in hearts makes it less likely that dummy can
call hearts, but in No. 27 the contrary is the case.

In No. 28, the diamonds are not only strong, they
are valuable, the score for four honours in one hand
being forty-eight points. This alone is sufficient justi-
fication for calling diamonds, irrespective of the chance
of wmning tricks. If these two hands are carefullv
compared, it will be seen that No. 27 is not a good
diamond call unless the dealer's score is advanced, or
he .s a game ahead and wishes to hold his advantage.
No. 28, on the contrary, is a good diamond deci.iration
at any score.

Compare these two hands:

Hand 29.

V K 6 4
7 5 3
86
A K J 10 a

Hand 30.

» 6 4
A KQ 7 5 3
9 7
KQ2

In No. 29, there are four honours fn spades, but
they are worth practically nothing, and such a suit
.s much more valuable to support a better call by the
dummy. But if you are twenty-six or twenty-eight up
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; il

I:

IB

No. 29 is a very strong spade call. In No. 30, it

would be wasting opportunities to call clubs unless

you were twenty-two or twenty-six up, and it is vcr)'

likely that dummy has a better call. Such a hand as

No. 30 is a good example of a speculative no-

trumper. If dummy is to be asked to declare some-

thing better than clubs, he must be strong in the red

suits, and if he is, why not go no trumps? He may

have just enough strength to support you in a no-

trumper, but not enough to venture on a red suit him-

self. If you will not speculate with a hand like this,

you must pass it, unless you are far enough ahead in

the score to go out with a black trump.

II' iiuiiirs 111 I ruin|is

The value of the honours must not be overlooked

in trump calls. Four honours in hearts or diamonds

adds a good many points to the value of the rubber,

and many players will not hesitate to call clubs when

they have five honours, which are worth forty points,

althougn it might be a better no-trumper if there were

any other sure trick in the hand.

I

H

Drfrnsivf Trump Makes

There are a great many hands which are not good

enough for no-trumpers and which will not count up
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to right for a trump declaration, but upon which It
may be necessary to declare, simply as a defensive
measure.

With five trumps to one honour, nothing in the
Plam suits, the hand will no. count up to m„ e than
S.X. if the make is passed, it is hardly possible that
dummy can call h.art,. If h. luu a no-trumper, well
and good, but it must be a very strong one to pull
you through if you have not a trick in your hand. If
he calls diamonds on average strength you will be
l.ttle better off, but if l,e calls spades or clubs be-
cause he .s strong in ,|,em, you may re^jret that you
did not call hearts, especially if he has two or three
fair hearts to help you out.

The danger in passing with such weakness is that
dummy will call his hand to its full value, trusting
you for two or three tricks, and that you will lose
by .t. Then again, if he has a fair average hand, not
enough to call a red trump, it may turn out that your
five hearts were just what he wanted. You are
placed between two difficulties. If you call hearts
with such weakness and dummy has nothing, you have
made every trick you lose an expensive error, especially
.f you are doubled. On the other hand, dummy may
be forced to call a cheap spade on a hand which was
good for two by cards in hearts with your five
trumps to help him.

If the make is passed, it will frequently be found
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11

that dummy has just an average hand, not good

enough for anything, but containing perhaps three or

four hearts. O" this he feels co. -^elled to call a

spade, and neither of you have anything in spades,

which will probably be doubled.

Experience shows that it is better to leave the make

to dummy with only five hearts to one honour, and

trust to his judgment not to take too great a risk with

his cards. But with six hearts, even without an

honour, and without a trick in plain suits, it is best

to declare hearts. If dummy has only an average

hand, he will probably hold two or three hearts, and

eight or nine trumps between two hands is a very

strong combination, quite enough to establish some

suit, if only by ruffing it out, or to make the odd

trick by trumping the adversaries' good cards.

With six small diamonds, the make is not valuable

enough to be worth speculating upon if there is noth-

ing else in the hand, and they should be looked upon

much as if they were six small spades or clubs.

The reader who wishes to try his skill on a few

makes can go over the test hands given as examples.

The score is love-all. The make he selects can be

written on a slip of paper opposite the number of the

hand, and when the list is complete it can be com-

pared with the key at the end of the book, where the

reasons for selecting certain declarations can be found.
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Any person who has carefully studied the foregoing
pages should be able to pick out the correct n,ake in
eacn of these twenty examples without n,ucl> trouble-
but .f they are given to a person unfamiliar with this
work, he w,ll probably fail on five or six of them at



TEST HANDS lOR DF.C! ARING

A KIOS 4
A A

Ro. z. No. 2.

A QIO
5 3 A K J 8 5
A K8 4 3 Q 8 6 5 4

• A K 6 5 3 no. 3. KI09 8 5 No. 4.

* Ke 6 A 43
AlO K
K 7 4 K108 3

• 8 7 4 No. 5. AQ J 8 No. 6.

* A 7 K Q 9 3
K104 J 8 4

« K 9 8 7 5 8 2
• J 9 6 4 3 No. 7. QIO 7 4 No. 8.

« K10 7 5 7 6 2
* J A 8
« 8 6 2 KQ J 7
• Q J 7 5 No. 9. 2 No. JO.

4 6 5 4 A K J 107 3 2
« K108 7 A K2
A 4 A 3

• A KQIO No. 11. Q J lOS No. I a.

« AQ102 « A K4
A105

* K3 K J 9 8 4 2
« A K9 4 No. 13. AQ5 4 No. 14.

« 43 Q7
AQI02 A J 10 8 5
a 7 6 5 4

• A K7 3 Ho. 15. QIO No. 16.

« A KQ J 7 S Q 6 5 2
* A K J 9 5
* I06 3 Q7
• Q7 No. 17. A 9 No. 18.

« K 9 8 5 A 9 8 2
« KQ J lO A KQ J 5
• KQ3 Q4
• Q4 No. 19. )08 7 5 4 No. 20.

» 6 S 2 10 6 3
Q J I09 7 3 KQ J

* KIO K 7
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Beginners usually fall into the error of supposing
hat they can declare on dummy's cards by applying

the same rules as those given for the guidance of the
dealer. But such is not the case, and it is this un-
crtunate practice of "over calling" the dummy's
hands wh.ch has driven many good players to defen-
sive declarations on their own deal, a matter which
will be discussed in a following chapter
When the make is passed, it is usually ieclaration

ot less than average strength in the deale, 3 hand, and
there ,s a special probability of weakness in the red
suits parfcularly in hearts. When the dummy is
asked to declare, he must remember that he is asked
in manner to allow for the dealer's weakness, and
hu .rds must make up for it, especially in red suits.
If dummy cannot do this, both hands are probably too
weak to make any call that will materially advance the
score and the object must be to lose as little as possible

There are certain standard hands on which dummy
s always justified in declaring, such as no trumps on
four aces, and usually on three, especially if two of
them are red.

75
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Compare these hands:

Hand 31

.

A 8 a
« A J 4
A Q 2
9 7 5 3

Hand 3s.

V KQ J 8 4
« A 7 5
« 9 3
* K J 10

In No. 31, with three aces, and especially both red

aces, dummy is perfectly safe in calling no trumps,

because he not only has thirty points above the line

that he is sure of, but is able to protect the suits

in which the dealer is probably weak. In No. 32,

although there is strength enough to justify a no-

trumper, hearts is a safer declaration, not only on ac-

count of the honour score, but because of the weakness

in diamonds, which will be exposed as soon as the

cards are laid down.

Dummy must always make allowance for the fact

that the adversaries will never be in any doubt about

his strength, and will see at once where his weakness

lies. This makes dummy's no-trumpers not quite as

good as the dealer's. The dealer's hand is always a

sort of unknown terror, supposed to contain many

wonderful cards, and stoppers in every suit. The ad-

versaries are continually crediting him with strength

which he does not possess, and they lose opportunities

accordingly. When dummy declares, there is no such

uncertainty, and the adversaries proceed to cut up his

hand with great accuracy. Several examples of this
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Dummy should be particularly careful to distinguish

better than a weak trump make; but with the dummythe contrary is often the case.
^

Compare these hands:

H»nd 33.

• KQ98
* A 6 4 3
96

• A 10 4

Hand 34.

• 8

* KQ5 3
AQ J 6 4
A 7 2

the d .' ".
"°"'' ^^ ^ «- -'--per forthe dealer but the first, with four hearts to rZhonour, and two outside tricks, is a safer heart callor dummy. There are only three sure tricks i h

'^"V'
"° """"'' ^""^ "'•^ ''-'er must be abkowm four more to get the odd. No. 34 is a very skyno-trumper for the dummy, as the weakness -7he ^s-V be fatal, but it is a very strong diamond decW

Compare these two hands:

Hand 35.

• 7 5 3
4 A K2

J 10 8
« Aa54

Hand 36.

A K8
« J loe
A Q4. 2
9 7 5
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i

They are identical so far as strength is concerned,

each being an ace above the average; but for dummy,

No. 35 would be a very poor no-trumper, because he

is weak in the same suits that the dealer is probably

weak in—the red. No. 36, on the contrary, would be

a very good no-trumper for dummy, as he is strong

in the suits in which the dealer is probably weak.

It is a very good rule for the dummy never to call

no trumps unless he can protect or stop both the red

suits. If he is tempted to risk either of them, let it

be the diamonds, but never the hearts. More of

dummy's no-trumpers come to grief from want of pro-

tection in hearts than from any other cause.

While the dealer may call no trumps with any hand

which is a queen above the p.verage and has three

suits protected, he does so on the theory that dummy's
" answer," as it is called, will be at least an average

hand. When the dummy is asked to make it, he

knows that the dealer's hand is probably below average

and he must make the proper allowance for it.

As a rule, to call no trumps, dummy's cards should

be at least an ace above the average.

Speculative no-trumpers are not quite as good for

the dummy as for the dealer, because their weak spots

are immediately exposed. Nevertheless, dummy may

occasionally take a chance on a hand that promises

a great score if it can get into the lead. A black

suit of six or seven cards, headed by A, K, Q, and
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wIm .
'^'^"'"^' declarations.

Wh.^e jhe dealer .ay call a red suit with a handu^ch w,
1 count up to eight, dun,my should avoid red

P ; nine N •

'^ '" ^ ''^"'' *'^- -'• --
7J

"'"•
''°- '' '* ^" "«-Ple of an exceptional

The score will often have an influence on dummy's
declarations. If he U nh-oj 1,

""™'"> s
»• " ne IS ahead, he must be more thin

h. .1, ij ,
^ *° ^° °"' °" the next deal

d ct: i:: H.-^^^T
^'^^"^ ^"^ "'^ "-^ ™-'

aecJare somethmg that may win the game With thescore twenty-eight to nothing againstlm a 'I yrumper .s ,uite legitimate; but with the dealer's corewenty four or twenty-six up, it is probable that thedealer heaves .t for the purpose of letting dummy
Clare h,s best su.t, no matter what it is. A no-trumper .s not wanted under such circumst.,nces

t-ompare these hands:

Hand "7,

• 6 4
* A K 7 5
K8 2

• S 7 3 2

Hand 38.

05
* Q J 6 4. 2
Q8 7

* A K3
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In neither of these is there any hope of making a

good score, and the declaration must be made with a

view to losing as little as possible. It is not always

necessary to call spades just because you have a poor

hand when the dealer passes the make to you. The

high cards in the black suits must be looked on as trick

takers, not as honours. In No. 37, the best call is

spades, because the small cards may win tvicks if they

are trumps, and so will the high cards in clubs. If

clubs are trumps, the spades are absolutely useless. In

No. 38, the club is a better call, not only on account

^f the number, but because the high spades are just

as good as trumps for trick winners. Beginners are

apt to attach too much importance to high cards in the

black suits, forgetting that the black honours count

little or nothing, and that number is the important

thing in trumps.

If the reader wishes to see the results of dummy's

calls he will find it excellent practice to take a pack

of cards and deal out hands of thirteen until he finJs

one on which the dealer would certainly pass. Deal

the remaining thirty-nine .ards in three hands, and ex-

amine each in turn. Aiter settling upon the proper

declaration for the dummy with any of these three

hands, lay the two others on each side, and see what

would happen. These three hands can be transposed

so as to make six different combinations without re-

shuffling the cards.
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Attjntion to the score is a very important part of
the declarer's duties. The inHuence of the score may
be felt in two ways: the dealer's side may be anxious
to reach a certain stage, or may wish to prevent the
adversaries from making a certain number of points.
When the score is advanced, it is most important

that a declaration should be selected which may win
the game, but is unlikely to lose it. Suppose the
dealer's score is twenty-four to twenty, and that he
has a choice between a diamond and a no-trumpcr-
let us say s.ch a hand as No. 34. To declare no
trumps would be foolish, because the loss of the odd
trick means the loss of the game. The odd trick in

diamonds will win the game for the dealer, while the
adversaries would have to make two by car.ls to go
out on diamonds.

In the same way, if there is a possible choice be-
tween the red suits, the s.^re should decide which
should be selected. Suppose the dealer's score is

twenty-two to twenty-four and he holds such cards as
those given in No. 13 of the " Test Hands for De-
claring." He must make it hearts, so as to get out
with the odd trick if he can. If the adversaries -ft
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the odd trick they go out, whether it is a heart or a

diamond. But if the dealer's score were twenty-four

to twenty-two he should call diamonds, because the

odd trick wins the game for him and it will not win

the game for the adversaries if they get it.

With the same cards, suppose the dealer's score is

eighteen to fourteen; two by cards in diamonds win

the game for him, while he would have to lose three

by cards to give the game to the adversaries. If he

called hearts, two by cards lost would put the adver-

saries OU'.

Suppose the dealer's score is twenty-two to twenty-

four. Clubs might be better than diamonds if there

were any probability of making two by cards, because

the loss of the odd trick in clubs does not lose the game,

whereas it would in diamonds.

Many games are missed through the dealer'- greedi-

ness to win more points than are necessary to make

sure uf the game. If the dealer has any sound declara-

tion that will probably give him one or two by carJs,

and that will be enough to put him out, he should

never leave it to his partner in the hope of finding

him with some more expensive declaration that will

increase tht; value of the rubber.

The importance of winning the game, especially the

first game, is often overlooked. If you win the first

game, the adversaries have to win two g. [nes in suc-

cession to get the rubber, and the odds against their
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hundred Now. ,f y„ur equity in the r.hber after

cumstances. They reco.nmend as better a red t
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Test Hands for Diirnmv's Declarations

• 09864 No. 21. 8 6 5 Ho. 22.

« KS A K 6
f A 9 8 7 QI08
A 8 A J 6 2

« Qe 2 No. 23. 8 7 54-2 No. 24.

* Q J A 10

« K J I07 K9 6 4
* AQ J 6

No. 25.

A 10

w J 108 7 5 No. 26.

« AQg43 A J 10 9 4
K7 3

* AI09 S J 7 4 2
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The dealer is supposed to declare with the expecta-

tion of finding dummy with an average hand, say

three probable tricks. If he does not call, but asks

dummy to declare, it is assumed that dummy will

credit the dealer with average cards, or three probable

tricks. If the dealer has not three probable tricks,

he invites the dummy to declare on false premises;

therefore, with less than three probable tricks the

dealer should call spades, unless he holds some such

hand as five clubs to two honours and makes it clubs.

Unfortunately, the authors who lay down this rule

of three tricks lose no time in departing from it when
they get down to details. One who strongly insists

on the dealer's calling spades unless he has three prob-

able tricks, afterward says the dealer should not pass

unless he is as strong as two properly guarded queens.

This is a long way from three tricks, because with a

trump declaration a queen is not reckoned worth more
than half a trick.

That dummy will occasionally lay down an in-

vincible no-trumper or four honours in hearts, or ten

certain tricks in diamonds, does not matter; because

the points that might have been made with such hands

would all be lost again in the course of time through

repeated losses on hands on which the dealer should

have called spades.

Another argument in favour of the defensive decla-

ration is that it gives the dummy confidence enough to
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dealer must have something or he would not havePassed^the mate at a,,, hut would have declared^::

Some veo' good players look upon the defensive callas the backbone of bridge, and insist that their succel
's enfrely due to its use. They say those w oTouse.ts dbe

,,,,„^,^.„^^^^^^^^^
4 ly loolish. Others mamtain that the defensive

call -s an msult to the intelligence of the dumm dan msmuafon that he does not know enough about the

iTg:r^'-^^^^^'-^-^^--rtUT:s
It is interesting to note that in Southern Europe it

earrWhTt-''"^^'''""^^^'--"-^^-.n hearts. Wh.le th.s may encourage the dummy to

self m d,fficult.es. because he may have three goodtncks m the black suits, but nothing i„ heartryet

^

h™:^ '1r '"' '-' ''•^ -nerlrca
Ir "'' ''"= "' '°"'- -"^^^ cards in the

One of the strongest advocates of the defensivedec arat.o„ comes down to one certain trickThedealers hand as sufficient to justify him in pL ,He supports th s by the extrnnr^;„
Passmg.

thp A„^ .

^''''^^'"^dmary statement that ifthe dealer passes without a trick in h,V 1, j u
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has a single trick, he and dummy will most likely win

the odd between them.

One of the best teachers in America considers that

if the make is left to the dummy when the dealer has

not a trick in his hand, the result will be disastrous

nine times out of ten. At the same time he recom-

m';nds leaving it with one sure trick, because that will

enable the dealer to get the lead at least once if it is

to his advantage to give the dummy a finesse in any

suit. In such a case the ability to get the lead into the

dealer's hand would probably be worth two tricks.

One of the London journals that devotes some space

to card matters published some statistics to prove that

the defensive declaration by the dealer would win in

the long run; but, unfortunately, the opinions of the

editor are largely discounted by the fact that he is not

in touch with the bridge-playing community, and

makes no allowance for human nature, or for the

varying ability of players.

The leading authorities in England do not believe

in the defensive call. They generally insist that the

dealer should confine himself to the attack, leaving de-

fensive makes to the dummy. As one of them puts it,

dummy's vexation at missing a rubber with a very

strong hand in hearts or no trumps, by being bound

to a player who cannot pass the declaration, is far

greater than his satisfaction at saving a few points

through the dealer's cautiousness or want of confi-
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dence in his partner. When the originaTprot^tive
call succeeds, u saves 30 little, when it fails i: tZ
2
-ch. ••Badsworth," who is acknowledg „e

"

best players in England, says that the idea ortheProtecfve dec aration assumes that you are prot tilor partner fron, loss, but that few partners ite toeeMb,s protecting hand continually 'exte;et

ttlll' "" ^''' ^"-^^'^ "^ -^- - of

There is one aspect of the question that seems toWe been generally overlooked, and that is, that pas^ng the make .s one of the chances of the game Whene dea er declares he does so on the pfobabihr

hand. f dummy does not hold it, the dealer's declara-on w 1 , .^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

ara

lea s n '
'"

T^'"
'"' '"' '''' ''-'-—lly

find ted "". "
'" ''' "^^^'^ '" -^'^•^ " -d

Lme and
'""'' "' °' ^'^ ''^'"^^ '"^^^ -^''^e it a^an,e and no an exact science. If the defensive decla-

^
.on .s pers.sted in and becomes the fashion, we shalloon have some convention suggested by which thedealer may be warned that the dummy has nothing.The author has tried both systems, and for threemonths conscentiously used the defensive call every- he^d.d not hold one certain trick or two JrlZable. Th.s was w,th and against the best players of
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his acquaintance, and the result was not particularly

satisfactory. It certainly seemed to save a few points

;

but the life, the spirit of the game was gone. It be-

came too much like trying to win other people's money,

instead of playing the game for the amusement there

was in it and the good company that went with it.
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says, "I double heart<i " th. a it- ^''^P""^

that suit Th !, ,

''^^'" ''^^'"S '''=^'««dtnat suit. The dealer says, " I redouble," or "
I makeIt thirty-two." Th^ n„„ i .

•
""^ '

make

the eldest L A T '"'" '"= '"' ^"''"^''- Then

eLt w rtb "? "^

"'" "''''"''''= ^^-"- "ak--ng

nt a„7 "^ T '^'"^ ''^'•'" -^' h" - content, and thereupon the dummy says he will make itone hundred and twenty.i.ht. The eldest Cnd L
9>
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content. Now thv pone can take it up again, al-

though he has once said he was content, because his

partner's doubling may encourage him to continue.

If he will not redouble, both partners on one side

being content, the eldest hand must proceed to lead

a card.

It is now the general rule that all doubling shall

cease when the value of one trick passes one hundred

points.

Doubling has no effect on any of the scores that go

into the honour column.

Doubling should rarely be indulged in by the be-

ginner, as it requires experience and judgment, but

there are cases in which it should be obvious that

doubling would be an advantage. The principal

things to be considered in doubling are the score and

the position of the declaring hand ; whether on your

right or left. The score is most important. If the

odd trick wins the game for the dealer without

doubling its value, and you have a fair chance to win

the odd trick yourself, you should double. But if the

odd trick will win the game for you without doubling,

and will not win the game for the dealer, you should

never double unless you have a certainty.

The position of the make affects the value of your

trumps and high cards, because when the make is on

your right, high trumps which are not in sequence,

such as A, Q, 10, or K, J, 9, are mere valuable, and
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high cards in plain suits are less likely to be led
through.

Beginners should dearly understand the meaning of
being led through, wiiich is the same as being made
second player on a trick, Suppose you are eldest hand
and hold king and one small card in a suit, dummy
having ace and queen. If you are led through, your
king is gone; but if dummy has to lead that suit to
you, your king must make a trick. The value of any
high card but the ace is largely decreased when it is

I-kely to be led through, and is greatly increased when
.t IS likely to be led up to. As a rule, you may assume
that when the player on your left is the declaring
hand, the strength is in that hand, and when the
strength is on your left yi .r cards are not as valuable
as when the make is on your right, because of the like-
lihood that they will be led through.

This is a very important feature in the tactics of
the game, and should be thoroughly understood.
Compare these hands, hearts trumps in both cases:

Hand 39.

• AQI05
« K 7 5 3
A K6 2

* 9

Hand 40.

« K J 4
* A Q7 3

J S 2
« A K8

In No. 39, if the make is on your right, your trumps
should be worth three tricks, because the dealer, who
called hearts, most likely has two honours, K and J.
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Both your hi'gh diamonds and the club kinf; may

be counted on for tricks, so that you may be said to

have six probable tricks in your own hand, and only

one is needed from your partner to give you the odd.

No. 39 is therefore a very good hand to double on,

and with such cards, instead of asking, " Shall I

play?" you should say, "
I double hearts."

Reverse the position of the make, and suppose that

dummy called hearts in No. 39, and your trumps may

not be worth more than one trick, as dummy almost

certainly holds king and jack, and the dealer will

lead through your queen and ten. Your c'.ub king

may also be lea through and caught if dummy has

tht ace; but even if the club king wins, your hand is

not worth more than four tricks. Such being the case,

it is a poor hand to double on if the make is on your

left.

If the dealer should call hearts on No. 40 and you

were eldest hand, your trumps would probably be good

for two tricks and your tenace in clubs two more,

so that such a hand would be a good one to double

on if the make were on your right.

But if dummy called hearts on No. 40, your trumps

would not be worth more than one trick, and might

not make that even. Your clubs would probably be

led through, and the ace found to be the only sure

trick, so that the whole hand is not worth more than

four tricks, perhaps three only, simply on account of
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Showing the advantage of doubling Hearts when
the make is on your right. Z dealt. A leads after
doubling.

• 7 3
« J 4
Q J 7 3

• KQr06 2

»8 2

A-B win the odd trick.
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the position of the strong hand that declared the

trump. This shows that No. 40 would be a very poor

hand on which to double if dummy made the trump.

The same principles hold good if the pone holds the

caids. He should double if the make is on his right;

he should not if it is on his left.

In order that the reader may see how these prin-

ciples work out in practice, he may turn to Illustrative

Hands Nos. 2 and 3. In both of them the eldest hand

holds the same cards as in example No. 39, but in

No. 2 hearts are declared by the dealer, and the eldest

hand doubles. In No. 3, hearts are declared by the

dummy, and the eldest hand carefully refrains from

doubling. It will be seen that the hands held by the

dealer and his partner are identical in both cases, but

transposed. The diflfercnce in result is entirely due

to the diflferente in the position of the opposing strong

hand<i—thos'; held by the declarer and by the eldest

hand.

At trick 7 in No. 2, it will be seen that A
puts the dealer into the lead, giving him the club

trick that he must win, so as to be sure of making

both his trumps, which gives A the odd trick. In

No. 3, observe that the dealer, Z, wins the fourth

trick, so as to lead trumps to the dummy and finesse.

It is not necessary for him to win two tricks in clubs.

When the call is no trumps, and you are eldest

hand, you must go on probabilities in doubling, unless



niustrativ. Hand N... \

ShowinK <li!,a(lvantat.'c of doublinK Hearts when
the make is on your left. Z dea'.. A leads.

« K J O 4
« AQ2
i I0 8 S
4 A a

« A QI05 V • 8 2
« K 7 6 3

A F
, « I09 8

* A Ke 2 1 "
t 94

4 Q z
J 4 J 8 7 43

• 7 3
« J 4
* Q J 7 3
• KQI05 2

TRICK A Y B z

1 K t 8 * e 3 *a A 8 * 4 * 7 «
3 2 # lO * « 2 J

K 4
4 9* '

e • 8 4
5 • 5 1 • J me » 7
a V lO ' A 4 3 4 2 4
7 a * * 2 « e ! Q 1 1

M * 3 * Q 4 4 Q »
« A * 4 « 8 « 3

10 «
i

» A * 9 : « 4
11 • Q

j 1r K *IO 4 J
Vi * 7 1 ;»9 I 7 4 5 4
13 * K ;» a 1 J 4 I0 4

The dealer wins two by cards.
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you have a certainty of the odd trick, which is not

often the case. With a suit of six cards headed by the

A, K, Q, the probability of catching the J is so great

that you may count on it, yet it is not a certainty,

even with seven or eight of the suit. With such a

chance as six probable tricks in one suit, and a trick

in another suit, such as an ace, you should double no

trumps. A suit of six cards and another trick which

is only probable, such as a K, Q suit, is not so good,

as the second suit may never be led a second time,

but it is a fair risk.

One long strong suit and the lead is the best posi-

tion for doubling a no-tnimper. It is dangerous to

double on an all-round hand in which you have no

established long suit, because when you have such a

hand it will usually turn out that the dealer has one

great suit on which he will force you to discard, and

you will not know what to keep.

Compare these hands, both no-trumpers:

Hand 41.

• a 4 2
« A e
A KQ7 5 3

* 9 6

Hand 4X.

• KQ4
« A K
Q J 10 7 5

* Q J 9

In No. 41, having the lead, you will probably make

seven tricks immediately. But in No. 42, if you begin

with the diamonds, you will most likely find the dealer

with both ace and king, and he will clear up his hearts
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or spades before you get your diamonds r ;tablished
What cards woul.l you let go if you were compelled
to make two discards after you had forced out the ace
and king of diamonds? While No. 42 looks very
strong, it is not strong enough to double on, because
Its strength is too scattered.

The best rule for the beginner, as eldest hand, is

to double no trumps on six sure tricks and a probable
seventh, all in two suits.

The pone should not double a no-trumper in Amer-
ica ui.Iess he is willing to have the eldest hand lead his
best heart, that being the usual convention. In Eng-
land and the colonies it is largely the custom for the
eldest hand to guess at his partner's suit when the
pone doubles a no-trumper. The pone cannot double
as freely as the eldest hand, because he has not tlie

advantage of the lead.

Either player may double a trump declaration, but
with the usual precautions as to the position of the make.
To double hearts or diamonds you should have five

sure tricks and a probable sixth, and three of the
tricks should be in trumps.

To double a club you should have five tricks and a
probable sixth, at least two of them in trumps.
To double spades, especially if called by the dummy,

you should have four sure tricks and a probable fifth
one of which at least should be in trumps.
Some players make it a rule to double any red
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trump if their hand counts up to ten, reckoning it as

if it were for a declaration ; to double clubs if it counts

up to nine, and spades if it counts up to eight. But

this style of counting is unreliable, on account of the

difference in the value of the cards according to the

position ot the make, which tj.n be taken into account

better in reckoning up the probable tricks.

For practice, the reader may take a pack of cards

and sort ut such a hand as No. 25 in the examples

of the makes on which hearts would be declared.

After shuffling the remainder of the pack, thirteen may

be taken at a time and examined to see how often a

hand would come up that would justify doubling.

The same thing may be done after laying aside a fair

no-trumper, such as No. 8 of the examples given.

The reader may write " Yes " or " No " opposite

the numbers of the following hands, as an answer to

the question whether or not he would double on such

cards as eldest hand, hearts declared by the dealer.
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Test Hands for Douhlmg

• KQ4.
* A Q 6 5
K J 7 3

• 9

« KQlOe
* A K
« K J 5
4> 8 5 3 2

Ifo. 3 7.

No. 39.

• Q J 8 a
« K 5
4 9 3
« A KQ 6 4

• J 6 4- 2
* Q J 103
« AQ8
« A K

Vo. 38.

KO. J9,

On the following, suppose dummy called hearts,
would you double with cither of them?

Wo. 31.

• A Qa 4
« KU6
AQ3

* K J 8

No. 33.

KQloe
A K
Q J 10

KQ J 5
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LhADING. WHEN IHKKK iS A
TRUMP

There is a great difference in leading against trump

declarations and against no-trumpers, and they must

be separately considered, because they are almost en-

tirely different games.

In playing against no-trumpers, the object is to

make the small cards of your longest suit good for

tricks, keeping the high cards in shorter suits for

re-entries.

The object In playing against trump declarations is

to get home all the tricks you can before the dealer

draws all your trumps and makes his long suit ; because

on this long suit in one hand he will discard from the

other hand the losing cards he holds in the suits of

which you hold the high cards.

The two golden rules In playing against a trump

call are: Get a look at the dummy's cards before

losing the lead, if you can; and. Don't carry home

any aces.

The dealer having picked out the trump to suit

himself is probably long in trumps and may usually

be counted on for five at least. He is going to use
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these trumps to protect and bring in his long suit.
If he has no long suit, he is probably going to ruff
and make his trumps separately. The cards he is

going to iuff are your winning cards. It is your
business as his adversary to divine his object as rapidly
as possible, and take steps to defeat it. The following
rules for leading against trump declarations are gen-
eral; details will follow presently.

1. Length in the suit is unimportant; high cards
are everything.

2. Leads of an honour from three in sequence are
the best.

3- Leads of an honour from two in sequence are the
next best.

4. Leads of any kind from two honours not in
sequence are bad.

5. Leads from suits headed by a single honour
which is not the ace are the worst.

6. Trumps should not be led unless all the plain
suits are worse leads than the trump suit.

The most Important thing for the eldest hand is to
get a look at dummy's cards and still hold the trick;
therefore, if he holds a plain suit headed b)- both ace
and king, he should always begin with that. If he has
no suit headed by both ace and king, but has an ace,
without either queen or jack with it, he should lead
the ace.

It is most important for the eldest hand to re-
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member that if he opens a suit headed by the ace,

without the king, he should always lead the ace. This

is usually expressed by saying, " Never lead away from

an ace."

In all the following examples hearts are supposed

to have been declared by the dealer, unless otherwise

stated.

Compare these hands:

Hand 43. Hand 44.

Q5 3 • 10 6 3
« 9 6 « A 7 5 3
A Ka 4 * K J e

* KQ J 2 * KS 4.

In No. 43, although there are three honours in

spades, the diamond king is the better opening, be-

cause it holds the lead until dummy's cards are

laid down. In No. 44, »he club ace is the best

opening for the same reason, and also because the

two other suits are bad ones to lead away from. See

Rule 4.

For an example of the importance of holding the

lead until dummy's cards are seen, the reader is re-

ferred to Illustrative Hand No. 4. In this hand A-B
win the odd trick ; but if A opens with the spade suit,

the dealer wins three by cards easily, as will be seen

by playing the hand that way. By holding the lead

until he sees dummy, A is able to take advantage of

the opportunity to lead through dummy's strong suit,
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Holding the lead until you see Dummy's cards. Z
deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

• A 7

« KI0 6 3
Q8 7 2

* I0 6 5
• Q5 3 Y <» 9 2* 9 5
« A Ke 4 A B

« A Q8 4
9 3

* K Q J 2 Z « 9 8 7 43
« K J 108 6 4
* J 7 2

J 10 5
« A

TRICK A Y B
j

Z

K 2 9 5 «
* 9
A

3 »
7

_Q
3

« 2
I0 4

« 5
» 3

* 6 4_A
8

* 7
« J" 6 * 8 * • 9

i

J9 O * K » 4
4 Q • 2 • 4

9 • B • A 3 « » 6
10 2 « » 7 4 * • 8
11

j J « 5 « 7 « K1»
\ Q 6 « 8 * * J

13 j K « io« 9 « A «

A-B win the odd trick.
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instead of establishing the diamonds against himself.
At trick 3, B returns the diamonds, so as to establish
the cross ruff.

Compare these hands:

Hand 45.

» K64
* AQ3
f K J 7
* J 10 5 3

Hand 46.

» A J 6
* K5 3 2
* Q8 6 4
#98

In No. 45, the spade jack is the best opening, there
being two honours in sequence, while both the other
suits are headed by two honours which are not in se-

quence. See Rule 3.

In No. 46, both the suits headed by single honours
are bad leads (see Rule 5), and the best opening is the
short spade suit.

Compare these hands:

Hand 47.

• 6 4
* AQ7 5
« Ke 2
« A 9 8 3

Hand 48.

• K
« K8 6 4
• A Q 7 5 3
• Q9 2

In No. 47, the spade ace is a better opening than
the club ace, because the club ace is accompanied by
the queen.

In No. 48, the diamond ace is a better opening than
a suit headed by a single honour which is not the ace.

See Rule 5.
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Showing advantage of an original lead of trump,.
iC deals. Y calls Clubs, and A leads.

A-B win two by cards.
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Compare these hands:

Hand 49.

• 7 5
« Ke 2
« Q 8 7 3
4 8 6 6 3

Hand 50.

V loe
* K J O 4
« AQIO
* QI0 8 3

In No. 49, the best opening is the spade, because
there is no honour in the suit and no chance to win
a trick in it, while both the other plain suits are bad
ones to lead away from and nothing is to be gained
by leading the trump. In No. 50, the best opening
is the trump, because all the plain suits are bad ones
to lead away from.

Beginners seldom realise the value of a trump open-
ing as a defence. It gives the partner a key to the
hand at once, telling him that all the plain suits are
such that you prefer him to lead them to you than
to open them yourself. If the reader will look at

Illustrative Hand No. 5 he will see that if A does
not lead trumps originally he will lose three by cards
easily, as the dealer will get a cross ruff in the red
suits. Observe how the dealer holds the tenace in

spadus over A and tries to make A lead up to him,
and how A avoids the trap set for him by overtaking

his partner's diamond when Z does not follow suit.
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hlA^^yM"""""'' "' '""'"« "'^ «-"« trump
hand. Z deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

TRICK A Y
1

1 K « 5 «
a Q « 8 *
3 « 5 * K
« • Q 9
5 A « lO*
6 • A » 2
r • 5 • 4.

8 «IO 2 «
• *^ 4

10 6 « 6 *
11 4 « 7 «
19 2 * J «

L
ta 8 * Q

A-B ,vrin the odd trick.
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Compare these hands:

Hand 51 Hand 5s.

9 8 8 • J 7 8
* AQ7 53 « 0843
» 7 8 2 « A 8 8
• A4 * 843

In No. 51, the club ace is a better opening than the

spade ace, because the club suit is so Uma that it is

unlikely ir will ever take two tricks by waiting for

some one else to lead it. Compare this hand w h No.

47, in which the A, Q suit is shorter. In No. 52,

the diamond ace is the best opening, because there is

nothing else in the hand, and this lead at least seci<re<

the advantage of getting a look at dummy's cards and

so being better able to judge what to do next.

Some players are very fond of leading from a short

suit in the hope of making their small trumps. This

is all very well if the trumps are useless, except for

ruffing, but it is usually bad policy to play for a rufi

when you have four trumps and a fair suit, because if

you can force the dealer to trump, instead of trumping

yourself, you will probably bring his strength in

trumps down to your level and will often break up his

hand.

If the reader will look at Illustrative Hand No. 6,

he will see the fatal effects of two forces on the

dealer's strong trump hand. It may be pointed out

that the dealer should not have attempted to get out
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the trumps at all with this hand, but should have led
the ace of clubs after trumping the second round of
rpades and cross-ruffed right along, which wouhl have
given him four by cards and the game to a certainty
By leading the small club, so as to get the position for
the finesse in the trump suit, the dealer throws him-
self open to the deadly second iorce. A continues the
trump lead to prevent dummy from making a small
trump on the spades.

If you have no good suit, and only three or four
small trumps, you may play for a ruff if you have a
short suit and no other good opening lead.

Compare these hands:

"""" S3- H.n<l 54.

» e*32 ,652
* J 7543 AQa4
8

4 8 6«os Ajaa
In No. 53, there Is nothing to be accomplished by

leading either of the black suits, even with four trumps
to support them, and the singleton diamond seems to
be the best chance.

In No. 54, both the black suits are headed by two
honours not in sequence, and instead of leading the
ace from either of those, it is better to try the short
diamonds, hoping to make one or two of the small
trumps, or at least to get the tenaces in the black
suits led up to.
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A tenace, it should be explained, is the best and
the third best of a suit, such as A, Q. Its advantage
lies in the fact that if you are the last player on the
trick, or the third player when dummy is on your
left and has not the king, you must make two tricks;
whereas, if you lead away from the tenace you make
one trick only, unless your partner has the king. Ten-
aces are most valuable, especially in the tru.np suit,
when the strength is on your right.

When the dealer has passed the make to the dummy,
it is usually safer to open the hand with a red suit
than with a black one, because the dealer is pre-
sumably weaker in red than in black. Such is not
always the case, of course, but in the long run the
odds are in favour of leading a red suit to a passing
hand.

Compare these hands, dummy calli. g diamonds in
both:

Hand 55.

V J 5 3
* A 8 6 2
« K 9 5
* A J 4

Hand 56.

• K 6 4 2
« A J S
« 9 3
K8 7 3

In No. 55, the heart Jack is the best opening, be-
cause the dealer is probably weak in that suit, 'and
your black aces will probably be more useful later on
for killing some of the dealer's high cards. In No.
56, clubs being a bad suit to open, the choice between
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better to get a look at dumniy's cards first ff vou canWhen clubs or spades are doubled. It fs usuailybe e"'o see du™„,, eards before leadfn, tru.ps uyour own suits are bad ones to open SnJ i^t^ lead., t..ps .ben spararetllSr
lead until dummy's cards are laid doun.
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LEADING, W'HKN UUR\-. |s NO
TRLMl'

The selection of a suit for the opening lead against
a no-trumper is based on entirely different principles

from those which govern the player in leading against
a trump declaration. In a no-trumper, the dealer is

strong, or protected, in three suits at least, and your
only chance is to pick out his weak spot or to break
down some of his protection before he gets his long
suit established.

A suit is said to be established when a player can
take every remaining trick in it, no matter by whom
it is led.

If you have not three winning cards in any suit,

your play must be to establish your long suit so as to

make the smaller cards of it good for tricks.

The lead is a great advantage at no trump, and the
eldest hand should be careful not to throw it away.
The first lead gives you the first move toward estab-

lishing a suit, which is very important.

In all the following examples the declaration of no
trumps is supposed to have been made by the dealer,

who sits on your right, and the cards shown are those

held by the eldest hand.

"4
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Compare these hands:

Hand 57.

"» Q J 6 3
Q 7 5
A K 9 2
7 3

"5

Hand 58.

» A 8 6 4- 3
* A K 7

5
J 8 3 2

In No. 57, the two red suits are equal (n lenithbut. you begin with the diamonds the Jt?:robab,, worthless, because you have no re-entr; ..^o bnn« them .nto play after they are cleared or esta'-hed; but .f you open the hand by leading the hea
y- may make two tricks in that suit by ,ett n. tohe lead w,th the winning diamonds. In No. 58 f2
nothmg but you g,ve away the advantage of the leadIf you e„„ ^,H the clubs, leading the ace and nou w,„ hably make the queen good in the dealerthand. By begmn.ng with your longest suit, heartsyou W.11 probably force the high cards out of y ur wayn upon ,ett.ng in again with the clubs, you can very
l.kely estabhsh your small hearts and make tricks with

If the reader will turn to Illustrative Hand No 7he wdl see how this theory works out in practice
i here ,s no necessity to lead the ace first, becauset^ .s not the danger of losing it that exists whenhere ,s a trump su.t to kill it. By opening his longest

su.t and gettmg m with his high clubs, A saves the
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i;:

game. At trick lo, it should be observed that the

dealer dare not finesse, because he would lose not only

the diamond trick but the game if the finesse failed.

If the hand is played over, opening it with the high

clubs, which would be the proper play against a

declared trump, the dealer wins the game easily, even

if he finesses the diamond and lets the lone

make.

Compare these hands:

king

Hand 59.

• J 8
« AQS 2
• K J 6 4
• Q7 2

fiand 60.

K8 6 4
J

QI05 3
« A 9 7 2

In No. 59, the heart is the .-nly suit that can be

opened without any further disadvantage than losing

the lead. The others are all bad suits to open, being

. too short to justify any attempt to establish them, and

being headed by honours which are not in sequence,

or single honours which may win tricks if they are

kept guarded. The high cards in these suits will

probably be useful in stopping the dealer's suits, as

the strength is on you-- right. In No. 60, the single-

ton jack is probably a better opening th?,n any of the

four-card suits.

Illustrative Hands Nos. 8 and 9 are good examples

of the advantage of leading a short suit from such

cards as those shown in No. 59, and the disadvantage



Illustr,,tiv<- Hand ,\o. 7

Showmg the advantage of openfng the longest suit
at no trump. Z deals and calls no trump. A leads.

The dealer wins two by cards only.
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of failing to open a short suit in preference to suits

headed by single honours.

In No. 8, it will be seen that the dealer puts

dummy in the lead, so as to get position for the finesse

in clubs, and that B leads up to dummy's weakness

in diamonds. A cleverly puts the dealer in the lead

with the suit which he must make, so as to compel

him to lead away from his tenace in diamonds or

establish the queen of spades. If the hand is played

over, opening it with the small diamond, the dealer

easily makes the odd trick.

In No. 9, had A opened with the jack of hearts,

A-B would have won two by cards easily. The stu-

dent should observe that the dealer does not want any

finesse in clubs, it being more important to clear the

suit at once. At trick 4, B returns his partner's

suit, not knowing but A may hold both ace and queen.

In this hand the failure to open it proper'y makes a

difference of five tricks.

In playing against a no-trumper, there is no hurry

about making winning cards in the early part of the

hand, unless you have at least three such cards in

one suit. This distinction between leading at trumps

and at no trumps should be carefully observed

:

With a trump you always lead one of two honours

in sequence; with no trump, you never lead an honour

unless you have three of them, or hold six or seven

cards of the suit.



Showing the advantage of opening with a short suit
at no trump. Z deaL and calls no trump. A leads.

" J 8
* A Q 5 2
5 K J 6 4
• Q7 2

* KQ7 5
« 9 S
'832
• K J 43

• 6 6

TKK'K

J • 2
2 «

* Q
• 8

A »

J

* 5
« A
« 2

4 e
• g

3 «

9 «

* a
» Q

Q »
7 «
4
e *

« 3
* 4

lO *

8 •
9 «

K *

» 4
lO

8 «

3
2 «

4 «
J »
K «

6 «
« lO

V 3
5 *

* J

« K
* 7

5 «
• 6

¥ K
7 «

Q «

A «

A-B win two by cards.
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I l!'

are these hands:

Hand 6l. Hind 6l.

• 642 • A4
4 KQ8 S * 8 2
4 9 6 KQ7 532
• A7 3 2 « Qe B

In No. 6l, it is not necessary to begin with the

club king with the idea of forcing out the ace and

making the queen good for a trick, because in a no-

trumper it is better to keep your high cards for the

later rounds of the suit. But in No. 62, there are so

many diamonds that it is better to begin with the high

ones, on the chance that you prevent both ace and
jack from making separately if they are against you.

With six in suit, lead an honour from two honours

in sequence; with less than six, as a rule, lead small.

Compare these hands:

Hand 63. Hand 64.

64 • 7 5
« 7 5 « A 9
* A K8 5 3 2 6 43
4 9 7 2 « A K8 5 3 2

In No. 63, if you begin with the high diamonds and

fail to catch the Q, J, 10 in the two leads, your hand

is dead. But if you begin with a small diamond, your

partner has an even chance to win the first trick, even

if the queen is in the dummy. Even if he fails to

win the first round, he may get into the lead on some



Showing the disadvantage of not U, r
'uit at no trump. 2 deal! Y ,

'' " '^"''

leads. ^ ""' "" '">«?• A

• J lo

« 8 6 2
• J 9 5 3
• KS 7 4

» K9 8 7 4 3
« KI0 4
A 2

4 8 5

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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other suit and will still have a diamond to return,

and you will make the whole suit. If you lead the

high cards first, you are likely to exhaust your part-

ner's power to put you in again, and you have no

other card of re-entry. In No. 64, having a card of

re-entry in another suit, you can afford to follow the

usual rule and lead the high cards from a suit of six or

more headed by two honours in sequence. Even if

you fail to catch all the spades in two leads, you can

go on with them • third time to --stablish the re-

mainder of the sui'. Loping to get in again with the

club ace.

Illustrative Hand No. 10 is a good example of the

advantage of leading low from high cards when there

is no re-entry except in the suit itself. If A begins

with the high clubs, the dealer wins the game easily,

because A destroys his partner's power to put him in

again. It should be observed that with nine cards

between the two hands the dealer does not finesse;

but he leads as if he were going to do so, in order to

coax the second hand to cover, if the K is there.

Compare these hands; no trump declared by the

dummy, on your left:

Hind 65.

5 4
« Q7 6 3 2
« A KQ2
* e 8

Hand 66.

• Q 7 5 3
* Ke 4 2
S 7

* A y 3



Showing the advantage of leading low from hi«h
cards at no trump 2 deiU V ii

leads.
"^ *•*"* "° '""ump. A

• 8 7 3
* A K 9 7 e 4

8 2
* K8

» Q9 S
« 8 3
* K 9

J 9 6 5 4 2

J I07 6 4
QIO

TRICK

I

a

3

4

5

e

r

8

10

II

n
1.1

« 7 « 2 « 3
. 4 lO

2 » A * 9 * *' *8 * Q K * *
4 5

A K « J 4 8
* A
4 9

3 «
7 *

2 4
4 4

4 Q
V 6

« 6 • 2 6 4 • lO* 4 4 e 4 » J8 • A « 9 4 lO 4• 3
W 7
• 8
K «

• A
5 *

3 «

• K

• 5
• 9
• Q

J 4

Q 4
6 «

'Of
7 4

The dealer wins the odd trick only.
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In No. 65, although the black suit is longer, it

has very little possibilities, and when you have a suit

with three winning tricks in it that is always a better

opening than any. long weak suit. Lead diamonds

first, even if only once, so as to see upon what cards

dummy has declared no trumps. In No. 66, there

is nothing to choose between the hearts and the clubs,

but as the dealer has passed the make, he is likely

weaker in hearts than in clubs, and it is better to open

the red suit when you have a choice.

Illustrative Hand No. 11 is a good example of how

this principle of leading a red suit to a passing hand

works out in practice. If A opens the black suit, the

dealer will certainly win three by cards and the game,

perhaps four by cards. It will be seen that B does

not return the heart, which would be giving dummy

the advantage of the tenace position, but leads up to

dummy's weak suit instead. The dealer covers the

jack with the ace, that being the best chance to make

two tricks in the suit. On getting in again, B per-

sists in his lead to weakness.

When your partner has doubled a no-trumper, it

is conventional in America to lead your best heart,

unless you have an A, K suit, from which you can

lead the king first, not only to get a look at dummy,

but to inform your partner of a suit in which he can

put you in the lead again at any time. When the

heart convention is not used, you must guess at your

m il'i
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Showing thr advantane „f lead
tlie dealer passes '/ ,\,-,U v h

lea.ls.
'•''"' "" ''""'P'

I'lK a red suit when

A

" QI0 4 3
« Q J 2

J 107
J lO

A-B win the odd trick.
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partner's suit. Players who lead their weakest suit to

a partner's double and also discard weakness, are said

to play the "weak and weak" game. Those who
lead hearts and discard strength are said to play " heart

anu strong." These terms may be mixed to suit the

case, as " heart and weak " or " weak and strong,"

but they are usually played straight one way or the

other.

For pj-actice in picking out the best suit to open,

the student may lay aside an average no-trumper for

the dealer, and then take the remaining thirty-nine

cards, thirteen at a time, and pick out the best suit to

open from each of them. The same thing may be

done after laying aside a fair trump-declaring hand as

the dealer's, or as the dummy's.



THI. CARD TO I.HAD
The selection of the best suit to open is not theonly th,ng for the eldest hand to consider. He Tasa partner and that partner wants to know what h"holds; what tricks he can win; whether his suit iworth playing for or not.

It should be the object of the leader to secure hispartners co-operation by giving him as n.uch infor-
mation as possible, so that the two hands may work
together as one. It does not matter that the infor
- tK,n .s also g.ven to the dealer, because it adds

r h
"/ '° "'^^ '"' ^'''^y '^—

.
as soon

as he has seen dummy's cards.

The simplest way to learn the various leads from
all the different combmations of high cards is to clas-
s.fy each of the high-card leads by itself. Th .e ^ve of these "high cards" in bridge-the A, KQ
L ^•T

" '" ^'"^'"^ '"y °^ 'hese high cardsand wh.ch one of them should be led from any givenombmafon, ,s very simple if we take each one ofthem separately.

The King Leads

When you have determined upon the suit vou will
lead, the next thing is to see if that suit contains a

«»7
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king, and if so, should you lead it. The king is led

more frequently than any other high card, and the

rule for leading it should be the first to master.

I'he following will be found to be all the com-

binations from which it would be correct to lead a

king when playing against a declared trump.

The leads against no-trumpers will be discussed

later.

The King Leads

i
lt:1

1^'! . '***'<
I*

'^'''•*l « : :
,': ,

# ^'^1 ('"H
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Now, instead of committing these combinafons to
memory, let us examine them and see if we cannothnd some characteristic which is common to all ofhem. so that by recalling that one characteristic we
hall be able to remember all the combinations and

therefore all the king leads.

A moment's attention will show that in every case
the kmg ,s accompanied by the card next to f in
value; the ace or the queen; sometimes by ooth of

If the king is oftener led than any other high card
at bndge; ,f these are all the combinations of high
cards wh.ch a player can possibly hold from whicht would be right to lead the king, and if this char-
acter,st,c ,s common to all these combinations, we have
this rule:

Having selected your suit, see if it contains I king;
and .f the kmg ,s accompanied by the card next to it
in value, lead it.

The Ace Leads

The card which is most commonly led, after the
kmg. ,s the ace. It must be obvious that the ace is
never led when it is accompanied by the king, because
that would be a king lead. The only exception to this
rule .s when the player holds ace and king alone. He
then leads the ace first, so as to show his partner that
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he has no more and can ruff the third round. This

lead is adopted only with a declared trump suit.

A very important rule is: if you open any suit

headed by the ace, always lead the ace if you have

not the king. This does not mean that you should

always lead your ace suits, but if you open a suit with

the ace in it, lead the ace first.

It has already been pointed out that suits headed

by the A; Q or A, J are very undesirable ones to

lead a ay from, but if you do open them, lead the ace

(irst.

With three or four honours in the suit, such as the

following, the ace is always the proper lead

:

®^ M ^'^ r 1'^' m M lJ

*1*\ *_:!J \*-Jf\

The card that should be led after the ace will be

taken up later on.
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The Quern Leads

The queen ;, never led except from the following
combinations:

The rule for the queen lead is that there shall be
no higher card in the suit, and that it shall always be
accompanied by the jack, if not the ten or nine also.

The jack is led only from the following
Binations:
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.!ll

The exact size of the cards smaller than the nine are

unimportant. The jack should not be led from more

than three cards in the suit unless it is accompanied

by the ten. From such a suit as jack and three or

four small cards, nothing is to be gained by leading

the jack unless the ten is with it.

The Ten Lead

The ten is led from only one combination of high

cards:

When the ten is the highest of three small cards, or

of two only, it may be led ; but it should never be led

when it is either the highest of four or more, or when

it is an interior card, not accompanied by both king

and jack. To lead the ten from such combinations as

Q, 10 and others only deceives the partner and accom-

plishes nothing.

As we shall see when we come to the play of the

third hand, correctness in the opening leads is most

important. There is nothing so annoying to a good

player as to find that he cannot depend on his part-

ner's leads. The expression which one so frequently

hears at the bridge table, " Kow could I tell what
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"^"uill-Card Leads

When there is no high-card con^bination from whicho ea. ,,„ ,he p.a.ver is co.pe„ed to Zt^a su,t of four or more, not headed hv an ace the r.^-hvays to ,ead the fourth-best. countin
'f om 7

P. In any of the following combinations o ca d

WlPr-l

Thle reason

small card

*~~*ir*~

lection of the

is very important
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to get into the habit of leading it uniformly from all

suits of four or more.

In speaking of the fourth-best of a suit, the original

fourth-best is always meant, not the fourth-best of

those remaining in the hand after one or more cards

have been played.

If the reader will turn to any of the illustrative

hands in this work, he will find that the opening

leads are always made in conformity with the rules

here laid down. The dealer can, of course, lead any-

thing he pleases, because he is not under the necessity

of giving his partner any information in order to secure

his successful co-operation in playing the hand.

It is sometimes objected that giving accurate in-

formation as to the contents of the leader's hand be-

trays too much to the dealer. That idea has long since

been dispelled by the light of experience. In bridge,

the dealer knows what is against him the moment he

sees dummy's cards, and the only chance the adver-

saries have is to put themselves on an equal footing

with him as far as possible by showing each other

what they hold between them. A good dealer con-

siders it worth a trick a hand, on the average, when

he is opposed to players who do not know the leads

and the third-hand play.
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Hav.ng led a h.gh card for the first trick, the rule
s to follow ,t „,th a card that will win the nexttnck .f you hold it. When you hold two or T
Take from a pack of cards the A, K, Q, J, ,o ofany su.t and hold them in your hand. The correct

ead from such a combination is the king; you know
that. Suppose you have led that card and won the
first tnck. It should be obvious to your partner that
ou hold the ace, as he has not got it. and the deale
ets your k.ng win. But he does not know that you
hold any of the other high cards.

Never tell your partner anything that he already
knows when you can tell him something that he do,.
not know.

He knows, if you win the first trick, that you will
ollow w,th a card that will win the next trick, if you
hold ,t. Therefore, if you follow the king with the
ten he must infer that the ten is as good as the ace
or^you would not lead the ten with the ace in you^

Take these five cards into your hand again and ex-
change the ten for a small card, such as the six, and
you wll see that after leading the king for the first
tr.cfc you must go on with the jack. This denies the
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ten, but tells yuur partner yuu still hold not only the

ace but the queen.

Exchange the jack for a small card, say the four,

making the hand A, K, Q, 6, 4, and the card to follow

the king must be the queen, denying the jack.

Exchange the queen for another small card, say the

trey, reducing the hand to A, K, 6, 4, 3, and you must

follow the king with the ace, denying the queen.

When you have led a card which was not the best,

but was taken by the best, you may remain with the

best in your own hand, in which case you should lead

it if you get in again. Suppose you have led the king

from K, Q and others, and the ace took 't. Your

queen is the best card and should be led on the second

round.

When you have not the best of the suit to lear

but hold both second- and third-best, always lead r..'

of them.

This is a very important rule. Having led the king

from K, Q, J, even if the king wins the first trick,

you must lead the jack next. If your partner holds

the ace he knows you have the queen when you lead

the king, but he doi not know you hold the jack. If

your partner has not the ace, by leading the high

card for the second round you prevent the dealer from

winning the second trick too cheaply if lie is holding

up the ace.

The same rule applies to leading from A, Q, J.
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•After the ace. lead the .,ueen, so as to b<. s..rc no card

-;;;e cjrt^i—'srrir
u e „.M„ ,,^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^

e

>o... ,ack Eood for the thin! round Yo„r „,«
now.

,0. Have the Jac. .hen ;^e2.T7e;:
therefore fo„ou with the ten, the card he doeT Z'

If <^ten happens that your cards become second- -.ndth,rd- est through the p,ay. ,f ,„„ .e.j ,He ace frA. J to, and catch either k/ng or queen, the jack andten become second- and third-best, and one of themmust be led to force out the other higher card.
When you have not both second- and third-best in

t;he"b\''r'"^"'^^'''''-''-'^-^--^
K Q f : I

''' "'\ "^^"""^ ^'' ^''^ ''"^ '-,

-d. Th.s small card must be the original fourth-

It sometimes happens, especially at no trumps that
-iealerwHlholduptheacewhe^
"he jack .s m the dummy. To prevent the pos
J|h,I,^y of th,s jack making, you must lead your .u^n
'or the second round if the jack is unguarded not-er.se. Illustrative Hand No. 3 /shows ' Z
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Ir it ,11..

Some writers advocate the leading of intermediate

cards when a long suit is opened which is not headed

by an honour. Holding such cards as the following.

J* *

* *

1

*
*

t t

*

>

t t

they propose avoiding the fourth-best, and beginning

with such a card as the eight in each of these iiands,

so that the third hand may know that although it is

the leader's longest suit, there is not a winning card in

it. The lead is chiefly used against no-trunipers, but

it is sometimes very confusing, especially if the third

hand happens to have good cards in the suir, as he

docs not know that the suit is long unless the leader is

one of those who uever open a short suit at no trumps.

Another proposal is to substitute the lead of tln'

third-best for that of the fourth-best ; but such a vari-

ation does not seem to serve any useful purpose, al-

though some situations can be shown in which it is

apparently more informatory, just as positions may be

picked out that will favour any eccentric method of

play. The fourth-best and Its. accompanying Elevin

Rule is too well established to be set aside now, unless
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The first three will be recognised as king leads, the

fourth as an ace lead, and the fifth as a ten lead. The

rules for following on the second round are the same

as those already given for playing against trump

declarations. With A, K, J, after leading the king

and finding the queen is not in the dummy, many

players shift to another suit, hoping to catch the queen

if the partner can get in and lead through the dealer.

This is a dangerous experiment unless it is clear thai

the dealer holds the queen, which may sometimes bb

inferred by methods to be explained later, or unless

the leader has a good suit to shift to.

With any suit of seven or more, headed by the ace

without the king, it is usually best to lead the ace if

you have any card of re-entry in another suit, there

being a fair chance of catching some high cards, per-

haps the king, by the lead. Without any re-entry,

the fourth-best should be led, even with as many as

seven cards in the suit. Good players always lead the

Q instead of the A from A, Q, J, when they have no

re-entry in another suit, so as to get the king out of

the way at once, and still leave the partner with a

card to return. With a re-entry card in another suit,

the ace should always be led first from A, Q, J.

Illustrative Hand No. 12 is a good example of the

advantage of leading in this manner. Seeing all the

clubs against him, the dealer is obliged to make sure

of every trick he can before letting either adversary



card.. Z deals and calls no trump. A leads.

The dealer wins the odd trick only.
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into the lead. If A opens his hand with the ace, the

dealer wins the game easily.

From all suits which are not headed by three

honours, or are not long enough to justify leading

from two honours in sequence, the fourth-best should

be led, counting from the top.

It is not so disadvantageous to lead from a suit

headed l?y two honours not in sequence at no trump

as it is with a trump, provided the suit is long, say

five or more cards. Length is a most import<mt thing

at no trumps if you have not a suit headed by three

honours. When the suits are not only short, but are

undesirable ones to open, on account of the honours

not being in sequence, it is better to avoid them if

possible.

Some players make it a rule always to lead the ace if

they have seven cards in the suit, no matter what the

other honours are.. This is in order that the partner

may know the suit is one of seven cards, and may give

up the king on the first round if he holds it with only

one small card. Such refinements are hardly neces-

sary, however, with an intelligent partner who under-

stands the play of the third hand.

If the student wishes to try his knowledge of the

leads, he may write out opposite the numbers of the

following test hands the card that he would select for

the opening, if he were eldest hand. The key will

be found at the end ot the book.
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Hearts declared by the dealer.

L.tdu'ing

Q 6 3
4 A K4
KQ JI0 7 5
2

' e + 2
« K5
Q J I08 7
A J 4-

Ho. 33-

I»o. 35.

' K7
* K J 7 3
V A 6 4

_«^K^Q 8 2
» 7 3

A Q 7 5 2
« A a 6 4
« 9 3

« 5
« KQ J 6 3
• K 8 2
» 5 3^
* K 7 5 3 2
A Q8 4

« 9

143

Wo. 34.

Ho. 36.

Ho. 38.

Ho 40,

If dummy calls diamonds, what do you lead?

lollt ">•.'. *Q32K5 f^Jse
• AS'? * J 9

If dummy calls spades, and your partner doub'»s'

I 9 si* '"••" '8642
A742 rZ^^K9 I ?K JJ05 4

^
If the dealer calls no trumps, what do you lead'

* A K 3 2
"" «•

KQ7 5 3
• 9 5

* 5 2
* 8
A KQ
KQI07532

Ho. 4 a.

Ho. 44.

Ho. 46.

Ho. 48;

^
If dummy calls no trum^T^Wi^Td^ou lead'

AJ64 "''*'
liSf^tKI04 2 i aZZ^QS7
« sl

Ho. so.



LEADING THFiOUGH DUMMY

m

After the opening lead, when dummy's cards are

laid down, it may be seen to be advisable to change the

suit, whether it is a trump call or a no-trumper.

Two of the most common reasons for the eldest

hand's changing suits are: to avoid establishing the

suit against himself and to prevent the weak hand

from ruffing it.

In the illustrative hands will be found many ex-

amples of these reasons for changing suits after the

first trick. In No. 4, for instance, if A goes on with

the diamonds, he establishes the remainder of the suit

against himself in the hands of the dealer and dummy.

It is very often advisable to change suits in order to

prevent dummy from trumping. Sometimes it is the

dealer who is likely to trump. If the dealer is the

declaring hand this may not matter so much, as the

force may do him more harm than good ; but if it

is the dummy that has declared and the dealer's is

the weak trump hand, forcing the dealer should be

avoided. Sometimes, again, it is too late to force, the

dealer's hand being made up, and the only chance to

save the game is to try some other suit.

The lead is frequently changed to take advantage of
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the cards exposed in the dummy's hand. Instead of
pursumg h,s own suit, the eldest hand will often see
a good chance to lead through dummy's imperfectly
guarded honours, or honours that are no: in sequence.
The general rule in such a case is to lead through

durjimys strong suits, and to let your partner lead up
to his weak ones.

If dummy's suits are so strong that he would prob-
ably lead them himself at the f^^st opportunity-, it is
use ess to help him along by leading them for him.When dummy holds three honours in sequence for
'"Stance, ,t is useless to lead that suit unless vou' can
trump the second round jourself. The best com-
bmafons to lead through in the dummv are-

® 1
*

*

t

I
1 l_^! if__»

+
+
+
+

+

+

The s.ze of the small cards is unimportant; it is the
honours that must be looked at. It is bad policy to
lead through a combination of two honours which are
not m sequence when you hold the intermediate card
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yourself, unless you think you can frighten the dealer

into giving up the higher card. Holding the K, it is

useless to lead through A, Q; holding the Q, it is not

good play to lead through K, J, for in both cases you

tempt the dummy to finesse against you, just as he

would if the suit were led from the dealer's hand.

Ch, int'iiiij Suits

MM

The opening lead being made in the dark, with-

out any idea of what dummy holds, any tactics which

are based on the probable advantage of leading through

dummy usually involve changing the suit. A suit may

be changed for two reasons: either because it is unde-

sirable to go on with the suit itself, or because dummy's

cards suggest that another suit may be better than the

one originally opened.

But in changing suits there is one very important

point to which no writer on bridge has called atten-

tion, and that is the probable consequences of putting

your partner in the lead. When the eldest hand

changes suits to lead through dummy he never leads

winning cards, because that would not be leading

through. He leads cards smaller than those held by

the dummy, so as to place the dummy's higher cards

at a disadvantage. His expectation in doing this must

be that his partner, the pone, can win the trick. This

will put him in the lead for the next trick.
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Showing the tacfcs when A wants B to lead to

• 8 3

• Qe4
Q8 3
A J 4

• A K8 6

K J 7 54
8 3 2
J 04
Y

A B

Z

» lOO 7
A9a 2
Qioe 7
73

• A K J 5 2
* to

* K6 6
• QI0 5 2

A-B win three by cards.
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Before asking your partner to win a trick in this

position you should always ask yourself, do you want

him to be in the lead? If-he gets in, he must lead up

to dummy. Do you want him to lead to dummy?

This part of the tactics of the game can be best

explained by examples from actual play. If the reader

will turn to Illustrative Hand No. 13 he will see a

position in which A, the eldest hand, persists in his

suit, forcing his partner to trump it, because the eldest

hand himself has no good lead through dummy but

wants his partner to lead up to dummy's weak suit,

which, following the principle already laid down, the

pone will always do.

In Illustrative Hand No. 14, <>" the contrary, the

eldest hand does not want his partner to lead up to

dummy, because that would place him at a great dis-

advantage. Therefore A changes from the suit origi-

nally opened, refusing either to give up the command

of it or to force his partner with it, but instead, taking

advantage of the opportunity to lead through dummy's

strong suit, the spades, the A, J and others being one

of the combinations already given as desirable ones to

lead through.

In this hand, if A forces his partner by leading

another diamond for the third trick, B will indicate

clubs as his strongest suit, and if A leads a club, tlic

dealer will win three by cards very easily. Even if

A leads a small diamond for the third trick, forcing



Illustralivc Hand N,,. |4

Showing the tactics when A does not want B to
lead to Dummy. Z deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

n J 8 3
* KI07802

» K

* A J 5 3
C 2 Y • 9 7 R

« Q9 3
A KQ7 A 1i

* J 8 a 4 2
* 9 4

• K 8 6 4 Z Q I0 7
« AQIO«i 4
« A6
Jiosa

« 9 2

TRKK A Y B Z

K* 2* 9* 3 *Q* 6* 4» 5 *
4 « A * 7 •

1
^ *• K • J • 5 • 4

K * 3 * lO* 9 «
6 « 5 * O « • 6

• 2 • 3 7 • A
8 7* • 8 9 • O9 A* 8* 2 J *

10

11

8 «
« 3

J * i

* ^
1

4
6

io»

* A
lit « 9 *K 8 * 5
13 Q « lO J • lO

The dealer wins two by cards only.
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his partner and holding the command, the dealer still

wins two by cards.

Illustrative Hand No. 15 is an example of another

object in changing suits. A sees the danger of the

spade suit, which can be established immediately if Z

has a spade to lead, and to kill dummy's re-entry, he

leads a heart through. B divines his partner's object,

and immediately wins the trick and forces out the ace

of hearts. If A persists in the club suit, the dealer

wins four by cards easily.

Before leading through dummy, always stop to ask

yourself the probable consequences of your partner's

leading up to dummy.



"i" " 'li-- i l.in.l \,, r,

entnes. 2 deals and calls no trump. A leads.

' KI07 5 2
* 9 7 365
953

The dealer wins the odd tnck onlj
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Will I IUIM|>

We now come to consider the duties of the player

who sits on the dealer's right hand, the pone, who is

always the third hand on the first trick.

If you have carefully studied the system of leading

adopted by the eldest hand, you must have been im-

pressed by the fact that he selected certain cards to

lead from certain combinations of cards in order to

secure his partner's co-operation by giving him as much

information as possible.

If you are that partner, it is for you that this in-

formation is intended. If you have thoroughly mas-

tered the principles of leading you should be able to

read your partner's suit from his leads. Your partner

tries to say something with his cards; tries to convey

valuable information to you. If you understand the

language you can " read his hand." If you do not

understand it, you are playing the guess game, which

never won anything at bridge. A player who can

" read cards "
is one who knows, when a certain card

is played, what combination the player of that card

probably holds.

In inferring what your partner holds, you will be

152
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«53

tf'^;.tlv hdpccl hj an examination of dummy', 71^7"•nil 1 lie alwflv. \,!a j ,

"inmys c«rds,"e anva)» laid down before you plnv Th,cards not in your own hand and not in aeT
--

l^witH, our partner or .ithlirr::
should try to infer which it is.

When your partner leads high ca„<, ,nd v >,. .no attempt to .i„ ,he trick, .cupy r 1 i

":"'"

;n.tomfer.hat.herhi«hcari,,.,M:'';f':

CM^rxi^^ttttr*'"""'^""-
»k.. I,

.
"r II IS in the dummv, i„u Lnnw

tne ijf If he follows with the A' If ho h.

are the A and Q.'
" ^e leads a .o, where

If you are familiar with the principles of selectingthe best su,t to open from a .iven hand, you ,„

^-:i::drrthinra't
''"'-- "-- -"

---eri^r^;;—-;--;;a;^
-other suit. Ask yourself what that sLit pro S:H ebe^ns with the Q and turns out to hold tcA also, you mfcr that he holds no re-entry.
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Show in;/ What \ on Hnld

So much for your inferences, as to what your partner

holds. Now for the other part of the game, showing

him what you hold.

There are two things which the leader wants you

to do: show him what tricks you can win, and, get

out of his way. Let us first consider your play when

your partner leads small cards. What is his ob-

ject? It must be to give you a chance to win some

tricks in the suit if you can. But in winning these

tricks, or in attempting to do so, show him as

clearly as possible what high cards you hold in his

suit.

Never deceive your partner under the impression

that you are deceiving the dealer. That is a losing

game, because the dealer is not deceived. He knows

just what is against him, and if you lead him to believe

that it is not in your hand, he knows that your part-

ner must have it, as it is not in his own hand nor in

the dummy.

The first great rule for the third hand is, never

to finesse. A finesse is any attempt to wi.i a trick

with a card which is not the best that you hold. Sup-

pose you hold A, Q and others and that your partner

opens with a small card of that suit. The A will

win the trick, because it is the best card of that suit,

while to play the Q would be an attempt to win tlic
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trick with a card which is not the best 'nJ'^"quencew^hit. It would be a finesse '
"^ '" '^-

of the trick if I '^T^^'^'y^-
- - to ™ake sure

partner ho s theti """? '"^ ""*^'''- '' >--
put on the ace

'' '"'" ''"' '"^ ""' -«'" so

.

Jd 1';^ a'::;;h'r"'^'
"-^ ^ -'^ ""^'"-'^ -

cause th'e Q •

'rl. ^ "s

'"""°" °' ''"^^^^- "•=

have shown vour nartn». »»,
• *^°"

oryouwouldTveTCdt""™''"''^^''''^'
The second rule for the third hnn^ •

i

tricks as cheaply as you cL
"' ^'"'^^^ -'"

su.-t altogether ^' '"' ™^ '"^""•^" ''™ "^ the

Ho,d^-n,tw„ cards which .re not in sequence, such

i^.io.jour,o.sjustasgoodastheKifdum„,y
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does not cover the card led with either J .)r Q. If

you have the Q, lo and dummy has the J, your lo is

as good as your Q.

Tlie Down-anJ-Out Echo

When your partner leads cards luKher than any you

hold, or when dummy plays in second hand a card

which shut you out, you cannot make any attempt

to wrin the trick, but you may still try to show your

partner what vou ho!d in the suit. For this purpose

different systems ari adopted, dcpendinii on whether

the hand is played with or without a trump.

What follows refers to the third hand's play against

a declared trump. His play against no-trumpers wii'

come in the next chapter.

When the third hand cannot win a trick, and makes

no attempt to do so, his most obvious course is to play

the smallest card he has in the suit. But when he

has two or three of these small or useless cards, he

may employ them to show his partner whether or not

he can trump the third round. This is accomplisheil

by what is known as the " down-and-out echo."

An echo is information sent back to the partner in

response to the information given by his leads. It

consists in playing a higher card before a lower one

when it is not otherwise necessary to do so, when no

attempt is made to win the trick. This echo is never

I' I
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^
>s to show your partner whether nr „ .

can ruff ,he third round of his suit

""' ^°"

When the third hand holds only two cards of hi.

£=rhiriri--^£

—aLth^r-x-i--
Suppose .,,,,,,,, ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^a
^'

>°" f W.ng the 9 and 4 only. You play the

ri k o It
:"""• '''''''" ^'"^ "--" -•"'

thi

A or the O h"r'
"'? ''' "^°"'' ^-"'' --^h theA or the Q, whichever he hoMs. and you will thencomplete your echo. Seein, dummy's ca"s and

u e dealer holds, and knows whether o/not vouW.I1 be overtrumped if he leads the suit the third time.

perhaps having abetter line of play. He
card of the suit in ord

may go on with a winning

find out the suit you want led, as A does
"ve Hand No. 16, or h.

strong suit, instead of forcing
Joes in Illustrative Hand N

ler to give you a discard and

Illustra-

ummy'"may lead through d

you into the lead, as A
0-14. If he forces you i
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f !i
I*

he is probably willing that you should lead up to

dummy's weak suit. If he does not force you, he

probably has a better play in going through dummy's

strong suit. You simply give him the information as

to the position; it is his place to use it to the best

advantage.

Never play the down-and-out echo if your higher

card is as good as the J. Suppose you hold J and 4

only, when your partner leads K and then A. \ on

play the 4 the first time, and on the second round the

J falls. Your partner knows, without any echo, tliat

if you have not the Q you can trump, so that in either

case you can win the next round.

When you have three or more of the suit, always

play the lowest. Suppose you have 9, 8, 4, and your

partner leads K, A. By playing up, 4 and t^":" 8, in-

stead of down, 8 and then 4, he will know that you

still hold a card of the suit higher than the 8. Whr.,

you pby the smallest you can hold to the first rcunii

the deuce, for instance, the leader may see at once

that if you have not a high card, such as the J or (J

you must have at least three of the suit or no more,

because you cannot be echoing when you play your

lowest card first.

In Illustrative Hand No. 16 will be found a verv

good example of how the leads of the eldest hand arui

the echo of the third hand fit into each other. A

leads K and then J, showing four honours in club..

"^Kmmm^mss'MSM
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wins three by cards only.
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Missing the trey, he may credit his partner with it

on the first round. The completion of the echo shows

A that the dealer, the weak trump hand in this case,

cannot ruff the third round, as he still has another of

the suit. In this hard, A goes on with the suit in

order to get a directive discard from B. When A

changes to diamonds, if dummy does not play the ace

second hand, so as to lead trumps at once, A-B will

probably get the odd trick by establishing a cross ruff.

In Illustrative Hand No. 17 the absence of the

echo shows A, on the second round, that B must still

have another of the suit, therefore the dealer is out and

will trump if A goes on a third time. This warninp

comes just in time to enable A to save two of his

trumps by shifting suits and going through dummy's

strength in diamonds. If A leads a third round of

spades, the dealer wins two by cards easily.

In leading through dummy's strong suit, it is hardh

necessary to say that the trump suit is not usually con-

sidered unless all other suits are worse leads.



sliort. Z deals. V

llustr„tiv. i|,,„J \„ ,7

_

The ^^,.^, ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
•-'lis Hearts. A leads.

«8 8
* A 7 e 2
A KB 3
J 5 2

ler IS
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Nil Triim()s

In playing agaiiiit no-trumpers, the third hand fol-

lows out the same principles as those already given in

all such matters as inferring /hat his partner holds,

winning tricks as cheaply as possible, and refusing to

finesse, except on special occasions, which will be ex-

plained presently.

The chief difference in the play of the third hand

at no trump is in the method of showing what he holds

in his partner's suits.

IV !am S-ul

When there is no ruffing to be done, the down-and-

out echo is useless, and the plain-suit echo takes its

place. It is not only useful in showing the number of

cards held, but also the rank of some of them. By its

aid, the leader can tell just how his suit is distributed.

He can count his own cards and the dummy's, and if

the third hand adds accurate information as to how

many it holds, the leader can infer how many the

dealer has.

The plain-^uit echo is used only when the third hand

i6i
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Z deals and calls no trump. A leads.

•08 6
* A KQ5 3 2
K5

4 62

- B 3 2
* J I04-

* 7 6 3 2
* I0 9

The dealer wins the odd trick only.
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I!

makes no attempt to win the trick. The rule for it it

this:

Always play the second-best you hold, regardless ot

number or value.

Suppose that this is the position:

K led. Dummy's, A B 7 5 Youri, lO 8 2

If you play the 8, your partner knows you have one

card higher than the 8, or no more of the suit. If he

is leading from K, Q, J, as he should at no trump,

he knows from dummy's cards that your higher card

is the lO, and the information given him by your echo

enables him to lead a small card for the second round,

letting your lo make, shutting out dummy's g, which

would otherwise become good for a trick if the leader

went on with one of his honours.

Take this position:

K led. Dummy't, 6 3 Yourj, j lo 5 4

The 10 is the proper play for the third hand on the

first round. In this case:

Yours, 8 2Qled. Dummy's, A K 4

The deuce is tiie right card for the first round of

the suit. Being the lowest card possible, the leader

knows that you can have but one more of his suit,

if any.

Illustrative Hand No. i8 will show the reader how



7 ^ aeals. > calls no trump. A l«-ads.

V A K J I0 2
4 6 2
lOa 2
K 9 2

trick.
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the plain-suit echo is used. If the lo, which B plays

to the first trick, is B's second-best, he must have the

J, and if he has only one smaller card, the 9 in the

dealer's hanc" will be good for a trick if A continues

leading his own high cards. If B has not the J, it

does not matter what A does. If the hand is played

over, letting A go on with the high cards, it will be

found that the dealer easily wins four by cards, be-

cause A will be forced to discard later on and must

unguard one of the red suits.

When the third hand wins the first round of the

suit, information as to number is given in a different

way, as we shall see presently. The third hand may

not think it worth while to give any such information,

as he may see it to his advantage to give more im-

portant hints as to his own hand.

An example of such a case is given in Illustrative

Hand No. 19. B wins the first trick. A glance at

dummy's cards and his own is sufficient to show him

that A cannot hold any card of re-entry for his spades

after they are cleared, so B shows, by leading the kin;:

of hearts, that he wants a lead through dummy's

queen, and then returns the spade, simply to put A

in the lead. It will be observed that if B does not

lead hearts himself, he will have to win his partner's 8

with the 10 to shut out the 9, losmg two by cards.

There are some cases in which an alert player will

see the advantage of refusing to attempt to win the
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cards"?.!"
T^'

'": '";:'' '''"' "" -'l "fs partner'scards. Z deals and call, no trumps. A leads.

lO 9 7 2
4 A J 6 5

J 6 3
• Ke

A-B win the odd trick.
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fi.st round of his partner's suit. Illustrative Hand

No. 20 is an example. B knows that if his partner

held A, K, Q, he would have led one of those cards

and not a small one. He therefore infers that the

dealer must hold A, or K, or Q, and in order to hold

over dummy's well-guarded 10, B does not play his J

on the first round. The student sliould observe that

if the dealer tries to put Y in v.Ith a club, so as to get

the finesse in spades, B will win the club and return

the jack of diamonds, with the same result as that

shown, because Y can never get into the lead if B

plays well.
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We have seen that the leader trie, fn • •
r

t'-on as to the high cards he , ^ "^ '"'°™=-

fourth-best, counting fL:;^,^j'r^,^^^^^^-d below the .o may be the fol.-h;:ra,tr^'-t. or ft .ay oe the top of a weak suit '•::;,Pra«.e, one can always tell which it i f/^^^^^^^^
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By your partner's leading high cards in a certain
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-

"mber of cards ,n the suit that the W.. held.
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The invention of the Eleven Rule made it possible to

tell the number of high cards the leader did not

hold ; that is, how many the others held against him.

The author originated the Eleven Rule in 1881, in

connection with whist, but it has proved much more

useful in bridge than in whist, because of the supple-

mentary information given by the exposed hand, and

it is now universally adopted and applied by all good

players. The rule itself is this:

When your partner leads any card below a ten,

deduct the spots on it from eleven; the remainder

is the number of cards, higher than the one led, which

are not in the leader's hand.

If you are third hand, it should be easy to deduct

the number of cards higher than the one led, in your

own hand and in dummy's. This second remainder,

if any, is the number of cards in the dealer's hand

which are higher than the one led.

Keep this distinction before you: higher than the

card led. V/hat the cards are does not matter at

present. It is obviously of no importance to you what

your partner's cards are if you are sure that neither

of his opponents has any higher ones.

While this rule is apparently simple, it is not easy

to apply it in the hurry of an actual game without

some preliminary practice.

If you will take from any ordinary pack of cards

a suit of thirteen and sort out the following examples,
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the third hand Th ^' "^ '''*' >'°" are

Let us begm with this posftion:

7 led. Dummy's, q 5 2 Yours, a j 9 3

•"
?
-' '"^ W^l"' 1»" .1.. 7. wMch i, W

°'

1' you cannot see this talr^ »(,. ,

cards in the suit, wl^ch' af„o h""' " "' ""=

amni- J
*^ "°t ^^°^" n the ex-

2' '
"''

r'
'°"'' P^""^^' 'he leader, any three of

J
>-«iiiiui nave

" 7 f^'" ^^^ a higher card, then
the leader's fourth-best.

When the fourth-best is led
infallible. Y

cannot have anything highler.

the 7 cannot be

ou can
this rule is absolutely

trust it implicitly if you can de-
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pend on your partner to lead regularly. Take an-

other example:

7 led. Dummy's, Q lo 5 Yours, A 8 6

Deducting the card led from eleven leaves four, all

of which are in sight, therefore the dealer has nothing

better than the 7. With a moment's attention you can

count up what your partner's cards must be. In

actual play this is sometimes necessary.

As you grow more expert and more at home with

the uses of the Eleven Rule you will be able to combine

the information you derive from it with your knowl-

edge of the leads. Suppose there is a declared trump:

e led. Dummy's, Q 8 3 Yours, K 9 2

There are five cards, higher than the 6 led, out

against the leader ; but only four of them are in sight,

therefore the dealer must have one. Now. if you

think a moment, you know that if your partner opens

a suit of which he has the ace he will always lead the

ace in playing against a trump call, therefore he can-

not have that card and the dealer must have it. If

the dealer has only one card higher th.^n the 6, that

one card must be the ace. In this case the Eleven

Rule tells you that it s not necessary to play your

king third hand unless dummy puts on the queen.

Lay out the rest of the suit and verify this for

yourself.
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Showing how the Eleven Rule enables third hand tofinesse against Dummy. Z deals V r itA leads. ^ ''*"' "° "-"mp.

"!> I07 3 2
« A J 4 3
' KQI05

7

The dealer wins the odd trick only.
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Another great use of the Eleven Rule is in tellinR

you when your partner's sail is established, or how

much establishing it needs. Suppose there is a de-

clared trump:

e led. Dummy's, K 3 Yours, 8 4 2

The dea'er wins the first trick with the 10. Of

the five cards higher than the 6, which your partner

tells you he does not hold, the dealer must still have

two, as the dummy has only one. Therefore your

partn'-r's suit is hopelessly against him, because he

cannot have the ace, or he would have led it, nor both

Q and J, or he would have led the Q, so the dealer

must hold A, Q, or A, J, at least.

Sometimes the Eleven Rule will enable you to hold

the command over the dummy when he has a card

that would otherwise stop your partner's suit at no

trump.

7 led. Dummy's, J 3 6 3 Yours, K 10 4

Deducting seven from elev.^n and finding all four

jf the higher cards between your own hand and

dummy's, you can play the 4 it dummy plays the tre> ;

or the 10 if he covers with the 8, but never the kin;;

unless he puts in the J. In this case the Eleven Rule

enables you and your partner to catch all four of

dummy's cards, which would otherwise be impossible.

Do not be disariointed if you find that in many
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Show.- g how the Eleven Rule enables third hand
to det«t a weak suit. Z deals and calls no trump.

« K J 8 3
7 a

« A J e s
• Q9 2

• Q7 6 5 2
« J 8 8 2
» Q7 3
* K

»' I

A-B win four by cards.

I
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ca»e» the application of this rule is ot no particular

use, so far as winning tricks is concerned. Get into

the habit of using the rule, and every now and then

you will pick up a few tricks that would otherwise

have escaped you, and you will save a good many

games and rubbers in the course of a year.

For examples of how this Eleven Rule works out

in play, the reader is referred to Illustrative Hand

No. 21.
, , .

By the Eleven Rule B knows that the dealer has

only one card higher than the 6, which is led. Just

how much higher it is, he does not know, but as he

cannot catch the dummy's king if he plays the ace,

he finesses the jack, hoping that the dealer's high card

is not the Q. B's object, after winning this trick,

is to get his partner into the lead again, so that he

may come through dummy's club king a second time.

It is easy to see that A's only chance of immediate

re-entry is the spade suit, ^o B leads it. Z plays the

ace second hand so as to get the finesse in hearts, and

Y unblocks the spade suit, so as to be out of the

dealer's way.
, . . .

In Illustrative Hani No. 22, A's suits being bad

ones to open, he leads a short suit. As the 10 is in

the dummy, B's 9 is as good as his J. The dealer

falsecards the ai , hoping to make A think B holds K

and Q, because Z wants A to lead that suit agam.

When B gets in again, he avails himstif of the m-
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fc™«.„n imparted by he Kleven Rule, wh.h tells
h.n. that As club was the top of a w„k suit, andnot a f„u„h-best. and refuses t„ return the cl;S
lead,«n: up to du.uny-s weakness in hearts in. rea,

,'

B knows that ,f his partner opens ,vith a weak ,u,t.he must have possible tricks in all the other suits, sohe d,sc Js diamonds in order to protect the clubs,
his partner's weak suit.



UNBLOCKING

When the declaration is a trump suit, there is no

such thing as unblocking, because the small cards in

plain suits are of no practical use to any one but the

dealer, who has the trump strength to establish them.

But at no trump, it is of the utmost iu.portance that

the third hand should get out of his partner's way,

because the eldest hand usually starts with a long suit,

and his only chance to make the small cards of it is

in getting the higher cards out of the way. The

dealer will obstruct the suit as long as he can, but

the partner must do all in his power to clear it.

We have seen that at no trump it is the rule for

the third hand always to play his second-best on the

first round, when he makes no attempt to win the

trick. No matter how high his cards are this rule

must be followed. When you are third hand and

you have high cards in your partner's suit, the object

is not only to enable the leader to count your hand,

but to get out of his way to unblock his long suit. At

no trump this is of the greatest importance.

Let us take a few examples

:

7 led. Dun-.iny's, A K 2

178

Yours, Q J 3
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Unblocking by g.V.ng up high cards third h,--.nd.
/Ideals. Y calls no trump. A leads.

» I0 9 3
* J 108 7 3 2

2
4 8 5 4

A-B win the odd trick.
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Even if dummy plays the A or K second hand, you

must still play the J third hand, because it is your

second-best card. Your partner will know you have

one higher card, the Q, or no more.

5 led. Dummy's, A 7 Yours, K Q 4

Whether dummy plays ace second hand or not, you

must play the Q third hand.

4. led. Dummy's, K 5 Yours, Q J lO 6

If dummy plays the K second hand, shutting you

out, you echo by playing your second-best card, the J.

But if dummy does not play the K, your play is the

lo; because in that case you are not echoing, but trying

to win the trick as cheaply as possible.

If the reader will turn to Illustrated Hand No. 23,

he will see that B gives up his second-best card, the

Q, on the first trick. If he does not do this, it will

be easy to see that the dealer must win the game.

With regard to the dealer's play in this hand, it should

be observed that he cannot possibly drop all the high

spades in three leads, no matter how they are divided.

If he makes the jack of spades, puts dummy in with

a heart and makes the rest of the spades, he must lead

away from the diamonds and lose them.

Sometimes the original leader will find his partner

longer in the suit than he is himself, in which case he

must be ready to get out of his partner's way. Illus-
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aeals. y calls no trump. A leads.

The dealer wins the odd trick only.

! .
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I

trative Hand No. 24 is an example of this. B finesses

by the Eleven Rule, and returns a small club. On

this return, if A plays the K and leads through the Q,

in order to catch it, he succeeds, but he blocks h.s

partner's long club suit. No matter what dummy

leads, A is sure of regaining the lead.

The dealer usually sees at once what must be done

to unblock his own suits or dummy's, but beginners

frequently block themselves by neglecting to get out of

their own way. We have seen how the third hand

unblocks his partner's suits on general prmciples by

following a simple rule. The dealer should not re-

quire any rules to guide him, but he must look ahead.

Take the following position at no trumps:

V 10 led.

Dummy wins the first trick with the Q, putting it

up second hand, as it has only one guard to it. You

start the clubs, of course, but you must not lead the J,

hoping the K will cover it and be caught, or dummy

will never be able to get in again, and you must not

finesse as low as the 10, or you block dummy's suit.

Play the Q, and if it wins return the A. If you do

not lose the Q to the K the first time, or catch the

K on the second round, the club suit is dead and should

Dummy's. Dealer's.

Q6 w A3 2

« J 987 53 * AQ10
7 52 AK43
74 * Ke 3



Illustrative liind No. 15

Unblocking; showing how the dealer gets out of his
own way. Z deals and calls no trump. A leads.

» Q J I06 43 2

104

» B
« A K J 9

Y * 9 8 7
« K J g 4

A * lOSKQ98 5 ^ 70
* 8 6 4 2 Ql07 33 2

• A K
AQ76532
A J 6 3

«

THICK A Y B Z

1 8 lO 2 39 4 « K • 2 « • K3

4
6 *

• 5
A «

Q
3 «

' 7
* A
« 25 S • J » 8 « 36 9 •lO • 9 « 5

7 * 4 • 6 7 * 6
§ « 9 • 4 « 8 « 6
9 8 « • 3 4 10 « 7

10 Q ' 2 5 • J
11 K 4 7 « A
la « J 9 « 10 « « A
13 * '^

1
J * Q « « Q
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be abandoned, because it is useless to pursue a suit

in which you cannot possibly make another trick.

In getting out of his own way, the dealer will

sometimes require the exercise of a little ingenuity.

Illustrative Hand No. 25 is a good example. The

dealer knows by the Eleven Rule that dummy's 10

will win the f^rst trick, so he plays it. If he studies

the hand attentively before playing another card, he

must see that the only way in which he can unblock

dummy's long suit of hearts is to discard the higher

hearts in his own hand on dummy's winning spades.

This makes all dummy's hearts good for tricks, and

on them the dealer discards his clubs.

These hands should impress upon the student a very

important principle: always get rid of the high cards

in the hand which is shorter in the suit.

The Second Round

When the third hard plays his partner's suit a

second time, the card he selects depends upon whether

he follows suit to a second lead, leads the suit him-

self, or discards it.

The rule for following suit or discarding is: al-

ways keep the lowest card of the suit until the last

round.

Having played the 8 first from 10, 8, 2, play the 10

next time, keeping the deuce until the last. This
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second play shows your partner that you have only
one small card left, and that it is smaller than the 8.Havmg played the 10 the first time from J. 10 5 .
play your second-best next time, the 5, always' ke'ep-
ms the smallest card until the last. This will enable
the leader to count you for four cards, because you
P^ay down mstead of up, as in the first case givenHe W.11 know that if your ,0 was your second-best
you must still have one better card and also one
smaller han the 5, because with J, ,0, 5 only your
play would be the .0 and then the J; not .0 and then
5. Ihis plam-suit echo is very useful on the second
round m exposing the false cards played by the dealer.
W.th It the adversaries can give each other a great
deal of useful information if they thoroughly under-
stand the leads and the correct third-hand play, i„
echomg and unblocking.

i'll

III
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If your partner does not win the first round of his

own suit, you may win it, or you may get into the

lead again before he does. The proper card to return

then becomes an important consideration, and the

principles governing it apply equally to trumps and

no trumps.
, . • t •

With the best card of his suit, always lead it. It is

a mistake to start a suit of your own when you still

have cards of your partner's suit, which .s already

started, unless you think or know you are stronger than

he is and are anxious to show your suit by leadmg it

once'; or unless you want to make what tricks you can

while you are in. aiustrative Hand No. 19 was a

case of this kind, in which B had to seize his oppor-

tunity to show the suit that he knew was better than

his partner's.
_

With only two cards of your partners suit re-

maining, always return the higher of the two. For

example:

6 led. Dummy'i, 9 3 2 Yours, K Q 6

Whether you hold the first trick with the K or

not, the Q is the proper card to return.

1I6
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With three cards remaining, return the lowest, un-
^

^ss one of your cards is better than any in the dummy.
Observe th.s distinction carefully, because it is im-
portant to lead cards that dummy cannot win.

6 led. Dummy's, 984 Yours. A .0 O 2

Having won the first trick with the ace, if you re-
turn the lowest of three remaining, your partner will
Oave to play an honour to shut out dummy's 8. As
you have a card which is better than any dummy
holds, you should lead it, and if the dealer c'oes not
cover It, your partner can let it win.

6 led. Dummy',, a 8 2 Yours, K 9 4 3

If you win the first trick with the K, you cannot
bn- dummy s ace, but you can prevent any possibility
of^dummys winning a trick with the 8 by returning

In opening a new suit, as in leading up to dummy's
weakness, the pone should be careful to cover dummy's
cards if he can. If the reader will turn back to IIIuc-
trafve Hand No. ,3, he will observe that B leads
a higher diamond than any that dummy holds, while
'" No. 22 he leads his fourth-best because he can-
not beat the 9 in the dummy without risking his
honour.

When the third hand cannot lead back a card that i,
better than ar,y of dummy's, the leader must infer that
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he does not hold any such card ; often very important

and valuable information for him.

3 led. Dummy'l, A lO 8 Yours, K 8 O 2

If you win the first trick with the K, you should

return the deuce, uhich not only marks you with four

of the suit originally, but with no card better than

dummy's lO. If you held K, 8, 2 only, the return of

the 8 would show one smaller and nothing as rrood as

the dummy's.

Chiint;irig Suits

Sometimes it is impossible or disadvantageous to

return your partner's suit. For instance:

6 led. Dummy's, A J lO 9 Yours, K 4

If you win the first trick with the K, it would be

foolish to return the suit, unless you expected your

partner to trump it, because dummy can win every

trick in it.

When the pone leads up to a very strong suit in the

dummy, it is a fair inference that he has no more of

it, and wants to ru*E the second round.

When you do not return your partner's suit, play

your own suit only if you have a good one, and in

doing so, follow the regular leads from high-card com-

binations.

Illustrative Hand No. 26 is an example of this
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^ deals. V calls no trump. A leads.

• A 6 5
* KQ J 9 2
* A 8 6
• A Q

• 8 7
« 4 3
Q J 6 4 2
J e 7 5

' KQ J B3 2
4 A 7
K9

• '04 2
• I04
* I08 8 S

r0 7 3
* K8 e 3

s *
1 i^±

1
3• B

1

' •* • 4• 6 J •lO
• A ' a 4 S
A * 2 * 3 «Q* 4 « 6 «

* 2 * A 4 6
8 « •Q 7

* B • 9 4 8
« J •3 4IO
***

1

IO« K «
_A » !

lO
i h ! « 7 8*

[

A-B win the odd trick.
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position, n sc-s that it is impossible for A ever to get

in asjain if the diamond is returned, so he starts his

own suit. It will be observed that dummy holds of!

the hearts so as to exhaust A, because if the club ace

is with A and he has no hearts to lead to B, the dealer

wins the game easily. If B had returned the dia-

mond, Y-Z would have won the game.

Do not lead small cards unless dummy is weak in

the suit, and always try to play cards which dummy

cannot win except with an ace. If you hav no good

suit of your own, and cannot return your partners,

pick out the weakest suit in dummy's hand and lead

up to that. Let your partner lead through dummy's

strong suits.

This is one of the most important things for the

pone to remember: lead up to weakness and let your

partner lead through strength.

Look at Illustrative Hand No. 27 for an example

of this position. B wins the first trick with the club Q.

If he leads back clubs, he gives the dealer a certainty

of two tricks and the control of the suit. If B leads

a heart, he must lose his K unless his partner has the

Q. To lead dia.nonds is to give up the advantage in

that suit and the chance of two tricks in it. B's best

play is the spade, beginning with the 10, so as to cover

dummy's 9. When the 10 holds, A is marked with

either A or K.

The end game in this hand is very pretty. 1 M
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Third han<l leading to Dummy's weak suit. Z

ueals. Y calls no trump. A leads.

A 8 4

• J loe
4 7 5 4 2

I0 5
* K J B

' K5
« KQ8
• K J 7 6
* QI04 2

A-B win the odd trick.
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deale7lorcesB to discard at trick 9. He c«^ «a^

B for two guarded kings and the best spade Now, B

kn ws by his partner's fourth-best lead and h,s sub^

ecuent play of the deuce, that the dealer has no c ub

and n,ust therefore lead a diamond, m wh.ch su.t

holds tenace.
. . • u .»., ,r.

When dumn^y has no very weak su. .t .s hett« to

lead up to an ace than to a guarded k>ng or a tw.ce

Irded Queen, because while the ace must make, th

K or Q might not if it is not led UP to. Suppose that

'diamonds are trumps

^ Q led.

Dummy's.

» A 8 4 3

« K J 2

« AQ106 5

* 7

Youf».

« KO 3 2

« 108 5 4

K4.2
A7

You win the first trick with the spade ace and see

from your partner's lead that the dealer must have h

K. It is better to lead to the heart ace than to the

euarded club K; but the 9 is the card to ead, be-

L::et is higher than any of dummy's cards except

''X;my's hand is sometimes so -ong in plain^i.

that the best thing seems to be a trump lead. Th.^

all very well if dummy is weak m trumps, and yo.

n"o through the strong trump l^-d to a vantage

Ilfustrative Hand No. .8 is an ex-ple of th- A

opening lead of a short suit shows that he must



niustrniivc Hnnfl No. 28
Leading trumps through the strong hand. Z deals

and calls Hearts. A leads.

• 7 6 4
KQ6 5 2

« K J 4
• 5 4

K J 2 Y "1 » S 3
« 9 7 4
« log 5 A E1

* J I08 3
* AQ8 2

* QI09 2 Z
J « A K 6

• AQ109 8
« A
» 7 6 3
• J S 7 3

TRICK A Y
_.V_ ' 1

1 >o * J * Q 3 *
91 • J » 4 • 5 • 8
3 -s

t 4 2 » e *4 5 4 K * A » 7 4
9 « 2 f 6 » 3 « A
6 « •* * 2 * 3 A A
7 « K • 7 4 8 ,9
8 2 « 1 4 « K « 3 •
9 9 • ! S « A « 1 7 *

10 « 7 « 5 8 «
i

« lO
11 * 9 « e 6 • Q 1

IS Q * « Q lO J •
13 lO ' K * J 8 « 1

A-B win three by cards.
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tenaces or guarded honours in other suits, so B, who

is protected in all suits himself, leads trumps to

dummy's weakness as the best chance.

The student who wishes to try his skill on the

various Luetics of the third hand can set dovv-n op-

posite the numbers of the following test hands the

cards h. would select to play, afterward comparing h.s

selections with the key.

Test Hanils for the Pone

Suppose the call is no trumps.

Ho 5,. 2 led. Dummy. 7 6 4 Yours. J lO 3

How many cards of this suit has dealer?

Bo.5a. sled. Dummy. J 3 Yours. Q 4 2

How many cards of this suit has dealer?

„„. „. 8 led. Dummy. lO 3 2 Yours. A 7 4

How many higher than the 8 has dealer?

No. 54. 5 led. Dummy. 86 2 Yours, J 7

How many higher than the 5 has dealer?

Suppose the call is a trump, plain suit led
;

wh.t

high cards has the dealer in each of the following

cases?
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Ho- 55.

No. 56.

Ho. 57.

So. 58.

Ho. 59.

Mo. 60.

Mo. 61.

10 led.

9 led.

6 led.

8 led.

J led.

7 led.

8 led.

Dummy, s 2
Dummy, 102
Dummy, J 102
Dummy, 952
Dummy, 102
Dummy.
Dumr y.

K8 2

A 7 2

Vours, 9 7 6
Yours, Q 8 7 e
Yours, K 8 5
Yours, Q J 6
Yours, A 7 4
Yours, A 9 4.

Yours, J 10 4

In the following positions, dummy al«•a^•s plavinR a
small card second hand, what wouKI you 'play to the
hrst tnck and what card would you return?

^•'62. 3 led. Dummy, A8 2 Yours
«" 63. 3 led. Dummy, j 9 2
«" 64. 5 led. Dummy, a 9 2
"» 65. 7 led. Dummy, k 9 3

K J 4
Yours, Q108
Yours, K10 4 3
Yours, A 6 4 2

Suppose there is a declared trump, what card would
you play on your partner's lead ?

No. 66.

Ko. 67.

Ho. 68.

K led.

A led.

K led.

Dummy, A 6 3
Dummy, 9 6 3
Dummy, A 9 6

YC'TS,

Yours,

Yours,

9 2

Q J

J 8 2

Suppose there is no trump, what card would you
play on your partner's lead ?

Bo. 6g.

No. 70.

No, 7,.

K led. Dummy, A 6 2
Q led. Dummy, a K 6
A led. Dummy, 7 e

Yours, 109 5
Yours, 7 2

Yours, K10 4 2



DISCARDING

There is probably no part of the game upon which

the opinions of even good players differ so much as the

discard, especially at no trumps. With .
declared

trump it is generally admitted that there is little hope

for the adversaries to make anything but the best cards

of their plain suits, because six or seven tricks m every

ha.'d usually fall to the trumps. The smaller cards

of their strong suits can be used to the best advantage

in showmg the partner what they want led, while the

small cards of their weak suits, if kept together, may

prevent the dealer from establishing those suits an,l

making tricks in them after the trumps are drawn

The directive part of the discard is especially useful

in playing against trump declarations, because the need

for immediate action is imperative, and no time must

be lost in feeling round to find your partner's suit

Let us suppose hearts are trumps, you are thir.l

hand, and your partner leads the third winning club,

having held A, K, Q:

A led.

Dummy's.

• J 7 4
« 9

A 8 3
Q109 4

196

Yours.

9 5
«
Q9 7 5 2

A K7 6
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As the card led is a winning card, you need not
trump it, but can take the opportunity of directing
your partner to the suit you would like him to lead
next, the spade, by discarding one of your small
ones.

Opinions difler as to the best discard against a no-
trumpcr. The theory of those who discard from weak-
ness is, that as there are no trumps to stop their good
suits, they should keep every card in them, and thro«-
away from the suits in which they have no prospect
of winning anything. There are many who will tell

you that they never throw away a possible trick-

winning card, and therefore discard from weakness.
But if you watch their play, you will see them throw
away tricks, two and three at a time, by unguarding
these weak suits.

The important thing at bridge, when playing against
the dealer, is not to win the game but to save it. It
is not to make all the tricks possible in your suits, so
much as it is to prevent him from making all the
tricks in his suits. Two guards to a jack or lo may
stop a suit of seven cards. Never forget that the suit

which the dealer will a'tack next, after he is done with
the one on which you oiscard, is not your :,trong suit,

but his strong suit, which is your weak suit, and if

>ou unguard it by discarding you play his game.
It is true that many good players still discard from

weakness at no trumps, and many have offered to show
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me hands in which the discarJ from strength has lost

a trick. The only answer I can make to this is, that

for every hand they can show me in which a trick is

lost by discarding from strength, I can show them

ten that lose from two to four tricks by discarding

weakness.

It is frequentlj said that if the eldest hand leads

one suit, and the dealer another, a discard of weakness

in a third must show strength in the fourth. But the

directive part of the discard is not everything. It is

quite as important to make it protective.

The best rule for the average player, and especially

for the beginner, whether it is a no-trumper or not,

is always to discard from the best protected suit, or

from the suit which you are willing your partner

should lead.

The universal discard from strength is a great help

to your partner, because he not only knows at once

which suit to lead you, but what to trust you for if

he has to let go something himself. There is always

a doubt about the discard from weakness, and I have

never yet seen a player who stuck to it consistently.

If the reader will look at Illustrative Hand No. 29,

he will see an example of the manner in which all

doubt is removed by adopting the discard from

strength. It is obvious to A, when his partner docs

not follow suit to hearts, that the dealer is holdini;

up the ace to make both ace and jack. A must
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Discarding the suit you want led to you. Z deals.

Y calls no trump. A leads.

* KQI07 2
« J 4 2
* J 9
* Q6 2

Q9 7
106 4 2
A K108 7 ;

TIUCK A Y B Z

I • K • 3 3 * <» 6
» Q * 4 • 7 • 3
3 6 « 9 IO« • 8
4 2 * 5 « A • 5 *
9 • 2 J « K • 4 3
6 • 7 r 4. 8 « « 5
T A J « A « 9 « lO
8 f A * 2 : 7
9 J Q 4 ? 8 *

10 * 2 * 8 * Q « K
I] « 4 "» 5 6 K
1'4 • Q * A « 7 » J
1.1 • lO • 9 lO « 6

A-B win the odd trick.
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change the suit, and, guided by his partner, he leads

the right one. H B were a player who discarded

from weakness and let go a diamond, A would

naturally lead a club through dummy's ace and one

small, in preference to risking his safely guarded spade

queen, and the dealer would win f^ve by cards. It

should be observed that dummy would probably not

have passed the first trick had he thought that H would

not follow suit.

An example from one of the most common positions

in the game will probably make clearer the importance

of the protective character of the discard at no trump.

If the reader will take the trouble to sort out a suit

of thirteen cards and give to one partner the Q and

to the other partner the J, with two small cards ac-

companying either of them, one small card with the

othei, he will find that no matter how he distributes

the remainder of the suit between the opposing hands,

and no matter how they play their cards, this com-

bination of Q in one hand and J in the other, either

of them twice guarded, must stop the suit. It is

understood, of course, that the holders of the Q and

J will not lead the suit themselves, nor play their high

cards second hand.

Every bridge player should remember when he holds

the Q, the J, or even the lO, and one or two small

cards, that there is always the possibility that Lis

partner holds the other part of the combination that



Iustr;\livf I land No, U)

The advantage of discarilin^^ from stren;!th so as to

protect weak suits. Z deals and calls no trump. A
leads.

• 5
« Q J e 4 2
K8 5

• A 9 8 7 4 3
« 9 8 S 3
Q3

* e

J 9 4 2

Y

A B

Z

• Q J a
A lO

J 6 4
« A KQ7 5 3

• KI0 2

« A K7
A109 7 2

* I0 8

THICK A Y B Z

1 • 7 • 5 • J • K
» « 3 « 2 * lO « A
3 * 5 « 4 3 * A K
4 * 8 « J 5 * * 7
S * 9 * Q 7 • • 2

e • * 6 O * • lO

T 3 K 4 2
H Q* 8 6 A
« • 3 2 « K • lO*

10 • 4 5 • Q 7
11 • 8 4 « A • 8 *
m • 9 9 • J 9»
13 • A J • 6 io»

The dealer wins two by cards only.
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protects the suit. I'.ven four cards to a 9 may be

valuable.

If the reader will examine Illustrative Hand No.

30, he will find an instructive example of this position.

If B unguards the J of diamonds, he loses five by

cards. He does not know that his partner holds tlu'

Q, of course, but if his partner has no honour in dia-

monds, his play makes no difference.

Illustrative Hand No. 31 is an example of dis-

carding from weakness. Four cards to the 9 do not

look very promising as stoppers; but, as already

pointed out, the suit the dealer is going to play for,

after you have discarded, is his own long suit, not

yours; in this case obviously the spade, not the dia-

mond. The dealer's object in leading his established

suit of clubs is to force discards, a very common

artifice, and often effective. In this case it induces

B to give the dealer two tricks, which a player who

discarded from strength would have saved.

The directive discard is usually confined to the pone,

because the eldest hand shows his strong suit by his

opening; lead. If the eldest hand has to discard, he

naturally keeps protection in a suit with which he can

regain the lead, but at the same time he must br

careful not to unguard weak suits, which the dealer

will probably attack next.

The pone should be alert to infer from the discards

of the eldest hand what he holds. Illustrative Hand
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I

Shuwiti)! the danger of (tiscanliiiK a weak suit at no

trump. Z deals and tails no trump. A leads.

V KQIOS 4 2
* J 8 4
« QI03
* K

TRIlK

1

A Y B

• 3

z

* 5?»< • 7
» w Q . J » 8 T A
3 » 4 « Q * 2 « 6
4 « S « K * 5 7
» « J « 3 4 • « A

w 2 2 5 « « lO
7 • 4 6 « 7 « 9
8 K * 2 « 9 « A «

« 9 3 « * J •
10 lO Q * 5 10 «
11 3 * 8 * 7 • 6
l» lO * 6 * e 8
13 Q * J A_l K

The dealer wins five by cards.
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No. 32 is a simple illustration of an inference of this

kind. A does not trump the diamond, because he

wants the pone to get in and lead trumps. B infers

that if A can afford to discard his own established

suit of clubs, he must have SJimething worth keeping

in hearts, so he leads a small heart to put his part-

ner in. The play makes no difference in the result,

but it shows the possibilities of inference.

Some players use wha s called the reverse discard

when they are compelled to depart from their regular

method. A player's strong suit may be A, K alone,

while he may hold a weak suit of five cards, which

he does not want led. In sucl. v^^ascs lit may, if he

sees that he will have two discards, throw first a

higher card and then a smaller one from his weak suit,

to show that, although he discards it, he does not want

it led. Those who usually discard from weakness use

the reverse discard to show that the suit they are

throwing away is really strong, but they must use

two cards to complete the information where one

would have done if their habit were to discard from

strength.

Such discards as an A from suits headed by A, K,

Q, J, or a K from K, Q, J, 10, are too obvious to

require mention.

The dealer usually knows what to keep and what

to throw away, but in his hurry to make tricks the

beginner often overlooks the fact that he will put



Illii-tr.iiiM I I.iihI Nn. 52

ShowitiR how a disiarii in one suit may show re-

entry in another. Z deals. Y calls Spades. A doubles

and leads.

• QI07 8
* Q8
QI08 7

« 8 7 e
• K3
« A KI07 6 2

* AQIOO 3

THICK

•• A J 8 e
« J O 6 4
« A K e 3
« K

1
1 K

a * A
3 « 2
4 3 «
5 • K
e A *
7 Q «
8 « 6

* lO
10 « 7
11 9 3
1» 8 •
13 lO*

A-B make a little slam.
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himself in difficulties about dl^-ards.

situation:
Dummy's.

K led.

V K9 4-

4 9 3
4 2

« AQ J 10 9 4

Take this

Dealer*8.

• Q J 7 3

» K J 5 4
A J 5

• K2

You hbld up on the first round of diamonds, so as

to make both A and J. Let us suppose that the eldest

hand goes on, leading the fourth-best after the K.

You are in the lead with the J and still hold the

command of the suit.

Now, if you rush off to make all the spades, you

force yourself to make four discards from the dealer's

hand. What are these four discards to be? Will you

unguard the clubs or the hearts? A moment's re-

flection must now that it is far better to let the

spades alone for the present and to lead a small heart,

playing the K and returning the suit, until you either

force out the A or win two heart tricks. After this

you can safely play spades, not forgetting to make the

ace of diamonds while you are in the lead after play-

ing the hearts, because in such a posi^on it is not

likely that the adversaries will lead diamonds after

letting you make two heart tricks, but will kill your

clubs. ,

In England, it is usual to ask the partner, before

play begins, how he discards, and the information is
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Uiua'ly accompanied by information as to his lead

w lien the po.ie doubles a no-trumper. " Weak and

weak," means that he discards weakness and leads

weakness. " Heart and strong," that he will lead a

heart when the pone doubles, and discards from

strength. This has already been mentioned in con-

nection with the suggestions for leading at no trumps.



SECOND HAND PLAY

The second hand is the second player on any trick,

so that a person may become second hand at any stage

of the play. The principles governmg th.s posit on are

in many respects the same for the dealer and for h.s

"^Whent small card is led, if the second hand holds

any combination of high cards from which a h.gh card

would be led, he should play a high card second hand.

With A, K, Q; K, Q, J; K, J, lo; Q, J, lo; A K,

K Q, for instance, all of which are combinations from

which a high card would be led, one of those high

cards should be played second hand on a small card

^"*in every case the lowest of the high cards in the

combination should be selected, playing the Q second

hand from K, Q, the lO from K, J, lo, etc^ To

play the A second hand when holding the K, de

ceives only your partner if you are not the dealer.

7L not matter what high card the dealer plays

either from his own hand or from dummy s, so that

he protects himself by playing one of them

It is always advisable to cover second hand with an>

two high cards in sequence, such as Q, J. or J, lo.

ao8
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The great difference in the dealer's play is when

the high cards are divided between his own hand and

dummy's. He may have K, Q in the second hand,

but there is no occasion to play either of them if he

has A or J in the fourth hand.

With two honours divided, such as K in one hand

and Q in the other, or J in one hand and Q in the

other, the dealer need not play either of them second

hand, but can let the lead come up to the card in the

fourth hand. To play a Q second hand from dummy,

not knowing where the ace is, when you have the K
in your own hand, is to risk throwing the Q away

unless it is only once guarded.

There Is one common position which the dealer

should be familiar with. This is the division of the

A and Q or the K and J. If the lead comes through

the ace, making the Q fourth hand, let it go up to

the Q, because both Q and A must win tricks in that

case. If the lead is through the Q and the A is fourth

hand, the Q should not be played unless it is only once

guarded. With only one guard, the best chance to

make two tricks in the suit is to play the Q second

hand. But if the 10 is with the ace in the fourth

hand, the Q should never be played second hand. If

you will take a suit of thirteen cards and lay out this

position, you will see that with Q and one small in

the second hand. A, 10 and another in the fourth

hand, you must make two tricks, no matter where
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the K and J are or how they are playeil, if your op-

ponents lead the suit. Much the same is true of the

division of the K and J.

The division of A, J, lo is difficult only when the

J and lo are both in the same hand. At no trumps,

when the leader may have both K and Q and still

lead a small card, it is always safest to play the lo

second hand. With a declared trump it is better to

play the 10 second hand if any small card will force

your ace, so as to make the J good for a trick.

Illustrative Hand No. 33 is an example of this

position. By the Eleven Rule the dealer knows that

B has one high card in the suit, and if Y does not

cover with the lO, the 9 will force the ace, leavmg

the two cards In the dummy at the mercy of the K

and Q. Even if B can cover dummy's 10, the J will

be good for a trick on the third round. In this hand

the student should observe that the dealer can discard

bis strong suit from one hand, as it is useless to keep

the same number of cards in each hand in the same

suit; but he must unblock the diamonds by playing

the higher cards from the hand that is shorter in the

suit.
,

,

The use of the Eleven Rule will sometimes enable

the dealer to save his high cards if he infers what the

third hand must hold in the suit. Suppose this is the

position, hearts trumps and a club led

:

7 led. Dummy's, Q J 5 2 Dealer's, 8 6 4



iilusliative I !,iimI No. J J

Covering with high cards second hand. Z deals and

calls no trump. A leads.

1' J 10 2

A 2
4 log 5 2
• J 8 6 5 3

• KQ7 6 5 Y "93
« A J 4 « K 9 8 6 5 3
K3 • 8 7 4

* I0 7 4 z « K9
«' A 8 4
* QI0 7
i AQ J 6
1 AQ2

TIUCK A Y B Z

I • 6 • 10 ' 3 • 4
» 4 « 3 « 9 • Q *
3 7 • S * K « A «
i lO * J * * 3 2 •
5 « 4 s * « 5 • 8

» 5 6 • * 6 J

7 K 2 4 » Q
8 • K • 2 • 9 • A
9 3 5. 7 A
10 * J 9* 8 e
11 7 IO» « 8 « 7
Iti * A « 2 A 9 * lO

13 • Q • J * K « Q

The dealer wins four hv cards,
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Deducting seven from eleven leaves four. You have

between your two hands three of these four cards, so

that the third hand has only one higher than the card

led Now, that card must be either A or K, because

the eldest hand would begin with one of those cards

if he held both, so it is not necessary to cover the seven

with either Q or J.

When the dealer sees, from the Eleven Rule, that

the third hand will pass the trick if dummy does not

cover, he must protect himself. For instance, no

trumps, a plain suit led:

7 led. Dummy's, QIO 2 Dealer's, 6 5

The pone will be able to tell by the Eleven Rule

that the ^ is better than anything you hold in the suit,

so you must cover the ^ with dummy's lO in order to

force the pone into the lead, if he can win the trick,

and make him lead up to your guarded Q. Unless

the pone has the J, dummy's Q is safe, but if you do

not cover, they make every trick in the suit by catch-

ing your Q in the next two leads.

Illustrative Hand No. 34 is an example of this

position. B is known by the dealer to have two cards

higher than the one led, and one of those cards must

be the A, Q, or J. That B will pass the trick if

dummy passes the 7 is evident, and in order to pre-

vent being led through again, dummy covers the 7

with the 9.
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Covering by the Eleven Rule, second hr.nd. Z deals

and calls no trump. A leads.

» 10 7 5 4- 3

• Q 9 8 6
* Q J 8 7 5

A 4- 3
« 6

• J

« AI0 3
Q J 9 8 2

« J I0 5 4

TRICK A Y B Z

1 « 7 * e « lO « 4
a A 6 Q K
3 q » 2 « 3 * 6
4 « 5 « K * A 2 *
5 3 7 J 5
6 4- 7 • 2 10 *

7 6 « 8 * 4 « A •

8 • 6 9 • 5 * K «
9 « 8 • 3 to 4 Q *

10 • 8 " 4 <» J • A
11 • S • 5 8 « • K
la •P • 7 9 • 2
13 * J • lO J « 3 «

A-B win the odd trick.
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On tlie scromi roiiml, it would be foolish for dummy

to cover with the K, because that would clear the

suit. The only chance, then, is to hold the K until

H's cards arc exhausted.

Many players, when their king is led through, are

in too great a hurry to play it on a Q led. This is

perfectly correct when opposed to the dealer, as there

is the chance that it may make an inferior honour good

in the partner's hand. Hut if the dealer knows there

is no such honour in his partner's hand, his only hope is

that the tiiird hand will be obliged to win the trick, or

will hold up the ace until his partner's suit is blocked.

When B leads diamonds in Hand No. 34, Z covers

with the K so as to force the adversaries to play two

honours to win one trick, and make his own 10 good,

as it v\ill stili be guarded.

Before playing any card from dummy, the dealer

should always ask himself what the leader's card

means. If it is an honour, from what combination is

it led? If it is a small card, how many higher has

the third hand? The play of the third hand should

also be carefully watched, to see whether or not he

echoes.

Second Hand on High Cards

When a high card is led, the second hand should

always cover it with the next higher honour if he
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holds it. This applies especially to the adversaries, it

not beipK necessary for the dealer to cover if he sees

that the cards in the fourth hand will protect him.

'Ihis principle is usually expressed by the maxim:
cover an honour with an honour.

When a J is led, and the second hand holds A, Q,
the A is the better play, being the best chance to make
two tricks in the suit; because if the K is on the left,

the Q is thrown away if you cover with it; but if you

play the A, your Q may be led up to later on. If the

reader will refer to Hand No. ii, he will see that

Z plays the A second hand when B leads the spade J
through him at the second trick.

It is seldom right to consider the lo as an honour,

and never right for the adversaries to cover a lo with

the J or Q unless they hold a fourchctte over it, be-

cause if your partner has the other part of the de-

fensive Q and J combination already referred to, it is

most important not to play either Q or J second hand.

If the reader will refer to Hand No. 22, he will see

that A does not cover the spade J with the Q, because

unless B has the K there is not a trick in the suit by

any play.

Second hand should always cover with a fourchette.

A fourchette Is the combination of the cards above and

below the one led. If a J is led and you hold Q, 10

second hand, you have a fourchette and should play

the Q. The dealer should cover if he has the four-
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chette divided between the two hands. Suppose the

eldest hand leads a lo. and the dealer holds the J in

the dummy and the 9 in his own hand, he should put

the J on the 10. The dealer need not cover i< he has

in the fourth hand a card better than the one led

Suppose a J is led, and dummy holds Q, 10 second

hand, the dealer holding the K. It is not nccessao' to

put the Q on the J, because the K will win the trick

if the A is not played third hand.

At no trumps, the practice of covering with four-

.hettes should be carried down to the smallest cards,

playing the 8 on the 7 led when holdii:g 8 and 6, for

instance.

Imperfect fourchettes are combinations of the card

above the one led and the next but one below it, and

as a rule they should cover. In Hand No. 34. when

B leads diamonds through Z, who has the imperfect

fourchette, K, 10 over the Q led, Z covers. In Hand

No. 22, although A holds an imperfect fourchette, Q,

9, over the J led, he does not cover, for the reason

already pointed out.

When the dealer sees that he can win the trick m

either hand, the decision must be to keep the high card

in the hand in which it will be most useful later on.

This will be more fully gone into when we come to

re-entry cards.

The student who wis'

the second hand lays can

ihes to test his knowledge of

write the card he would play
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second hand opposite the numbers of the test questions

which follow.

The hands are all no-trumpcrs. After the lead, the

first cards Riven arc those supposed to be laid down
by the dummy, and the others are the dealer's. You
are supposed to he the dealer. These should be

studied with the actual cards.

Test Hands for the Dcilpr

nummy's. Drjlrr's.

Ifo. 7a. 10 led. J 3 2 Q7
Bo. 73- 8 led. Q5 A 6 2
llo. 74. 7 led. AQ J 2 9 3
Ho. 73. 6 led. J 2 K5 3
Ho. 76. 7 led. OS 4- 2 e
Ho. 77. 6 led. A J 3 10

Ho. 78. 7 led. KQ3 2 98
Ho. 7B. 8 led. Q3 10 e 2
Ho. 80. K led. A 3 2 J 6 +

In these, what card should the dealer play?

Ho. 81. K led. J 3 2 A 6 4-

Ho. 81. K led. 7 3 A 10 5 4
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We now come to the consideration of the dealer's

play with rcjiard to the general management of the

two hands, his own and the dummy's combined. We

shall first take up the principles chat should guide iiim

when he is playinR with a declared trump suit.

As soon as the dealer gets into the lead, one of fl>e

first things for him to decide upon is whether o •<

to lead trumps. Most of the authorities on brid^v

advise the beginner always to lead trumps when he has

five or more in one hand, but such a rule, if followed,

would lead to serious loss in a great many hands.

There should be no difficulty in learning the exceptions

to such a rule, but we will take up the rule itself first.

The cases in which the dealer or the dummy shouhl

lead trumps the moment either of them obtains the

lead should be easily mastered.

Always lead trumps if you have a good suit, either

118
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')

Advant:ii;c of RcttinR out trumps early. Z deals.

Y calls Hearts. A leads.

V K O
«

I0 8 4 3 2
KQ J 7 43

«" AQ J a 4
* Q J i07 2
«

• I0 8 2
« 9 8 6 5
A KQ 7 5

« 6

THICK A Y B Z

t" K * 2 * e « A «
H » Q • J » 2 • 3
.1 • K •» A > a * 5
4 2 « f Q • lO • 7
.1 3 « 4 2 « 5 « K

4 * 4 7 « 6 * A
7 7 * « lO A 8 « 4
H 3 * « J « 9 « 3

4 * Q 5 5 •
to J • lO * 7 9 «
II Q « 8 • Q 6 •

Vi 8 • 4 K « 9 «

13 lO • e A J

TliL- dealer wins five by cards.
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in your own hand or dummy's,

trumps:

Dummy's.

For instance, hearts

K led.

• A KQ7 3 2

« QS 4 2

Dealer's.

• 5
« A KI07 6 3
• J 6 2

• A K5* 7 3 2

Dummy trumps the diamond, of course. With

every trick in clubs to a certainty, the only danger of

losing any of them is that the adversaries will ruff

clubs, therefore you should get out all the trumps

you can at once. Nothing but six trumps against

you in one hand can prevent your winning the

game.

Illustrative Hand No. 35 is an example of an im-

mediate trump lead. Many players would allow

dummy to trump a diamond first, intending to put

themselves in again with a club, and then lead trumps

to the dummy and finesse. It will be time enough to

ruff diamonds after the adversaries' trumps have been

got out of the way of the club suit.

Beginners lose a great many tricks by refusing to

lead trumps when they have good cards in their hands.

It is not of the slightest use to play winning cards in

plain suits while the adversaries have any trumps, un-

less the object is to weaken an opposing trump hand.

A suit which was not good for much originally may

become so through the play, in which case trumps
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Getting rid of losing cards before leading trumps.

Z deals. Y calls Diamonds. A leads.

« K 9 2
A43

* A J loe 6 4
• K

• A Q5 Y • J 8 7 3
« KQ J 6

A B
* 107 5

KQ2 7 5
* 108 e Z 7 543

« 10 6 4
• « 9 8 2

* 8 3
4 AQ J 9 2

TRICK A Y B Z

1 * K * A « 5 4 2
SI s * K « 3 * A *
3 8 * * 3 4 • Q •

4 lO * * 4 5 « J «
5 Q A 7 « 9 *

6 K 9 * B 3
T « O 4 * 7 « 8
8 2 6 7 8
9 4 6 • 2 » 3 2 *

10 » A • 9 • 7 • 4
11 * J lO « lO 4 9
lit • 5 • K • 8 • 6
13 • Q J • J • lO

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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shoulil be

trumps

:

• K led.

led to defend it. For instance, hearts

Dummy's.

« KQ J 6 3
» J 7 5
* AQ3
• 4 3

Dealer's.

* A 7 2
* 4 2
* 6 5
* J I08 7 6 5

Let us suppose that the eldest hand follows the K

of spades with the A, and on dropping his partner's Q
leads a third round. Dummy should trump with the

J, so as to shut out any smaller trump, and then lead

K and Q of trumps, followed by a small one, so that

you shall get into the lead on the third round with

your A. If you catch all the trumps, you make three

spade tricks.

But now let us change the original lead, and sup-

pose it to be the 7 of diamonds, instead of the K of

spades. Dummy finesses the Q and loses it to the K.

The diamond is returned and dummy is in with the

A. Look at the hand and ask yourself, what is there

to lead trumps for? How could you make an extra

trick by leading trumps, even if you caught them all ?

Now let us look at some of the exceptions to the

rule of always leading trumps immediately.

Instead of rushing to trumps at first, it is often ad-

visable to get rid of losing cards in a plain suit by

leading winning cards in another plain suit.

Look at Illustrative Hand No. 36. If trumps are
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led at the second trick, the adversaries must win the

second round, and they will at once make two club

tricks, which, with the A of hearts, cuts the dealer

down to three by cards at the most. Hy winning

dummy's K of spades and discarding dummy's losing

cards, the dealer saves two tricks and wins the game

on the hand. Later in the hand, Y overtrumps A
to prevent being put in with a club and having to

lead away from his single honour in hearts. He then

leads the 9 of trumps to m ke the 8 in Z's hand good

for re-entry.

In leading trumps, you m\ist remember that you

draw your own trumps as well as the adversaries', and

it is sometimes advisable to make one or two of the

small trumps in the hand which is short in them before

leading trumps.

It is very bad policy to force yourself to trump with

the strong hand, because you weaken it. But take this

position, hearts trumps:

Dummy's. Dealer's.

»765 »AKQ4-32
, J « 3 » A 5 4

« K led.
A = ^ o KO4A543 ^K2

4K7532 S4
After winning the first trick with the club ace, there

is no necessity to draw dummy's trumps for the sake

of catching the adversaries'. Return the club lirst,

and let dummy trump it. Then put >ourself in with
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a diamond and let dummy make another little trump,

after which it will be time enough to lead trumps. If

you count up the tricks possible, you will see that this

is the surest way to win the game. This position

should be attentively studied, as it is very common.

Illustrative Hand No. 37 is a good illustration of

combining the discard of losing cards with the making

of losing trumps. By leading through A's diamonds,

Z is able to get rid of a losing spade. He can then

ruff a diamond and lead a spade without having to

take any finesse in that suit, ruffing it out instead. The

student should observe that B's discard of his weak

suit in this hand cost him the slam.

Sometimes, although the trump lead looks tempt-

ing, it will be found that there are more tricks in the

hand by playing for a cross ruff. Take this position,

clubs trumps:

Dummy'!. Dealer's.

* K led.

« 2
* A KQ J

« J 10 3 2

* 07 3 2

» 7 a 5 4- 3
» 10 9 7

* 5
* A 9 6 2

After trumping the second round of diamonds,

there is nothing to be gained by leading trumps, even

if you catch them all, because the K, J, 10 of spades

and all the red cards are against you. To lead trumps

would simply make all those cards good for tricks in

the hands of the adversaries. Lead a heart, and what-

K-th:



Illust'alivc Utind No. 37

Making losing trumps before leading trumps,

deals. Y calls Hearts. A leads.

« AQ J g 2

• K 7 6
* 9 S 3
i Qtog 3
« I0 7 4

TRICK

1

A Y B Z

A3 * 4 5
» S * J 2 8 *

3 lO * K * 6 *
4 Q 7 3 W S
5 4 « A • 6 J *
6 7 * 2 * K » 8
» • 6 • J • 3 • lO
§ • 7 V A • 4 « 2

• K « 9 8 • « 4
to * 9 • 2 « J « S
II io« Q * « Q « b
la « 3 5 * * K « 7
13 « 8 • Q * A « lO

The dealer makes a little slam.
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ever the adversaries do next, do not let go of the lead

until you have made all your trumps separately by the

cross ruff on the red suits.

It is usually good policy for the adversaries, when

they see the dealer avoids leading trumps, to lead them

themselves, because it must be to his disadvantage to

play trumps, and if the adversaries lead them they w.U

probably defeat his scheme, whatever it is.

Illustrative Hand No. 38 is an example of a hand

in which the dealer has nothing for which to lead

trumps, having no established suit, so he plays to make

his trumps separately by cross ruffing. The only way

in which he can be sure of getting the seesaw >s by

exhausting his own diamonds before he takes the lead.

If the dealer leads trumps' in this hand he loses two

by cards.

Sometimes, although you intend to lead trumps, it

is unwise to do so immediately, because the lead is in

the wrong hand. The lead should always be from the

weak hand to the strong, and with that principle m

mind such positions as the following will be at once

apparent. Hearts are trumps:

Dummy's.
Dcto'..

« K led.

, AQ J 7 3

« 6 3

4 Q5
A J 6 4-

» A K4.2
^ A e 3 2

7 5

If dummy, after winning the first trick with the



I!Iu.-.lrative Hand No. 38

Not leading trumps when you have no suit maJc
up. Z deals. Y calls Hearts. A leads.

« A QI04 2

* 7 6
* KI0 4
« KQ J 8 5
* K8 6

• K J 9 8
• J S 6 5
« I04 3
• J 7

TRICK A Y B Z

1 K 6 * 3 * 2 «
a J * 7 4 * A_£
3 « 4 « 2 « 5 « A
4 4 lO V 2 « 6 « 3
S 5 i S « lO « • 3
6 « K • 4 « 8 * 7
7 5 * A « 7 * 3 *
8 K « 2 « J * Q *

» 7 V A V 8 » 5
10 8 • io« V 9 6 «
11 • 6 » lO * J « Q
1» 8 i 4 * • J 9 *
13 Q • Q • K * 9

The dealer wins two by cards.
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spade ace, leads trumps from his own hand, either the

K or lo of trumps must make, perhaps both of them.

But if the dealer puts himself in with a club and leads

trumps from his hand, he may catch the K of trumps

by finessing the J the first time and, if the J wins, put-

ting himself in with another club so as to finesse

dummy's Q the second time.

Illustrative Hand No. 39 shows a very similar posi-

tion. 'Ilie dealer does not take any finesse in clubs,

but makes sure of getting the lead, so as to take the

finesse in trumps, after which he establishes a trick m

diamonds. It will be observed that A returns the

diamond instead of establishing a trick in spades for

Z, as he knows by B's down-and-out echo that Z

holds all the remaining spades.

Sometimes it is necessary to take advantage of the

opportunity to lead a plain suit before leading trumps

because the chance to lead the stiit from the n(,ht hand

cannot possibly occur again. For instance, hearts

trumps

:

Dummy'!. Dealer's.

,7 43 »AK106 2

865 *AQ
A K led.

^ A 6 3
* 8 5 3 2

« 8 4
* KQ J 4

Dummy wins the first trick with the diamond ace.

It is evident that he can never take another trick,

consequently he will never be in the lead again. It



Illubliatuc Hand No. 39

Getting the lead into the right hand to play trumps.

Z deals. Y calls Hearts. A leads.

• K 4 2

« QI03 2
« A J

* A Q J 2

TRICK A Y B Z

1 A * 6 * 7 « 3 *
» Q * « 4 5 • K •
3 • 2 • J • 8 • 5
4 * 2 « 8 4 6 « K
» • 4 • Q »io • 7
a • K • A 2 • 6
7 A K * 5 * 4
8 J Q* 6 4 «
9 2 « lO 7 8 «
lO * 3 * 5 * 7 « A
11 J « 3 « 9 to •
1-i * lO • 3 8 * * J
1.1 * Q • © 9 « 9 *

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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trumps are led now, the dealer must eventually lead

away from his A, Q of clubs, which is certain to make

tne K good for a trick. It is better to lead the club

from dummy's hand now, and take the finesse while

there is the chance.

Illustrative Hand No. 40 is an example of anotner

use for trumps, ruffing out suits with them, so as to

get the suit established. On the first trick Z dis-

cards a diamond, which is of no use to him while

there are equally good cards in the dummy and more

of them. By leading spades, instead of trumps, the

dealer compels the adversaries either to establish the

diamond suit for him or to let him ruff out the spade

suit by trumping clubs. Whether B returns a club

or a diamond does not matter.

The student can test these i
finciples by putting

down on a slip of paper opposite the numbers of the

following test hands, the line of play that he would

adopt in each, afterward comparing his reasoning with

that given in the key. Hearts are trumps in each

case, and the first hand given is the dummy's, the sec-

ond is the dealer's.



IllustraUM- I iiir' \. '.')

The dealer ruffing out suits, instead of leading

trumps. Z deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

« e
* KQI07 2
« A 6 6 4
* K J g

V KQI06 4

KQ
8 7 6 5 4:

« J 8 3 2
« 8 4 3
,873
« AQIC

THICK A Y B z

1 « K « A « 3 Q«
!i 9 • 2 * Q • 3 •
3 « 2 « 5 * 8 * *
4 J * t s io» 4 «
5 A t 2 » 3 K t

* O « 6 « 4 » 5
T K • T 7 A « 5 •
8 « 7 « J » 8 , lO
9 * T A 7 » 6 «

10 5 J * 8 , 7 •
11 e lO* ,. 2 Q
1% • 9 « 9 ^ 3 •. K
1.1 « lO 9 ^lJ.

I

8 «

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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« to led.

* 7 led:

« 4 led.

'IVsl I l.lll'l. I. I ill'' I^'''l'-'

Ho. S3.

V A K J 6 5 • 7 3 2

* 9 a 5 « AQ J 4 3

* A * aa 2

* K8 5 3 « Q4
Mo. 84.

« A e s « Q J I04 3 2

* Aa * K4 3

J 7 a 3 * AQ2
* AQ102 • 4

Ilu. 85.

«KQje873 « I0 4 2

« K2 * AQ8
A KQ5

• 8 6 2 * I07 4 3



IMi'c iTIANCi: C)| nil. SCORI.

After the declaration, and the lead of the first card,

the dummy's hand is laid down, and the dealer is not

allowed any further help from his partner. Whatever

is to be made out of the two hands he must make him-

self.

The first thing to do is to look at the score, in order

to fix in your mind how many tricks arc necessary to

win the game, if it can be won; or to save it, if it

is in danger.

Never forget the score.

The beginner cannot learn too early the habit of

counting up the value of the combined hands before he

plays a card. Sort out these two hands, the declara-

tion being a heart, at the score of love-all ; that is,

nothing scored on either side.

Dummy's. Dealcr*t.

•K8 7 •AQaS2
« K led.

A8e53 *J4
I0 87 QJ8

« ae « A J 8

It is always advisable to lay out the actual cards

for these examples. It may take a little more rime,

but nothing impresses the principle of an example like

»33
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seeing the actual cards on the table, or holding them in

the hand.

If you will count up the certain tricks in these two

hands, you will find only six. The A of clubs, two

tricks in spades, and three in trumps. That is all that

are certain, because there may be five trumps in one

hand against you. But even if there are, you must

make either two tricks in spades or an extra trick in

trumps. Think this over, with the cards in front of

you, until you see the point.

In order to get even the odd trick out of these

hands, you must make more than three tricks in

trumps, or more than one in clubs, or a trick in dia-

monds. It is impossible to get more than two in

spades, as you will understand if you have mastered

the principles of second hand play which the adver-

saries will adopt against you.

Illustrative Hand No. 41 is a good example of this

planning of the scheme of the hand in advance; seeing

what must be done before starting to do anything,

without which one will never be a good bridge player.

It is the secret of success in getting just enough to win

games.

In this hand the dealer sees that in order to win the

game with his cards he must not only make a success-

ful finesse in clubs, to prevent the king from making,

but he must get two tricks in diamonds, therefore he

does not win the first trick, but lets the lead come



lllustralivc Hand No. 41

Counting up the tricks possible and those necessary,

Z deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

»7
AQloe
854

• K6 4 3 2
•8 54 Y • J106 2
« K 5 4 2 « 8 7
KQ109 A B

7 6 2
* 109 Z * AQ8 6

«A KQ93
« J 93
A J 3

• J 7

TRICK A Y B Z

1 K 4 2 « 3 »
91 9 * 5 « 6 « J «
3 * 2 lO * 7 « J
4 » 4 <r 7 V 2 • Q
9 • 5 2 * » a « K
6 • 8 3 « vio « A
7 lO i 8 i 7 A t
8 * 4 « e « 8 « 9
9 A 5 « Q » J « 3

10 9 • 4 • A * 7 «
11 lO* K * 5 * J «
l!i « K « A 8 * « 3
13 Q e « Q * V 9

1

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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up to his tenace, A, J. This holding off with the A

and J in the fourth hand is called the Bath Coup. He

then tries the finesse in clubs, and after finding that

the cards lie right for him he draws all the trumps but

the J. The student should observe that it is very im-

portant for the dealer to make his ace of diamonds

before continuing the clubs, to prevent B from putting

him in with a diamond and forcing him to lead spades.

The manner in which the dealer keeps the lead in

clubs in his own hand, so as to go through the king

several times, should be ^oted. All these little de-

tails are essential to make the number of tricks indi-

cated by the state of the score.

Let us take an example of a no-trumper, the score

being love-all:

Dummy'i. Draler'i.

VQJIO wASS
KJ82 *AQ105
109 5 AST 2

Q g 3 J 2

« K led.

If you will count up the certain tricks in these

cards, you will find only seven in the combined hands;

four in clubs, one in hearts and two in diamonds.

There must be two in diamonds, because the A and 8

must both make if the adversaries go on with the suit.

But where are the two more tricks which are neces-

sary to win the game at the score? There is a chance

to make a trick in spades, but only if the adversaries



llluslrativr I 1,111(1 .\o, 41

CountitiK up the possibilities of the hand. Z deals

V calls no trump. A leads.

« A 8
« A KQ4
» Q63
AQ J 7

• J 97 6 63 Y 1 • K2
« 9 83

1 « I0 5
* K5 A Bl

1 A J 108 7 2
* loe Z

J #832
« Q104
« J 7 6 2
94

* Kg 5 4

TRICK A Y B Z

1 • 6 • A • 2 • 4
a * 3 A A « 5 4 2
3 * 8 * K « lO 4 e
4 * 9 *Q 2 * * 7
S 6 « * 4 7 * * J
6 IO« J « 2 * 4 *
T ¥ 3 A * 3 « S «
8 • 5 Q « 8 • 9 *
9 • 7 7 « 8 * K «

10 • J • 8 • K • lO
11 K « 3 * 10 * 4 i

la 5 * 8 4 J * 9 * \

13 V g Q « A * « Q 1

1

1

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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lead'the suit. You cannot make that trick yourself

and you cannot compel them to play spades for you.

There is a chance for two more tricks in hearts .f you

can catch the king; one more if you cannot Th.s

shows you that the whole play of the hand depends

on catching the king of hearts or coaxing the adver-

saries to lead spades.

lllu..rative Hand No. 42 shows how necessary it

is to count up the hands before playing a card from

dummy. The dealer sees at once that four tr.cks m

clubs nd four in spades, with the ace of hearts, g.ves

hi. the game to a certainty. Although apparen^

guarded in every suit, there is no necessity to let the

heart lead come up to the Q in th. fourth hand, be-

s^ that extra trick is not needed If the deaer

attempts it, he will lose the odd trick, because B .1

take the only chance there is on his cards and lead a

small diamond. .... »

One very useful point in connection with this count-

ing up the tricks possible and comparing them with

•. that it fixes the attention upon the

those necessary is, that it nxes me

suit in which any extra tricks can be made, if ^they

can be made at all. This is called '' <="—
n
J^^

cause it eliminates from your mind any thoughts or

worries about the suits in which nothing can be accom-

plished, concentrates your whole attention on one

u^ ad reduces the problem of how to p ay the hand

its simplest elements. Nothing is so disheartening
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as to sit opposite a partner who staggers blindly

through a hand, trying first this suit and then that,

with no idea of what can be done, and no attention to

the emergencies of the case suggested by the score.

The score is, of course, just as important to the

adversaries as to the dealer, but 'Mr play is not so

much in any previous planning of the hand as it is in

saving the critical trick when the game is in danger.

The third trick in a diamond call, or the fourth in

hearts, or the fifth at no trump, are all vital, when the

score is at love-all. Once the game is safe, the ad-

versaries can take a chance to make an extra trick or

two, but to risk the cricks first is usually bad policy.

As already pointed out, B should have saved the game

at the seventh trick in Illustrative Hand No. i, by

playing his ace of spades. He did not realise the

possibility of the dealer's winning every other trick,

however.



Hi: DEALER'S PLAY

At No Trump

We come now to the most interesting part of bridge

tactics the dealer's management of a no-trumper The

because it is clearing uh
, , . „ Talrp this

instead of establishing a suit of their own. Take

position at no trump:
^^^,^

Dummy 1.

^'^^ ZakJ

« AQ J

»i,o firct trick with the J,
do not

S40
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of the way, the leader's smaller clubs will all be good

for tricks, and he may have six or seven of them.

Occasionally you will find yourself stronger in a suit

than the player that opens it; so much stronger that

you might safely call it your suit and not his. For

example

:

Dummy*!. Dealer's.

VAI0984 'J?
• Sled. Xe AQ2

*7653 *AK42
«53 *AQJ4

If you will look at these two hands a moment, you

must see that the heart suit is better than any other

you hold. The three clubs and two diamonds you can

make at any time, and the spades should be led from

dummy's hand, so as to give you the advantage of a

finesse. In such positions as this, it is good play to

return the adversaries' suit once at least.

When there is no inducement to continue the ad-

versaries' suit, there are still three suits to choose from,

and upon the soundness of the principles on which this

selection is made, much of the player's success will

depend.

Holding Up the Cummand

Instead of taking up the adversaries' suit and play-

ing it yourself, it is sometimes advisable to let them

play it for awhile without interference.
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If you have a chance to win the first or second

trick with an inferior card, such as a Q or K, you

should do so while you can, or you may lose it; but

with certain combinations of cards you may hold off.

The most common situation has already been men-

tioned, when you hold A, J and the K is led. This

play is unnecessary when the J is in the dummy and

the A in tfie dealer's hand, because if the J has two

guards it is good for the second round in any case,

the Q being on dummy's right.

In a no-trumper, it is often very important, if you

have the ace of the adversaries' long suit, to hold it up

until the third hand has no more of the suit to lead

to his partner. This is especially necessary when you

have no suit of your own in which you can win a num-

ber of tricks without letting either or both adversaries

into the lead while you are establishing them.

Illustrative Hand No. 43 is an example of this

position. The dealer sees that he will have to finesse

the club suit, and he also sees that if B has the K,

all the hearts will make if B still has a heart to lead,

therefore Z lets the hearts run until he sees B is ex-

hausted. B adopts the same tactics, holding up the

. command of the clubs until Z has no more to lead,

because he sees that dummy has no re-entry card, and

cannot make his clubs unless Z has three of the suit.

On the second round, B must win the trick or he will

lose his K. He then leads up to dummy's weakness.



illu^trativ< i laiul No. 43

Holding up the coinmarKl of adverse suits. Z deals

and calls no trump. A leads.

• 4 2
« A J I08 7 3
* 8 6

6 3

• 5 4 2

• KQJ Y » lOS 5
94.

A B
« K 6 2

« K 9 6 < J I0 4 2

4 9 8 6 Z « AI03

» A 9 7

« QB
AQ7 3

« KQJ 7

TRUK

I

it

3

4

.i

T

f>

in

11

V4

13

A Y B 2

• 7
V 9
w A
* Q
« 5
A «

K *

Q «
3 *

7«
7 *
Q »

J *

* K
w J

* 8
« 4
« 9

5 *

6 •
8 4
9 «

K»
• Q
• 3

9 «

« 2
» 4

2 *

« 3
« to

6 «

4 *
5 *

8
* 7
* 8
* J

« A

« 8
T 10

> S
« 2
»K

3 «
A •
2 «

4
« 6

lot

lO «

A-B win two by cards.
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The student should observe that B's d.scard of the

diamond .0 enables Z to keep the right cards at he

end, otherwise he would have been m an awkward

""it'Tnever necessary to refuse to win the first trick

in the adversaries' suit if you are sure of winn-ng an^

other trick in it later on. Suppose the opening lead

comes up to A. Q in your hand. Vou should w .nth

first round and start your own su.t, because you st> 11

have a
" stopper

" in the adversaries' su.t.

Another situation in which it is not necessary to hold

up is when you have a good suit to play for. Take

such a position as this at no trumps:

Dummy'..
D«'"''-

*43 *AKJ87e
* K led. QJ432 * AK

AJ65 02
You can win the game to a certainty by taking the

first trick, making two diamonds in your own hand,

playing the spade ace in dummy whether the K goes

up second hand or not, and making three more d.a_

monds, finally winning at least two more tr.cks w.th

the A, K of clubs.

Keeping the Lead

It is often not only important to keep the lead in

your own hand or dummy's until you have made all



Illustr.iliv.- I laii<l No. 44

Krcping till- lead in the right hand for finessinc.

deals. Y calls no trump. A leads.

• I0 8
« K 8 7 e
• K J log 2

• 7 6

* KQ J e 7 6
* 5 3
* 8
* Q J 98
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the tricks you can, but to keep the lea.l in <.n<- of the

two hands an.l not in the other. This is .spociMly

true when you are teadini: through one of the a.lv.r-

saries and wish to continue to lead through him untd

his hich cards are caucht.

Illustrative Hand No. 44 •' "" '•"•''"'P'' "' " ""^

common position, which the stu.lent should b- thor-

oughly familiar with.

'1-hc dealer knows that his Q will win the first tr.ck

if the lead is from K, J, lo. By the usual process of

elhnination he finds that the only suit in which there

is any playin- to be done is the club, and h.s objec-

tive point in that suit is to catch the K, no matter how

well guarded it may be in A's hand. If it .s not m

A's hand, of course it cannot be caught. The same

tactics were a.lopted by the dealer in Hand No^4i.

In discardinjz, B must keep two guards to his Q, J

of spades, or dummy will make a trick with the lo.

It may be observed in passing that some players

would have called spades on the dealer's cards. It is

also worthy of notice that unless Z plays the clubs as

he does, dummy will be forced into the lead on the sec-

ond round, and the K in A's hand will save the game,

even against a hundred aces, because there is no way

nf getting Z into the lead to come through again.
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The correct selection of the suit to plaj' for at no

trumps is often iinport.-mt. and the principles govern-

ing it should be the; u; i ly mastunvl.

Suppose the follruin ,
n he -Uc I'i.rribution of the

cards

:

Duinmy*!. Dcaler'i.

*Q4 'AC 2

• 7 led.
.A 7 fi 3 4 5 4 3

« A K 'i

A f; ' 3
Q107 3 2

« K 2

The Q second hand is the best chance to win two

tricks in the suit. Let us suppose it holds the trick,

leaving you still with a stopper in the adversaries' s. i;-.

To go on with hearts is out of the question and i ire

is nothing in clubs. This eliminates two suits, .'.iii

brings your choice down to diamonds or spades. i\;

you have only six spades between the two hands, one

adversary must have four of the remaining seven, and

if you make your three spade tricks now you must in-

evitably establish at least one spade trick against your-

self. If you play the diamonds, in which suit the ad-

versaries have only five cards, it is quite prohable that

you will drop them all in three leads; therefore the

diamond is the better suit to play for.

The reason for this selection is very simple. The
more cards you have in a suit yourself, the less the

adversaries have, and therefore the less chance of their
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;;:,;r—^s'^rr^ general rule, therefo., the

dealer should always select the su.t m wh.h he has

the most cards between the two hands, h>s own and

the dummy's.
. „. ,„ ,v-

Illustrative Hand No. 45 « about as extreme an ex

ample of the application of this rule as one ,s hkely to

meet with. But if the dealer makes h,s spades as soon

The .ets in, his clubs are worthless By playm. the

clubs which are the longest suit between the two

tnd he must establish them, bein, ^ble -
^;;;-;.

all the other suits. It will be observed that he s care

ful to play the higher cards first from the short hand^

Te student will see that if dummy plays the d.amond

ILnd hand to the fiK. crick and tr,es the finesse n

Lrts, A establishes his diamonds at ----/ f ^^^

the dealer can make is two heart tr.cks and four spade

tricks, which, with the two diamond tricks, do not wm

^HW. in winning the second round of his suit

and hn establishing it, is always safer than lett.ng

I second round go, as the third round may never

Tmetimes the number of cards in two different

suits is equal. For example:

Dummy ». \
A 3 2

I J108432 * "^^
, o

6 led. *,09 43 ^'tVA
;jl02 Q654



Illustrative Han'J No, -43

Selecting the suit to play for at no trump. Z deals

and calls no trump. A leads.

• KS 6 3
* Q J

A109 7 4
8 4 5 3 2

TRICK A Y B

^'
6

z

K *7 3
* J * 2 «K * lO

A « J 8 * 2
4 Q 2 • 5

4 Q « 4 * A « 3
• 3 • 7 • 8 • A
• a « 8 • 2 « 7

4 « * 9 • 5 • 4
8 • * e 3 « • Q

10 • a 4. s 5 • 10 «
11 J * 6 « Q *
la IO« • lO 7 « A 4
13 • K • J g « K •

The dealer wins four by cards.
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In this position, observe that if you play a small

card second hand from dummy, letting the lead come

up to your Q,.it will not do you much good for your

Q to win the trick, as the A and K of the smtwd

easily pick up your J and 10 in the dummy Bu
.

you play the 10 second hand and it holds, the suU .s

still effectually stopped. This is one of the second

hand plays that needs a little thought.

To continue spades is out of the question, and the

hearts cannot be led, as dummy has none. As between

clubs and diamonds, there are eight cards of each su.t

between the two hands. But if you play the diamonds

you must lose a trick to the ace, and three tncks .s the

most possible in the suit for you; whereas if you start

the clubs and force out the ace, five tricks are possible.

Therefore, when the number of cards is equal, play

for the suit which has the greater number in one hand_

Sometimes the number and distribution are both

equal, as in the following position:

Dummy's.

* S led.

V Q J I03 2

» J 5 4-

Q3 2

* Q3

Dealer's.

• 654.
4 KQ7 3 2

* A 8

* AI06

Never play the singly guarded Q when you have

both A and .0 in your own hand. Let us suppose that

third hand plays the J, forcing your A, and that you

are in the lead. If you let the spades alone, you must
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make another trick in that suit, no matter how the

adversaries mana};e it. You cannot accomplish any-

thing in diamonds, and your choice lies between hearts

and clubs.

If you start the hearts, you must lose two tricks in

the suit before you get it cleared, and in the meantime

the adversaries will have cleared their spades. In

clubs, you lose only one trick before establishing the

suit, therefore you should play that suit first. As a

rule, always play for the suit which is more easily

established, other things being equal.

One of the great advantages of the dealer in bridge

is that his own hand is concealed ; not that tlic

dummy's is exposed. This advantage should be main-

tained as long as prossible. Take this position at no

trumps:

8 led.

Dummy's.

Q 3
Q4- 2
9 7 3

« K 9 7 4 3

D.nl.r'j.

• K 4 2

« A B

A K J O 5

* A J 2

As the cards lie, if you do not plri\ the (j sciond

hand, anything will force your K, and the A will he

certain to pick up dummy's Q next time, hci ause it

will be unguarded. If you are attentive, uiu lar) infer

tliat the A is on your left, because the Eleven Rule

tells you that there is (inly one rani on your rijif

higher than the H, which cannot lie t!ic A, or the
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u - u«U T 10 8, from which he

leader must have held J, 10, y, o.

would have led the J.
, c » »,;,-t

Let us suppose dummy's Q holds the first trek.

Your choice of suits lies between diamor,ds and spades

and there is nothing to choose apparently, a> e.th r

hand can bring in its suit. But there .s one great d f-

eTence, and it is one that should never be lost s.gh

ofbv the dealer. The adversaries know that you ha^e

:
g'

a spade suit, because they can see the cards ly.ng

e.l table, but they do not know anythmg ab.«.

:. diamonds. Not knowing in wh.ch su.« you a.

Itrong. they will probably struggle to keep the.r hearts

and ^uard the clubs, and. while you are leadmg

padefthey will perhaps unguard the diamonds and

; make them all at the end. When oth«^ th.ngs

are equal, always play *or the su.t that .s shown on

^'^ft'^; case, lead a small spade and finesse the J.

If it loses your guarded heart K cannot be caught.

On gX In again, run o«al, the spades before you

touch the- diamonds.

A moment's attention will »—".^^ made
suit which looks promising, cannot poss.bly be made.

Suppose this is the position at no trumps:

„ . Dealer s.

Dummy 8.

• K J
•54.2

• Tied. *3s tAKSeS
KS5 4 2 •*«
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Holding K, J alone, second liand, nothing in the

fourth hand, it is better to risk the K immediately at

no trump, because to play the J gives the third hand

two chances to win the trick, and it is unlikely that

the eldest hand has led away from both A and Q.
Suppose the K holds. The suit shown on the table is

spades; but it is impossible to make more than two

tricks In spades, no matter how you play. If ynu

catch both Q and J you will find four to the 10 in tlic

other hand. Under such circumstances, abandon all

hope of making the small cards in such a suit. In this

case, make all your club tricks first by putting dummy
in with a spade after you have got rid of the A, K, Q
of clubs yourself. After making the fourth club in

dummy's hand, lead the diamonds, and even if you

make only the A and K you win the game, but it is

very likely that in their fear of the long spade suit the

adversaries will have protected it and let go their

diamonds, giving you several extra tricks in thaf suit.

It is a good principle never to pla\ for a suit in

which you cannot make any extra tricks.

f lnl•^^lrll'

One of the most common and also the most im-

purtant ways of getting extra tricks out of the cards

is (incssing.

The adversaries of the dealer never finesse, except
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on such occasions as the pone sees a chance to ava.l

himself of the Eleven Rule and hold the command

over dummy. The dealer, on the contrary, .s com-

pelled to do a great deal of finessing, and much of

his advantage is in knowing when he has the oppor-

tunity, and on his good judgment in availmg h.mself

"^The advantage of finessing lies in making inferior

cards win tricks, owing to the position of the superior

cards. The simplest example of a finesse is th>s: 1

you hold in one hand A. Q and in the other hand

small cards only, it is obvious that .f V- >"'' /T
the A, Q hand, the A is the only sure tr.ck, and that

the K must make against you no matter on wh.ch

side it lies. But if you lead from the weak hand to

the A, Q, and play the Q the first time, you wm two

tricks if the K is on your left. If it is on your nght,

it must make, so your play does not matter

This shows that the great principle m all f^^nes mg

i, that you must always lead from the weak hand to

the strong. That is, always lead to the hand that

holds the higher cards.

It (! often necessary to take two finesses m the same

way in the same suit. For instance:

In one hand. A Q J 7 3. 1" the other. 4 2.

, etd the 4 and finesse the J. Tf it wins, do not lead

the^A, but get the short hand into the lead agam on
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another suit if you can, and lead the 2, finessin); the

Q, after which the A will probably drop the K.

If the A, Q, J are divided, it is usual to lead from

the weaker hand to the stronger. For instance:

In the one hand, A Q 6 3 . In the other, J 7 2 .

If you lead the J, the K will cover if it is second

hand. If it is not, you will lose your J, so th.-it there

are only two tricks in the suit in cither case. For

this reason good players avoid such combinations as

long as possible, hoping that the adversaries will be

conipfUcd to lead the suit. With A, Q, J, 10 be-

tween tlie two hands, there is a decided advantage in

the finesse. F'or instance:

In the one hand, A J 6 4 . In the other, Q 10 3 .

Hy leading the U, and then the 10 if the Q wins,

three tricks may be made, and four are possible if the

K is on the left.

When you have to finesse against two cards, you

must take the chance that they are not both in the same

hand. For example:

In the one hand, A J 10 6 5 . In the other, 7 2 .

Lead the 7 and finesse the 10. If it loses to either

K or Q, lead the 2 next time, and finesse the J. If

both K and Q are on your left, one will be played

in second hand on the first trick, in which case, win



i, with the A. and lead the J. so as to force the other

hiKh card out of your way and clear the su.t.

There are several examples of this A, J.
.o finessmR

poltn in the Illustrative Hands in No . fc..n-

stanc. the dealer, Z. tries it m clubs and m hearts^

r;, is another example of it. It does no,

.J^
„.ter whether the to and J are .n the same hand

2 A or not. as the leader of the suit expects to lose

one of the minor honours in any case.
. , , ,

There are some cases in which no finesse should be

attempted. With nine cards between the two hands,

sbad policy to finesse, the chance of catch.n. the

a finessed /gainst being better. With the fmessmg

position, however, such as the Q or J m one hand and

he A Q or A, J in the other, or both Q, J •" the

rfh?nd, the' iigh cards should be led from the

weaker hand, on the chance that the K covers. If .t

does not cover, the A should usually be pUyed. In

such positions as this:

Intheonehand. AQ7 64. In the other. J 8 6 2 .

Instead of finessing the J, play the A third hand if

the K does not cover, on the chance of catch.ng the K

unguarded in the fourth hand.

Again

:

,ntheor,ehand. AKJ853. I" <>> -her. 9 4 2 .

Instead of finessing the J, play the A and K at once.
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In playing no-trumpers, the dealer should never

finesse early in the hand when there is an entire suit

against him, because if the finesse fails the adversaries

get into the lead, and they will almost certainly start

the dangerous suit. Take this position at no trumps:

Dummy'!. t)»lrr'i.

• A Q 9 8 6 4
9 c led.

*AK8e52 »Qje
• A82 *Kg753
• Q7 62

It would be foolish to finesse the Q of lii'arts, be-

cause if the pone has the K he will certainly open the

spade suit, in which you have no protection. Hy play-

ing the ace of hearts and then making all your clubs

and two tricks in diamonds you make certain of the

game before you lose the lead.

When a finesse must be taken, put it ofT as long as

possible. For instance:

Dummy'i. Dejlir'i.

• 762 WAS
• K led.

AQ AI0 762
06 4-2

7 43 2
A K J 3

• A K 5

After winning the first trick with the heart ace, do

not try the finesse in clubs, because if it fails, you let

m all the hearts. Make your four diamonds first and

then put your hand in with a spade. By that time

several hearts may have been discarded, and the suit

uill not be so dangerous.
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li.

U is son,etimes necessary to take stron«—

«

for the sake of obtaininR the position <or a succcsf

fine^ when the f.nesse is essential to w.nmn« t

.IT Illustrative Hand No. 4O i* » «»-> ^^"^"^ "*

r With eleven clubs between the two ban sn

in se in that suit should be attempted ;
but the hn^^

: tLps must be taken in order to w.n the fian,e

The only way to obtain the lead for th.s hnesse . to

tr „,p umn, -s winning spades. If the hand ,s plavcd

Tr it wm be found that if the dealer discards on the

de Q eaving the lead with dummy. A-B must save

tie ame by trumping the club, leading a chamond o

dummy's uLkness, and getting another ruft m club.

'"?he' advantage of finessing in two a.«eren - s

very apparent in such hands as No ••
A-»^" "

--:tSn:::\-^:^r;:ght:ie
enables him to make a little slam.

When the adversaries establish a su,t

^^^^^^J^^'^

suit from gettmg mto the lead av.a.



Illustrative Hand No. 40

Gfttini: lead position for trump leads and finesses.

Z deals. V calls Hearts. A leads.

« K e 3
« K 5
* A U
• K J I09 8

« K J 8 43 2
* 7 6 4 3 2

TKIfK

1

A

lO *

Y

Q •

B Z

2 * m 2
» • 3 »'o • • B
3 9 « A • 3 • «..8
4 » 8 » J « 7 « 8
S « K 9 \ 2 « 6 *

« * 5 « 2 4 • « A
T « K 3 6 « * Q
H A 1 7 3 * 6 *

K * «_Q 7 * « 8

0 5 * * 4 * •
« J

tl 8 * « lO 8 * * 7
14 J * 8 J »
1.1 Q « 6 K io«

The dealer wins five by cards.
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keeping him out has already been expl-ned: holdmg

up the command until his partner is exhausted After

I one is exhausted, there is no danger ,n«
u- t win .cks in other suits, provided the com

rnrcardst those suits can he held over his

"ThT; is usually accomplished by finessing against

,he dangerous hand, as in the following position:

^
Dummy's.

• A 6 5

AQ1043 tlCa

Ynu oass the hearts until the third round, exhaust-

• W Third hand You then play clubs, simply

finessing, and lead another dab ^'/^'^
„,

lished heart suit out of the lead.

False Cards

The beginner should never attempt to play false

Ja when opposed to the dealer. Such tac.« -

quire mature judgment and experience. The dealer,

on the contrary, can employ them freely.



Illi^!r.,livc 1 1,111^1 N.I. 47

Showing the advantage of finessing by the dealer. Z
deals and calls Hearts. A leads.

• 8 7 4
« 4 3 2

AQ J 7 3

5 3

• QIO
»w Y Kiog

* KQt07 5
A B « 9 8

KI0 8 6 5

* 7 4-3 Z

2

A K9 8 5 2

• AQ J 6
* A J 6
* g 4 2
* J 6

TKKK

1

A

« K

Y

* 2

B Z

* 9 « 6
» « 7 « 3 * 8 A J

3 8 » J 5 * 2
4 • 3 » 4 • 9 • J

5 10 Q 6 4
tt » 5 • 8 • lO • Q
T 3 « f 7 • K • A
8 K * A 2 * 9 *

9 4 « 7 5 • 6 •
10 7 « 3 8 « J «
11 « 5 « 4 9 * A A
l'< * lO lO • K • • 6
13 *Q Q * A • • 2

The dealer makes a little slam.
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he has not the best card o .-, -
»'/

J
''^^'^^^..^^ ^e

.Hen he holds the Q ^^^^^^XX ^oes not

holds both A and K. «• on

^ ^^^^ ^^^^_^^^^

wish the suit led agam, he can show

,0 as to convince the adversar^s,

^^^^f^'^^^^^^
uselessness of pursuing that suU. This .s a

artifice when the dealer wishes to keep the h>gh

have an A, J, lO suit,
^^^^ ^^^^

alone. When dummy fine s- Ae
^^^^ ^^^

,,.„d.
^^^.rtr^htotntke other hand. On

dealer to believe that the Q . .

^^^ ^ ^.j^

dummy's second finesse of the J,

•n**^*.
J . „ IT mav bi '^d talse-

Discarding the guards to a K may b^
^^.

carding, and is sometimes "--^^ ° ^^u it should

rdr::r^-n;a E^
all more valuable than the guard to the K.
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Underplay r.nd Ducking

Underplaying is holding up the command of the

adversaries' suit so as to keep a certain player in the

lead, or so as to exhaust his partner's power to return

it. Ducking, on the contrary, is refusing to part with

the command of your own suit, and is usually resorted

to in situations in which no finesse is possible, but it

is nevertheless evident that the adversaries must win

one or two tricks in the suit. It is especially useful

when one hand is short, and it is necessary to let the

stronger hand in again while that hand still holds

commanding cards.

Take the following example of a no-trumper:

Dummy's. Dealer'l.

•^ B « A J 4 3

5 led.
-^^^ *AK6

7 43 /•K52
*AKeS42 » y B

Let us suppose that the J of hearts wins the first

trick. The suit to play for is spades, but the A, K
of that suit alone are not enough to win the game.

To make any more tricks in spades, you must lose a

trick, no matter how you play the suit. If you play

the A and K at once, it is not only impossible to catch

the Q, J and 10, because one of those cards must be

twice guarded, but it is impossible to get dummy into

the lead again. This makes it impossible for you to
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;^„Te"g^eTthe hand, although you have four

^^Vou^ust play spades, because eU^ir^tic^shc^s^

the extra trick is impossible m -.v;f"^^ V„^,

---^^"t;:ert:::i:t;Xoumust
whenever you must lose a tnck

^^^^.
„

method o^ play.
,^„loved when the hand

The same tactics must be empl^djh

Hand No. 48 -s "
^^^^^^^^^^ ,, ^„„id like A to

his K on the first tnck becau
^^^ ^^^^ ^

^"f.t S' TleTs w; tte fourchette, as a mat-

'"'tMorm Th^rier sees that it is impossible to

'"
Whe K Q 10 of spades, so he ducks the su>t by

catch the K, U, 10 01 p
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

leading a small card. A trusts n P
^^^^

Q of clubs and leads small agan, but lus pi y

,.ff ,» 7 has the suit stopped. ^ « now

no d fEerence, as ^ nas uic



lllu^lrall^< I i.uul No. 48

Shuwing the advantage of " ducking " unestablished

iuits. Z deals and calls no trump. A leads.

V J 8 4 2

• K7
« A 9 8 6 4 3

7 6 4.

* Q3

A987642

TRKK

1

A

« S

Y B

* J

Z

« K« 7
* Q» J * S « 2 «
3 « 4 * 5 * 2 *IO
4 3 « 2 « lO « 4 *
H « 7 » 2 * 3 • A
a 4 3 « K * A •
1 6 8 * • 6 9 •
H 7 * lO * • 9 8 *
9 « 3 J 5 7 «
lO « 8 • 4 9 e «
11 « K • 8 » lO « 5
13 « A « J Q * * Q
13 * 9 A * K « • Q

The dealer wins two by cards.
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Management ..i Re-entry Cards

No matter how well you play to establish a suit, the

small cards of it are of no value unless you can brmg

them into play. After the suit is cleared the hand

that holds it must get into the lead. Take th.s pos.t.un

at no trumps:
^^^^^_^

J53 • XQ^
A87543 109 6

* 5 led. ^ ,Q
A K 7

JS5 AQ42
Dummy wins the first trick with the lo. The club

suit is the one to play for, but the adversaries are cer-

tain to make one trick in that suit, and unless the

clubs are equally divided between them they will

make two. As there is no card in dummy s hand but

the club ace that will bring the suit into play, that card

must be kept as a re-entry until the third round, and

the first two rounds of the suit must be ducked.

In considering the necessities for re-entry, it is often

important to decide which hand shall wm the hrst

trick when either can do so. Take this pos.t.on at no

trumps:
Dummy 1.

A 7 5

• Q led. A Q J 2

» A 9 a 4

The suit you are going to play for is clubs, and in

Dealci'l.

K4
4 K109 8 7 4 2

10 6 3
3



Illustralivc Hand No. 49

Showing the dealer's management of re-entry cards.

Z deals. Y calls no trump. A leads.

V K g 6 4
« A 8 6 4 3
Q J

* K 5

• 7 2
K 7 5

* 8 6 5
« A 9 8 6 3

THIfK A Y B

« K

Z

1 « 4 * 2 9
» * A « lO « 7 « J

3 * 3 « Q « 5 2 •
4 J « K f 5 * 2 *

5 Q A * 6 * 7 *

6 * 6 4 4 8 * «.
7 V K « A • 2 • Q
8 * 8 3 3 * lO

• 4 « 6 • 7 • 8
10 « 6 • lO 6 « • 3
11 * g « J 8 « 4 *
1» K * J « 9 * 7 «
13 B « Q • A • lO •

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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o^der to save . re-entry in your own hand you must

play dummy's ace of hearts on the first tr.ck

With four cards of the same su.t m each hand, .t

is often possible to make a re-entry in e.ther hand

and sometimes two such re-entries can be arrange.,

the cards are strong. Illustrative Hand No. 4'. '^

an example of this.

The lead is in the wrong hand to start the hearts,

which require a finesse, so the dealer plays to make

.
4- „n^- r^rnterine cards. Instead of Romg

his own diamonds, re-entermg i-*ru>

on with the diamonds. Z leads hearts for the finesse

and A covers with the K and 9, which must make the

, ,ood for a trick if Y has to lead. On the second

Lnd of hearts A does not cover, h.s only chance bemg

that Z has no more hearts to lead, and that Y canno

afford to overtake the 8. At the end, B ^nows tha

A must have a possible trick in spades, or he would not

have discarded his clubs to keep his spades.

It is often necessary to look well ahead ,n ord

to provide for re-entry cards rhat may be useful la er

in the hand. The chance to m.ke a re-entry .s of en

missed in the first trick or two, through want of a

little attention to the situation before Pl^V^"

Illustrative Hand No. 50 .s a good examp^.

Dummy will need two re-entries: one to clear h.

Tukand one to bring it into play. Whether the dea

; t. dummy in with a heart or a club after get^.g nd

of the ace of d'^onds, does not matter. When B



l!lti-:i,ai\r 1 l.ui.l \.i. )(!

Showing how the dealer can make re-entries. iJ

deals ani^ calls nu trump. A leads.

• 10 9 8 4- 2

« Kioe
8 6 4

« A 5

THICK A Y B Z

1 • 4- • J • 6 • A
4 4 « 2 * 5 « A *

3 • 2 • Q •• 7 • 3
4 e « Q K « « 4
» A « 6 « Q • K •
e 5 « 8 • J • 2 •
1 8 4 2 -' • lO «
§ • 8 3 4 • 5 • K

A 8 « A A 3 * 5
r • 9 J * 7 3 «
II •lO lO « 8 4 «
14 A lO S * « J * 9
13 * K 7 9 • * Q

The dealer wins four by cards.
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It is frequently a vital P
^^^^ ^^.^^„

vent the adversaries

-"^J «7';^,i „p,„ , suit in

:rtht^o:;:;rLt..aa,nohar.canco.e

r^. .. iH.e other ^-«--^,,,;
Illustrative Hand No. 51

^^^^ ^^jgi^.i

position. The dealer .s

""^J^;^ ^^, 1,;^ down

Lder, but the mo.ent "- -^adin, diamonds

he sees the danger of the po
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

through his singly ^f J
''^^(^ ,„ ,,event this. U

the hand is arranged by

'^^'f .^^ ,, u B that

A leads diamonds, the bng« sate,

,„,t be icept

-Vf^'j^Xler sees that unless A «

On the f^rst uv^^, th

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,„d

leading from a short surt,
^^

^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ ^,,

rrorrry^r-ny Poss... of B's getting

;:„„ hearts and changing ;o—d-^^^^^^^^

B-s discards - .nt« s ",.

^ ^ .^^_ ^ ^^^^^

to his partner s d-scard, B
^ ^^_^^^^ ^^^.^^d

the suit, so as to get ou of h.s way
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

a spade, or the dummy s J -y^J ^^^^„„,„,^

r:L:^^:::ar:::daciubsoastocompei



llluslr.ilivc Hand No. 51

Preventing unguarded honours bcuiy li'd (hrough.

'/, deals and calls no f nip. A leads.

1

• KI08 2
« I B 8
• 7 3
• 864

• Q
« I07 e 2
* U J lOB 8
« UI0 3

THICK A Y B Z

• 5

« A
• 7
• K
• 6

5
:«

« o
« 4

2 •

7 •
K *
A 4

1

a

3

4
5

6

»

H

e

10

11

\%

13

• 2
« 8
• 8
« 8
• K
A *

7

« J

• lO

3 *

8«
4 •
6 •

• A
• 3
• B
« 6
• 3

2 *

4 *

6
• 4
B«
J *

• J

8 «

• Q
V2
8

« 6
8 *

lO *

J

« 7
« lO

Q
3 •
io«
Q «

The dealer wins the game on the hand.
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272

,he adversaries to lead spades. No matter what spade

only the odd trick.

„ » • *

The'reader who wishes to test his skill in the man-

alent of no-trumpers can write out the cards

ZZ play in the following hands, and settle upon

the reasons for playing them in a certa.n way.

Test Hands lor tl.e Dealer

In these, what card would you play ^
the first

trick? They are all no-trumpers. F.rst hand

dummy's, the other yours:

Ho. S6.

• A K 5 2

• 8 3
« 10 led. A Q J 5

• AI03

Ho. 87.

9 6 3

» K9 7 e 3 2
• K led. Q 4 2

• A2

7 6 4
« A 5 2

104 3 2
Q4.2

A J 4
» AQ5 4
« A J 107 3

• e
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In these, what would you play to the first trick

and what would you lead next ?

No. 88.

K5 4 A 3 2

w Q led.
Q8 5 3
AQ4

A 9 7
8

J 10 6
No. 89.

A 9 5 43 2

K7 4 A 9 3 2

w Q led.
8 5 3
6 3

AQ9 4 2
K 5

AQS 3 2

Ifo. 90.

J 6

A 9 7 4 6 3

7 led.
« AQ J 5 3 2
« A4 2

* 10 8 6 1

« KS 1

A KQ J 43
No. 01*

A J 3 Q2
V e led.

5
Q J 8 3 2

K8 2
A KS 5

Q8 7 4
No. 92.

A K3 2

9 5 4 A K

» Q led.
Q J I07 6 5 K4
QIO A 8 6 4 3 2
J 2 AI08

If * K holds, what will you do next ?

No. 93.

J 7 a 43 A 10

• 5 led.
94
9 8 7 3 2

* Qioe 2 1
* loe 6 1

Q AI084 5,

hand? |If « 10 wins, how will you play the
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. 6 led-

Ho. 94-

• Q J e 7 3 2

• Q5
f Q10 8
• 95

• A K
» A 7 4
* J 9 2

A J 104- 2

If »Q wins, how will you play the hand?

In the following no-trumpers, what is the principal

thing to be kept in view in managing the hand. The

trt cards given are the dummy's, the others are the

dealer's.

« 7 led.

« 6 led.

e led.

« 7 led.

K led.

Ho. 9S-

A J 8 5 3

K4 2

A
J 10 7 6

no. q6.

A 8 5 2

AQ3
AQ*
Q J 7

Ho. 97-

> A 8

k A KQ4-
> J 6 3
> AQ J 7

Ho. 98.

» 7 2

» 6 4.

K J 10

4 Q J 7 5 3 2

No. 99'

• 75
* 4.3

« Q8 4 3 2

« A J e 5

• K104
» A 8 5 3
Q9 5

A 5 2

• K6
* K5 2

7 2

« A108 5 42

• Q10 4
» J 7 6 2

10 4
• K9 5 4

« K 8 6 4
* A 8 7 5 3

• A4
• A K

• A 4 2

» A K J 8 7 e

« A K
• Q2



VARIETIES OF BRIDGE

Bridge has not escaped the fate of other popular

games in the matter of attempts to improve on the

original. Some of the variations suggested have been

for the purpose of accommodating fewer than the

number of players required for the standard game,

while others have been put forward with a view to

eliminating the element of luck. The most popular

departures from the usual method of playing and

scoring have been in the arrangements for large num-

bers of players, who enter into competition for prizes,

either for charitable purposes or for social amusement.

Auction P ridge

In this variation of the game, instead of allowing

the dealer to declare, each player in turn, beginning

with the eldest hand, can bid for the privilege of the

make.

The usual process is to name the number of points

that the player thinks he can win with his cards, with

his partner's assistance, of course, but without naming

the suit. Sometimes only trick points are bid ; some-

times honours and tricks combined, as may be agreed.

The bidding is to the board; that is, the points bid

»75



tL ..cc»ful bidder b»«nr.» b <•»
,„j

eldest hand leads a card.
^;^^^,

This variety of the game may be play

three or four players.

Dummy Bridge

This form of the game is resorted. when^t|.ere are

only three players to
-'^^/^^.^^i^^ ;, the most

several ways to play, but tn

popular ar,d the simplest

:

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^,^^

The players cut tor tne
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

the choice of seats and card.
._^ ^^^ ^^^^^

sits on the dealers left, lies a

vi^ay.

ir:rr:':^rd'r.b.»~.--
hands. „„st call no trumps,

no matter what tne resi u
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If he has not at least three aces, he cannot call no

trumps under any circumstances, but must declare his

longest suit, no matter what it is. If two or more

suits are of equal length, dummy must call the one

which is stronger, the valuation being arrived at by

counting the pips on the cards in each suit, reckoning

the ace as 11, the court cards as 10 each, and all

small cards at their face value. If the suits are still

equal, the most expensive declaration must be selected,

hearts being given the preference over diamonds, and

clubs over spades.

If it is found, upon the exposure of the dummy s

caMs, that the make has not been in accordance with

the rules, the eldest hand may take back his lead and

change it, if he wishes to do so.

No one but the eldest hand may double, and no one

but the dealer may redouble. Whether the dealer has

declared from his own hand or not makes no difference.

He has not seen dummy's cards, because the pone de-

clares on them. This makes no difference to the pone,

because he is not allowed to double ot redouble.

After the play of the hand is finished, if the ri
' t

makes the odd trick, he scores whatever he is eni. --d

to in the usual way, above and below the line, for tricks

and honours respectively. But if he fails to get the

odd trick, the adversaries score what they make, for

tricks and honours combined, above the line, or all

in the honour column.
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'~^^^er what trick points are made, no one but

the actual dealer can score them below the hne, be-

irthe rule is that no player but the dealer can a^^

vance his score toward winning the game No matter

hlmany tricks the adversaries of the dealer may wm

iTtrickldo not advance their -re toward ga.e .n

any way, but are simply entered above the hne,

enhance the value of the rubber.

After the score is agreed to and put down, th

pC who was the pone moves into the vacant sea

"1^: right, and the player who was his partner e.

the next hand, declaring and scoring under the same

end Xns as before. After each deal, the pbyer who

.as the pone on that deal ^^-^^ -^^J "..l!

,h. ri^ht into the vacant seat. The foUowmg 01

tarn wm shl the result of these three movements

St" which a fourth change would bnng about the

original positions:

•D
A

This shows that each of the three players, A B

for a partner once.
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The usual thirty points is a game, and the individual

player first winning two games of thirty points or more

is the winner of the rubber, adding itxj points bonus

to his score. It is usual to keep each player's score in

one column, above and below the line.

After the conclusion of the rubber, the scores are

added up and the lower deducted from the higher, each

of the lower scores paying the diflFerencc to the higher

scores. Suppose the totals of A, B, and C's scores to

be respectively, 328, 172, and no. A wins 156 from

B and ?i8 from C. C then pays B 62 points. This

makes A's total gain 374 points, while B's losses are

94, and C's are 280.

Duplicate Bridge

In this form of the game there must be at least two

tables, and any number of tables may be filled. The

old style of playing duplicate with one table, exc ;ng-

ing the hands after a certain number of deals, has long

since been abandoned, as the recollection of the im-

portant hands spoils the game. When played, it is

called " memory duplicate."

Square trays for holding the cards are provided, or

folding pockets may be used. Each tray contains four

pockets, one pocket being on the side opposite each

player. There is a star or arrow upon each tray,

showing that it must ahva)fs be laid upon the table
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with the arrow pointing in some predetermined direc-

tion, usually the north, or a selected end of the room.

All the trays are numbered on the back, and if they

are played in their numerical order it will be found

that the deal will rotate as in the ordinary game, from

right to left.

When the tray is placed in position, one of the

pockets will be found ma.ked with the word " dealer,"

and the player sitting opposite that pocket is the de-

claring hand for that dral. The trays are distributed

according to the number of tables engaged and the

number of hands it is proposed to play. Suppose there

are twenty tables; table No. I must have tray No. l

;

table No. 2, tray No. 2, and so on. If a small num-

ber of tables are engaged, let us say five, table No. i

may have trays Nos. i, 2, 3 and 4; table No. 2, trays

Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, and so on.

When a tray is played for the i^rst time, the cards

must be shuffled and dealt in the usual way, but after

a hand has been once played with any tray, the cards

must not be shuffled again under any circumstances.

The declarations, doubling, and leading all follow

the usual course, but instead of gathering the cards

into tricks, each player lays the card he plays face up-

ward in front of him on the table, the dealer calling

upon the dummy to play certain cards, which are

simply pushed from the dummy hand toward the edge

of the tray, which always remains on the table.
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After the trick is complete, the four cards played

to it are turned down, and are so placed that the cards

point lengthwise to th- partners that win the trick.

Suppose the dealer wins the first trick. He points his

card toward his dummy partner, while his adversaries

lay their cards with the longer side next them. At thi

end of the hand it is easy to count up the nuniher that

point each way. If the dealer has eight cards pointing

toward the dummy, and five pointing toward his ad-

versaries, he must have made two by cards. If there

is any dispute about the result it is easy to compare

the various hands. If, let us say, the fourth trick

shows that the dealer's card and the adversaries do not

point in the same direction, the four cards that made

up the trick can be turned over, in order to see which

side won the trick.

The score agreed to and put down, instead of

shuffling the cards or mixing the hands in any wa;

,

each player places his thirteen cards face downward in

the pocket of the tray which he finds opposite him, and

the tray is then ready to be passed to the next table.

When a tray containing a hand which has already

been played arrives at a table, each player must see that

the arrow points in the proper direction, and he then

takes out of the pocket opposite him the cards that he

finds in it. The one who gets the cards from the

pocket marked " dealer," declares, just as if he had

actually dealt the hands.
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After the play of the hand at this second table, the

cards are again placed in the pockets, and the tray .s

parsed on to a third table, and so on, until every table

in the room has played that tray. When two or more

trays are Riven to one table at the start, it is usual to

play them all before passing any of them.

After all the trays assigned to one table m.the first

place have been played, the players themselves move.

All the N. and S. players sit still, but the L. and VV.

players, still retaining the same partnerships, move m

a direction opposite to that taken by the trays. If the

trays go from table 4 to table 3, the E. and V\
.

pairs

go from table 3 to table 4. This brings every K. anc

W pair to play one round against every N. and ^.

pair, and if five tables are engaged, four deals at each

table will give a total of twenty in all to complete the

game. , ,

In this method, there can be no comparison of the

score made by those sitting N. and S. with those made

by the E. and W. players, because they never hold the

same cards; therefore there will always be two separate

winning pairs: those making the best score on the N

and S. hands, and those making high score on the t.

and W. hands.

What is known as the Howell System is an arrange-

ment by which every pair may be brought to play

against every other pair; but it requires speaal cards

to be placed on the tables to indicate to the various
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players the tabic ami position they sh<iiilil ko to next,

the movement of both players and truys k-inj; t(«i lom-
plicated to be set forth by any simple rule. The
Howell System admits of any number of tables, odd
or even.

The system first described, in which all the N. and
S. players sit still, is best adapted to an o.ld number
of tables. When an even number of tables are in play,

it will be necessary for all the E. and W. pairs to skip

a table when they are half way round, or they will

meet the same tray that they started with.

When a small number of tables are engaged, such
as two or th-ee, there is a very simple mcthf)d of

changing the oppositions of the pairs, so that each

shall pliy against every other, which is called " up the

sides and down the middle." The number of tables is

limited by the condition that all the cards must be

reshuffled for all the trays after each change of posi-

tion in the players, or they will meet the same hands
again.

Suppose three tables play. The six partnerships

"ill require five oppositions or changes of position,

and if four hands are played in each of these the

game will be found long enough, unless there is time

to play thirty deals.

The N. and S. pair at table No. i sit still throughout

the whole series, to form a pivot for the other pairs

to move upon. Afte. . st round, all the E. and
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W. pairs move up one table, those at table 3 RO'nB

to a, and thosie at table 2 Ruing to 1. The N. and S.

pairs move down, those at table 2 going to 3. 'I'his

will require the pair who were K. and \V. at table No.

1 to take the N. and S. position at table No. 2, and

those ,/ho were N. and S. at table No. 3 to turn

round at the same table, and play E. and VV. By the

time five rounds have been played, every pair will

have met and played against every other pair.

In this method, if there are three tables, two trays

may be dealt and played at each table, if there is

time to play thirty in all. As soon as the two deals

are played, they are passed to the next table, trays 1

and 2 originally dealt at table No. i, going to table

No. 2; trays 3 and 4, dealt at table No. 2, going to

No. 3, and trays 5 and 6, dealt at table No. 3- Roing

to No. I. After these have been overplayed, they are

again passed on in the same manner, so that each

table must play all the six trays before the players

move.

If there is not time to play more than twenty deals,

one tray is given to each table, tray No. 4 being laid

aside for the moment. After these three deals have

been played, tray 2 Is passed to table No. i
:
tray 3

to table No. 2, and tray No. 4 is dealt at table No. 3,

tray No. l beinc laid aside, ready to be played at table

No. 3 after tray No. 4 has been passed along. By this

system, each table will play four deals before changing
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the positions of the players, and each player at every

table will have a declaration.

The siores are kept by putting down the total num-
ber of .lints made on each hand, trick and honour
points corr.l.ined. The winners put them down on the

plus side, the losers on the minus side. When the

first system of moving the players is adopted, all the

N. and S. players sitting still, each pair adds up at

the end of the game the total number of points won
and deducts the numbe. of points lost, and the pair

having the best score is the winner, N. and S. or E.

and VV., as the case may be.

The best score is arrived at by adding together on
a blackboard or a large sheet of paper all the scores

made by the N. and S. pairs, and all those made by

the E. and VV. pairs, in separate columns, of course.

The total mide N. and S. aftn being added up is

divided by the numbe' of j.aiis who sat N. and S.,

and the quotient is the averag: value of the N. and S.

hands. If this is a plus, all those who make more
than the average are winners, the highest plus taking

first prize. If the quotient is a minus, all those who
make less than the average minus are winners, be-

cause they did not lose as much as others, and the

pair that loses the fewest points on the minus average

gets the prize. The same process is adopted with the

E. and W. hands, ant? it should be obvious that if the

average of the N. and S. hands is, let us say, 148
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points plus, the average on the E. and W. hands

must be 148 points minus, or the scores will not prove.

When the second system is adopted, up the sides

and down the middle, the scores are added up at the

end of each round, before the players move. The total

won or lost at each table is announced to the umpire,

who adds up the N. and S. totals and finds the aver-

age, creditin- each pair with what it has lost or won

and charging the opponents of that pair with the other

side of the account. At the end of the game, the

various amounts won and lost by each pair arc added

up and balanced, and the pair that has made the

greatest gains for the whole sitting is the winn-r.

Matches between teams of four are sometimes

played, and they are probably the most interesting

form of duplicate.

The arrangement of the players and trays is very

simple. The N. and S. pair at one table belong to the

same team as the E. and W. pair at the other table.

Two deals are played at each table, and the trays are

then exchanged, making a total of four trays played.

It is evident that each team has then held the same

cards, that is, all thirteen in each deal. The scores

are then added up, and the team having won the most

points, after deducting the points made by their ad-

versaries, is credited on a separate score sheet with the

amount.

The E. and W. pair at table No. i then exchange
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places with the N. and S. pair of their own team at

table No. 2, and four more deals are played and re-

corded. For the t.h-'rd round, the players on each team

change partners, and for the fourth round the N. and

S. at one table change with the E. and W. at the other,

as before. Partners may again be changed, for the

next eight deals, so that each member of a team shall

have played eight deals with each of the others. This

concludes the match, which will require twenty-four

deals in all.

!



PROGRESSIVE BRlIXiE

In progressive bridge, no duplicate trays are re-

quired, but an even number of deals, usually four,

should be played at each table. The partnerships are

usually ladies and gentlemen, this form of the game

being best adapted to social gatherings.

After playing four deals, so that each person at the

table shall have a declaration, the lower score is de-

ducted from the higher, and the winners are credited

with so much plus, the losers being charged with so

much minus. Trick and honour scores are all added

together and no notice is taken of games or rubbers.

At the end of the four deals, when the scores have

been handed to the umpire, the signal is given to

change places, usually by a whistle or bell. The losmg

pair at each table sit still, but separate as partners.

The winning pair go in opposite directions, the lady

moving to the next greater number, from 4 to 5, and

the gentleman moving to the next lesser number, from

4 to 3. This is so that they shall not be constantly

overtaking each other and playing together again.

Upon arriving at the next table, the lady takes as

her partner the gentleman who has just lost, and the

z8i
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arriving gentleman takes as his partner the lady who
has just lost.

At the end of the game, the individual players, a

lady and a gentleman, uho have made the greatest

plus score, after deducting their losses from their gains,

take the prizes.



BRIDGE TOURNAMENTS

And How to Manage Them

For social or charitable purposes, it is often de-

sirable that a large number of players shoi:' 1 enter into

some sort of friendly competition in which all can

simultaneously take part. In the management of such

affairs, simplicity and the avoidance of confusion or

dispute are the principal things to aim at.

The most amusing, and also the most satisfactory

to the players, probably because they can understand

the theory of it better, is to divide the number of

tables that offer for play into sections, the number in

each section being such as to admit of about twenty

deals altogether.

Any of the systems already described for movmg

the players may be employed. Letting all the N. and

S. players sit still while the E. and W. partners move,

is a good plan for sections of five or six tables each.

Up the sides and down the middle is not adapted to

large gatherings, because of the small number of

tables that can be managed in each section, and the

Howell System is too complicated for those who have

never seen it before.
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It may safely be said that no form of duplicate

should be employed when those who are to take part

arc not familiar with the management of the trays and
cards, as they will inevitably mix the hands, turn the

trays the wrong way, and get the scores hopelessly

confused. To run a duplicate bridge tournament re-

quires the services of an expert, who knows how to

handle large numbers of players and huw to keep the

scores.

The most satisfactory plan for a tournament to he

taken part in by those who have never played any-

thing but the ordinary rubber is the following:

Arrange the tables in sections of five or six each,

filling up as many as offer for play. Provide each

table with two packs of cards, two scoring pads and
two pencils. Let the players select their own partners

and sit where they please. Before play begins, lay two
slips of paper on each table, one white and the other

coloured, and ask the players sitting N. and S. to write

their names on the white ones ; those sitting E. and W.
to write their names on the coloured ones. These
slips must be previously numbered with the section

and the table number. These can be gathered up and
the names entered on the scoring sheets while the first

round is played.

Four deals must be played at each t^.ble. The
players may cut for the first deal if they choose, but

must not cut for partners in chis form of the game.
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The result of these four deals is looked upon as a

single game, and the trick points are all scored, no

matter how much they may pass thirty. The players

having the greatest number of trick points to their

credit at the end of the four deals add fifty po.nts

bonus to their score. The lower score is then deducted

from the higher, and the result of the subtraction

counting up tricks and honours together, is the value of

the game at that table.

The umpire's assistant has in the meantime placed

upon each table two slips, one white and one coloured,

upon which the partners write their number, which is

always that of the table at which they begin to play;

then, in the space provided for it, the number of the

pair to which they are opposed, and underneath, in

its proper place, the number of points they win or

lose. These slips must be printed beforehand for the

purpose, of course. This is the usual form:

Table No.

E. & W. pair No

Opposed to Pair No

Won Lost. .

O. K

1

The O. K. line is to be filled in with the initials of

the adversaries, to show that they admit it as correct.
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When the assistant collects these slips for the purpose
of entering the results on the scoring sheets, he must
see that the statenjent made by the N. and S. pair

agrees with that made by the E. and VV. players. If

it does not, he must ask them to adjust it.

The four deals finished and the scores handed in,

all the E. and W. pairs move to the next table, and
four more deals are played there. When the E. and
W. pairs have met and played against all the N. and S.

pairs in their section, the game is at an end.

It is quite common for the players at the various

tables to play for so much a point, just to add a little

to the interest of the game, the value of the points

being adjusted to suit the desires of the four engaged
at the time.

For these games, large scoring sheets must be care-

fully ruled in advance, one for each section. If the

number of players is large, it may be well to restrict

them to two deals at each table and to put twelve

tables in a section. This will require the deal to ro-

tate in regular order, so as to give each player an

equal number of declarations, and the best plan is to

let the N. player deal first at every table, then the E.

player. After changing places at all the tables, the

S. player must deal the first hand and the W. player

the second. Then the N. and W. players will deal,

and so on.

The score sheets must be separate ones for each
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section and also for the N. and S. and the E. and W.

players. They must be ruled in such a manner that

the names of the players shall appear at the head of

double columns, one for plus and the other for minus

scores. Under the names the numbers should be

printed, in order to facilitate the entering up of the

results handed in on the slips. There will be plenty

of time to enter up all the slips during the play of the

following four deals, but at the end of the game it

will take about twenty minutes to add up the totals

and balance the scores. While this is being done, it is

usual to serve refreshments of some kind, so that the

players are not kept waiting in idleness.

The results will show a N. and S. winning pair,

and an E. and W. winning pair in each section. If

there be any special prize, it should go to the partners

who have made the greatest plus score in any section

or position.
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•^'-V lO III,. 1,;^,
I I.\\|J>

The explanations .-ivcn it,- „ •, ,

'nt-<ied only to re ..,, "T •''"''• '"'"''

alread>.s,j,„j;;;;" "••-"'"" "-reason,

'•Hearts; safer than no trumps.

-Hearts, safer ti:,r;:i.r-^'''^''-"'-
5- Pass; below average

6. Hearts; counts
8, and has honours.

7- i ass; below average; hearts will „ot count 8
«• No trump,, above average, protected in l^^,,
9- Hearts; dummy cannot do better
'u. I\o trumps; above averaL-e- ,o , u

32 clubs.
' •'" •''" •""" 'han

.•• Hear ; „„ _^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^_^^^^^

Cps"
'^'™""'

°' """""- ''"•'- no

'3- Hearts; dummy cannot do better
'4. rWnds; dummy cannot do better.
'5. .Speculative no-trumper
.6, Speculative no trumper; dummy cannot do better'7. Diamonds, wth 48 in honours.
J»- ^o trumps; above average.

197
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19. Diamonds; safer than passing.

20. Hearts; dummy cannot do better.

21. Hearts; safer than no trumps.

22. Spades; weak in both red suits, especially hearts.

2 J. No trumps; protected in the red suits.

24. No trumps; len;;th in hearts protects it.

25. Clubs; because you have more of them.

26. Spades; because the clubs are trick-winners.

27. No. You have not more than 4 tricks.

28. No. Your spades nnot be reckoned on.

29. Yes. Your hand should be good for 6 tricks.

30. No. You have not more than 4 tricks.

31. No. Your strength will be led through.

32. Yes. Your honours a.c a' 'n sequince.

33. Club K; so as to see dummy's cards.

34. Spade K; because of two honours in sequence.

35. Diamond Q ; because of thiee honours in sequence.

36. Club A; suit is too long to hold tenace.

37. Heart 5 ; all other suits are worse.

38. Diamond K ; three honours in sequence.

39. Spade K; to see dummy's cards.

40. Spade 9 ; other suits are worse.

41. Heart 3; red in preference to black.

42. Diamond J ; other suits are worse.

43. Heart K, red suit ; no hurry about trumps.

44. Spade 10; to show your strength.

45. Diamond 5 ; the longest suit.

46. Diamond K; lead one of three top honours.
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47.

4H.

4<)-

50.

51.

52.

5J.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59-

60.

61.

6a.

6j.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

7J.

72.

73.

74.

Hwrt J ; the longest Miit

Spa<lc Q; having n..ro-enrrvcar.l.

•
^'Mrt J; other suits are »ors<..

Hwrt
4; red in preference to bUk.

1 hrcc.

Four.

One.

Two.

A, Q.leadisfrotn K, J, m.
A K, J; the 9 cannot he fourth-best
Ace only .leader cannot have it.

A, K. ,0; the 8 cannot be fourth-best.

K,Q,theJ„,ustbethetopofaweaksuit.
W.J, <o; the

7 cannot be fourth-best.

^. y. 9; the 8 cannot be fourth-best.
"lay K and return J.
Play 8, return Q.
Play K; return the 10.

Play A; return the 2.

The 9.

The J.

The deuce.

The 9.

The deuce.

The 10.

The a; fourth hand can beat the ,0.
The Q ; only once guarded.
The 2

1 by Eleven Ru!e, your 9 will win.
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75-

76.

77-

78.

79-

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87,

89.

90.

The J, once guarded ; same as Q once guarded.

The 8; it is fourchette with yen 6.

The 3 ; let it come up to your 10.

The 2 ; by Eleven Rule, your 8 will win.

The Q ; only chance is that leader has A, K.

The 2; for the Bath Coup.

The A; no Bath Coup with dummy's J twice

guarded.

The 4; let the suit run until A, 10 is a tenace.

The club 9; because you must take the finesse in

clubs before leading trumps, while the diamond

Q is still guarded.

Win the trick with the K; then get trumps out,

leading Q as if you were going to finesse, but

playing A if K does not cover.

Lead clubs, K and 2, so as to discard dummy's

losing spa-'es on two diamonds and club A.

The 2; hol( up until third hand is exhausted.

The A ; no use holding up for the Bath Coup, be-

cause there is little slam in the hand if you

catch the diamond K.

. The K ; so as to lead the spade J from that hand

and finesse.

, The K ; then lead small club so as to fi. "^p. You

cannot finesse in spades, for fear your diamond

K would be led through if the finesse failed.

The A ; keeping the K as a re-entry for the spade

suit. Then lead clubs from dummy, as you do
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to continue the clubs
" "°^"' '^ -'-

93. Lead diamonds everv t,m.

suits
"'"""^ >°" g« " on the other
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IMBUOGf^APHY OF BRmci- WORKS

Arranged in the alphabetical order of their authors
to 1905. From the Bibliographj of Card Games, by
i'rederic Jessel.

Ace of Spades, Theory and Practice of Bridge, 1903
H. A. Agacy, Correct Bridjrc, 1905.
Fisher Ames, Bridge Whist in Brief 1904
Edwyn Anthony, How to Win at Bridge, ,904
Edwyn Anthony, The Complete Bridie-Player, ,905
Badmmton Magazine, March, ,90,, Oct., ,90., Aug.,

1902, April, 1904, and monthly since.
* Badsworth " (A. L. Lister), Laws and Principles of

Bridge, 1903.

Bailey^ Magazine of Sports, Oct., ,900, Jan., ,905.
f. P. Barton, Bridge Simplified, 1905.
H. M. Beasley, London Bridge, 1905.
E. Bergholt, Leads at Bridge, 1901.
Biritch, or Russian Whist, 1886.

Blackwood's Magazine, March, 1901.
'' Boaz," Pocket Guide to Bridge, 1894.
" Boaz," Laws of Bridge, 1895.
" Boaz " and " Badsworth," Laws of Bridge, 1898.
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1897-Bridge Laws, by The Whist Club, N. Y.,

Marie Bryce, Bridge in Brief, 1904.

Chambers's Journal, May, 1902.

E. Chittendon, Modern Bridge, by "Slam," 1901.

Oswald Crawfurd, Laws of Misery Bridge, 1902.

W. Dalton, Bridge Abridged, 1901.

W. Dalton, Bridge at a Glance, 1904.

Bessie Dickinson, Bridge Abridged, 1902.

John Doe, Bridge Conventions, 1899.

John Doe, The Bridge Manual, 1900.

John Doe, Auction Bridge, 1904-

Archibald Dunn, Bridge and How to Play It, 1899.

Archibald Dunn, New Ideas on Bridge, 1902.

Archibald Dunn, The Bridge Book, 1903.

H. C. Duval, Bridge Rules in Rhyme, 1902.

J. B. Elwell, Bridge, Its Principles and Rules of Play,

igo2.

J. B. Elwell, Bridge Tournament Hands, 1904.

J. B. Elwell, Advanced Bridge, 1904.

Fortnightly Review, July, 1901.

R. F. Foster, Foster's Bridge Manual, 1900.

R. F. Foster, Foster on Bridge, 1900.

R. F. Foster, Self-Playing Bridge Cards, 1903.

R. F. Foster, Foster's Bridge Tactics, 1903.

R. F. Foster, The Gist of Bridge, 1904.

R. F. Foster, Bridge Maxims, 1905.

R. F. Foster, The Bridge Player's Handbook, 1905.

Gentleman's Magazine, July, 1902.
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"Grim "Elementary Bridge, 1904.

..

"^''^^"t-" Laws of Bridge, ,90,.
Prof^^Hoflf„a„„ •' (A. J. Le,,,), Modern Bridge,

Mrs. J. B Horton, How to Play Bridge, ,90..A. G Hulme-Bean,an, Bridge for Beginners, ,899.

Y
K- Keiley, Laws of Bridge, 1897

Lennard Leigh, Bridge Whist, ,901.
A. J. Lewis, Bridge, igcx).

A. L. Lister, Laws and Principles of Bridge, ,90,.A. L L,ster. A Defence of Bridge, by "
Badsworth,"

1904.

" Lynx " Bridge Topics, 1903.
C. McL McHardy, Brief Bridge By-Words, .903.C. J. Melrose, Bridge Whist, 1901 *

A. R. Metcalfe, Bridge that Wins, .905
Pall Mall Magazine, Aug., ,90,

;;Pontife.x,"ABookofBridge,
,90,.

Problematics," Leads at Bridge, .904.
Revoke." The Grand Slam, 1905.

E. Robertson, The Robertson Rule 1902
E. Robertson & Hyde Wollaston, Bridge Develop-

ments, 1904.

H. A. Roome, Hints on BrHge, 1904.
Colin Smith, Bridge Condensed, 1902.
K. N. Steele, Simple Rules for Bridge, 1902
C. S. Street, Bridge Up to Date, 1903.
C. S. Street, Sixty Bridge Hands, 1903.
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" Templar," Bridge, 1904.

The Monthly Review, Oct., Kjoi.

E. A. Tennant, The A, B, C of Bridge, i<)oi.

E. A. Tennant, Bridge Up to Date, iQi'v

W. H. Whitfeld, Pocket Laws of Bridge, 1904.
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lii-OssAKv <ji tix:hnic:ai. ikkms

Adversaries.—The pM«t k- j

Anu.y,,
, rh. lowest but two of a suit, nowreplaced by the fourth-best lead

BatH 6W, Holding up the combination of A-Jwhen a K is led by the player on your left.

^'"tT
"'"' ''' ''"'-'' --^ »' =« -t which

's longer in another hand

'"^'"f,

'"--Gettrng the lead and winning tricks-th the smaller cards of a suit after the highcon« have been forced out of the way.
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Command.—Thf b«it card of any suit. The power to

stop it when led.

Chicane.—A hand to which no trump has b«en

dealt.

Convention.—Any method of play which is established

by custom, cither to give information or to comply

with certain conditions.

Coup.—A master-stroke, a brilliant piece of strategy.

Covering.— Playing a higher card than one led or

played, hut not the best of the suit.

Cross RulJ.—Two players alternately trumping difier-

ent suits.

Cutting.—Drawing fro.m an outspread p.ick, or sep-

arating the pack before the deal.

Deschnpelles Coup.—Sacrificing a high card in one

hand in order to make an inferior card in anothe

hand good for re-entry.

Discarding.—Throwing away, when unable to follow

suit.

Doubling.—Increasing the value of the trick points.

Doubtful Cards.—Cards which arc not the best of the

suit, but may win the trick if passed. Cards

which may mean one thing, but appear to mean

another.

Ducking.—Refusing to win tricks when able to do so.

Dummy.—The dealer's partner, after his cards are

laid down.

P-iplicate.—Any method of playing in which the same



G'."SSAKV OK T,:c„N,c,M. „:„,,s „,

"''"' """''.-Th, l„„|„ ,,„ ,,,^

Eslablishid Suite A

'"" »;""• C«./.-Wan.hin, the cards p.aved in anv^u.t. so as to ju.l,e what other cards the vlr
players hold. " '"'""^

/v.. C«./.-Cards which are intended to deceive the

F,ne.e^ A„y atten^pt to win a trick uith a card

wtt:iTh:^:;\"^'^-"--'--'--
^;»//»«. i.. -To plav a card of the suit led

^o-.^-ioobh.eap,a,.ertotru,„pasuitvvhe„
he does not ivish to do so
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Forcing Discards.—Obliging a player to discard a suit

which is different from the one led.

Fourchette.—The combination in one hand of the two

cards immediately above and below the one led.

Fourth-best.—The fourth card, counting from the top,

of any suit held in the hand.

Going Back.—Redoubling.

Going Over.—Doubling.

Going Up.—The same as covering.

Grand Coup.—Trumping a partner's trick, or throw-

ing away a small trump when the trick has al-

ready been trumped with a higher one.

Grand Slam.—Winning all thirteen tricks by one

side.

Guarded Cards or Suits.—Cards which must win a

trick, although not the best of the suit. Suits

which the adversa.ies cannot run down against

you.

Hand.—^The thirteen cards held by any player. The

entire play of a deal.

Heart and Strong.—Leading hearts when the pone

doubles no trumps, and discarding from strength

always.

Holding Up the Command.—Keeping the best of the

suit back until one of the opposing partners is

exhausted.

Honours.—The A, K, Q, J, lo of the trump suit, or

the four aces when there are no trumps.
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Imperfect Fourchetus-Thc combination in one hand
of the card above the one led and the next but
one below it, such as Q, 9 on a J led

Imperfect Pack.-Any pack in which certain cards
are m.ss.ng, duplicated, torn, or so marked that
they can be identified by the backs

Ind.fferer.t C.n/.-Cards of equal value, such as
v^i J of the same suit.

Irregular L..^.._Leads which are not from any
regular high-card combination, and are not
fourth-best.

Leading.-?\^ying the first card to any trick
Lead,ngA^,ay Fro„._P,aying a small card from a

comb.nat.on which would be much better if led
up to, such as leading from king and others, the
ace not hav.ng been played.

Leading Through.-?utt\ng the second player on any
tnck at a disadvantage, such as leading Q and Jthrough a K in the dummy, when the third hand
holds the ace.

Leading Up To.-Leading to a combination In the
fourth hand, such as the eldest hand leading to the
dealer.

Little Slam.~The same partners winning twelve out
of the th.rteen tricks.

Long Suits—Suits containing four or more cards
Long Trump—The last trump in play.
Losing Cards.-C^rds which cannot possibly win
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tricks, and which will be won by the adversaries

if they are not got rid of.

Losing Trumps.—Trumps which may be drawn by

the opponents.

Love-all.—Nothing scored on cither side.

Make.—The declaration is often called the make.

Master Card.—The best left in play of any suit which

has already been led.

Misdeal.—Any failure in the proper distribution of

the cards.

Missing Su//s.—Suits which the player holds no card

of.

Odd Trick.—The seventh won by the same partners;

the first trick over the book.

Opening Lead.—The selection of the suit by the eldest

hand for the attack.

Original Lead.—The first card played in any suit.

Passing Tricks.—Letting the opponents win tricks

with cards which are not the best, or refusing to

trump winning cards.

Penultimate.—The lowest but one of a suit ;
now re-

placed by the fourth-best lead.

Plain Suits.—Suits which are not trumps.

Po„e_—The partner of the eldest hand; the player

who cuts the cards for the dealer.

Quart Major.—Tht A, K, Q, J of any suit.

Quitting.—Removing the fingers from a trick after

it has been turned down.
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Redoubling.—XiiMhVxm again after the other side has
doubled.

Re-ent,), Car,/s.—Cards which will bring another suit

into play.

Renouni-e.—hailme to follow suit, having none.

Aiffo^f.—Failure to follow suit when able to do so.

Rubber.—The first two games out of three.

Ruffing.—Trumping plain suits.

Running.—Ma)i.[n^ all the winning cards in the hand
at once.

Second Hand.—The second player in any trick.

Seesaw.—The same as cross ruff, q.v.

Sequence—CarAs which are next in value to one an-

other, such as Q, J, lo.

Short Suits.—Suks of less than four cards.

Shuffling.—Any method of disarranging the cards so

that no trace of their former order remains.

Singleton.—Only one card of a suit dealt to a player.

«/amf.—Winning all thirteen tricks is a grand slam;
winnfng twelve out of thirteen is a small slam.

Sneat.-A singleton which is led for the purpose of

trumping the second round of the suit.

Still Pack.—The pack which is not in play when two
packs are used.

Stopper.—A card that will stop the run of an adverse
suit.

Strong Suits.—Suits in which a number of tricks are

possible.
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Supporting Cards.—Cards which may help the part-

ner if led or played, but are unlikely to win

tricks in the hand of the holder.

Tenace.—The combination in one hand of the best

and third best of a suit, such as A, Q.

Third Hand.—^The third player in any trick.

Throwing the Lead.—Putting a player in, so as to

make him lead to his disadvantage.

Trump Signal.—Playing a higher card before a lower

when it is not necessary to do so, as a signal that

you want trumps led. Not used in bridge.

Unblocking.—Getting out of the way of a suit which

is longer in another hand.

Underplay.—Leading or playing any card which is

not the best of the suit, when the best would

otherwise be led.

Weak Suits.—Suits which contain no winning cards,

or only one possible trick.

Weak Trumps.—Trumps which are useless except for

ruffing.

Yarborough.—^A hand which contains no card higher

than a nine when dealt to the player.
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Acc-king alone, 119
A J 10 dividtd, jio
A J 10 finesse, 256
Ace leads, 129

Ace queen divided, 209
Aces at no trumps, 59
Add to partner's information, 13s
Advantage of the concealed hand.

Advantage of finessing, 254
Advantage of the lead, 114
Adversaries losing tricks, 50
Adversaries never finesse, 1 54
Adversaries' score, 81

Adversaries should lead trumps, 226
An average hand, 45
Answer, dummy's, 78

Australian rule, 58

Beat dummy's cards, 187
Beginners should avoid doubling, 92
Better declarations than black, 67
Black trump calls, 65

Chance of wmnmg game, 66
Changing suiu, 146, 188

Chicane, 37

Counting sure tricks, 234
Counting up trump calls, 64

Cover dummy's cards, 187
Covering honours with honours, 2

1

,

Covering jack with ace, 124, 215
Cross-ruffing, 224

Dealer's declarations, n
Dealer's discards, 204
Dealer leading trumps, 218
Dealer leads irregularly,

1 34
Dealer unblocking himself, ,84
Defensive trump calls, 70
Defensive trump leads, 108
Diamond calls, 68

Directive discards, 197
Discarding strength, 198
Discarding weakness, 197
Distribution of strength, 54
Doubling no-trumpers, 98
Doubling trump calls, 99
Down-and-out echo, I 56
Ducking ard underplay, 263
Dummy calling diamonds, 79
Dummy prjtecting red suits, 76
Dummy weak in red, 78
Dummy's answer, 78

Dummy's possibilities, 66

Eight rule, Ibr trump calls, 64
Eleven Rule, 1 70

3»i
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Eleven Rule for the dealer, an
Elimination, 238

Est)' 'ished Burts, 1 14

Exccptioni to leading trumps, ixa

Exercises on average hands^ 47

False cards, a6o

Fatality about dijmimd calls, 68

Finessing, 253

Finessing against the dangerous hand,

a6o

Finessing positions, 254
Five-trick no-trumpers, 57
Following with fourth-best, 137

Forcing yourself, 223

Four aces always no trunps, 60

Fourchettes, 215

Fourth-best leads, 1 3 3

Get a look at dummy, 102

Getting position for finesse, 258

Giving dealer information, 134
Giving partner information, 127

Guarded suits, 55

H.mdB on which to declare, 48

Hands on which to pass, 48
Heart and strong, 126

Heart convention, 114

Heart led to doubled no-trumps, 99
Hearts instead of no-trumps, 60

Hearts safer than no-trumps, 77
High cards as good as trumps, 80

High cards divided, 209

High cards from the short hand, 1 84
High cards played second hand, 208

Holding up the command, 241

Honours at no-trumps, 59

Honours in black suits, 69

Honours in diamonds, 69

Honours in hearts, 61

Honoure in trumps, 70

Imperfect fourchettes, ai6

Importance of correct leading, 132

Importanceofnumber in trumps, 63

Inference from leads, 153

Irregular leads, 138

Jack leads, 131

Keeping the lead, 244
King jack divided, 209

King leads, 128

Knave leads, 131

Leader changing suits, 146

Leading aces, 104

Leading ace from seven cards, 140,

141

Leading against no trumps, 139

Leading against trumps, 103

Leading black suits to passing hand,

113

Leading from A Q J, 137

Leading from K Q J, 1 36

Leading Q from A Q J, 1 40

Leading red in preference to black,

112

Leading short suits, 1 10

Leading through, 93

Leading tnrough dummy, 144
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Leading through jlrcnglh, 145
Leading to doubled trumpj, 1

1

3

Leading to dummy, 186
Leading to dummy-j weakness, 190
Leading trumps to dummy, 192
Leading up to honours, 192
Lead winning cards, 135
Learning the leads, IJ7
Length at no trump, 142
Long-suit openings, 115

No-trump calls, 56
N" trump instead of diamonds,

61

Opening short suit! at no trump,
116

Opening with a red suit, 124
Over-calling dummy's hands, 75

Pip-counting no-trumpers, 57
Plain-suit echo, 161
Pone doubling no-trumpen, 99
Position in doubling, 93
Practice for eleven rule, 171
Practice in doubling, 100
Practice in opening leads, 126
Protected suits, 55
Protective discards, 100
Protective makes, 67

Return leads, 186

Reverse discards, 204
Risking kings second hand, 253
Robertson rule, 58

Score, importance of, 81
Scoring, various ways of, 38
Secondary leads, i 3 5

Second and third best, 1 36
Second best, third hand, 164
Second hand on high cards, 214
Second round, 184
Seeing dummy's cards early, 105
Selecting suit to go for, 247
Seven rule at no trumps, 58
Showing what you hoid, 154
Slams, 37

Small card leads, 133
Speculating on dummy's cards, 70
SpecuUtive -o-trumpers, 56
Strength of small trumps, 63

gueen leads, 131

Reading cards, 1 52

Refiising to call diamonds, 68
Remembering honour values, 37

Tenaccs, 112

Ten lead, 132

Ten not an honour, 215
Test hands for dealer's play, 217
Test hands for declaring, 74
Test hands for doubling, 100
Test hands for dummy's calls, 84
Test hands for leading, 143
Test hands for the pone, 194
Test hands for trump management,

232

Third-best leads, 138
Third hand at no-trumps, i6j
Third hand changing suits, i89
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Thiri^ hand never iincsta, i 54

Third-hand play at trumpi, 151

Three acet catling no trumps,

61

Training the eye with actual cardi,

44
Trump declaradoni, 6s

Trump management, si8

Trumpi at opening leads, 108

Trusting dummy's judgment, 71

Two-suit nu-trumpers, 56

Unblocking, 178

Underplay and ducking, 163

Value of knowledge, 50

Value of winning a game, 8a

Variuut ways of Koring, 38

Wanting partner to lead, 148

Weak and weak, 126

Weak-suit leads, no
Winning tricki cheaply, 155






